MEETING of the GOVERNING BODY
held in public
Wednesday 27 May 2015 9.00am - 12.15pm
Capesthorne Room, Macclesfield Town Hall
Chair: Dr Paul Bowen

AGENDA
08:45
Time

9.00

Arrival and refreshments
Agenda
Title / Description
No.

Speaker

Delivery &
Decision

1.

PRELIMINARY BUSINESS

1.1

Welcome
absence

for Paul Bowen

Verbal

1.2

Declaration of any interests Paul Bowen
relevant to the agenda items

Verbal

1.3

Notes from previous meeting Paul Bowen
held in public – April 2015

&

apologies

9.10

1.4

Public Speaking Time

9.20

1.5

Chief Officer Report

Jerry Hawker

Paper attached
For approval

Paper attached
For information
and approval

9.45

10.00

2.

STANDING ITEMS

2.1

Finance & Performance Report

2.2

Governing
Framework

Body

No report this month

Assurance Alex Mitchell

Paper attached
For approval

2.2.1 Case Study: North West CSU Alex Mitchell
Service Disruption
2.3
Sub Committee Minutes and Reports

Verbal

2.3.1 Governance and Audit Committee None on this occasion
– next meeting 27 May 2015
2.3.2 Remuneration Committee
- No meeting in May

None on this occasion

2.3.3 Clinical Quality and Performance Gill Boston
Committee – April and May 2015

Paper attached
For information
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Time
10.10

10.20

Agenda
Title / Description
No.
2.4
Advisory Committee Reports

11:15
11:30
11:55

12.10

2.4.1 Locality Management Meeting
– notes of meeting 1 May 2015

Paul Bowen

2.4.2 Eastern Cheshire HealthVoice
- notes of meeting 23 April 2015

Bill Swann

BREAK

BREAK

Delivery &
Decision
Paper attached
For information

Paper attached
For information

BREAK

BREAK

3.

ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION

3.1

Annual Report and Statement of
Accounts 2014-15
 Overview
Jerry Hawker
 Financial Statement
Alex Mitchell
Robin Baker
 External Audit Opinion

Paper attached

2015-16 Financial Plan

Paper attached

10.30

10.55

Speaker

3.2

Alex Mitchell

For approval

For approval

3.3
3.4
3.5

Cheshire East Joint Strategic Dr Guy Hayhurst
Dr Julie Sin
Needs Assessment Update

Presentation

2015-16
Operational
Submission

Paper attached

Plan Neil Evans

For approval

Agenda items and discussion at Alex Mitchell
Governing Body meetings held in
camera and in public

4. CLOSING REMARKS

For information

Paul Bowen

Paper attached
For approval

Verbal

CLOSE OF MEETING
DATE AND TIME OF NEXT GOVERNING BODY MEETING held in public:

Wednesday 24 June 2015
Poynton Civic Centre 13.30 - 16.00
Followed by informal Q&A
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MEETING OF THE GOVERNING BODY held in public
Wednesday 29 April 2015 – 6-8.30 pm
Congleton Town Hall

Unconfirmed MINUTES
VOTING MEMBERS OF THE GOVERNING BODY
Dr Paul Bowen
Gill Boston
Dr Mike Clark
Gerry Gray
Jerry Hawker
Dr Jennifer Lawn
Joanne Morton
Alex Mitchell
Sally Rogers
Julie Sercombe
Dr Julie Sin
Bill Swann
Angela Wales
Duncan Matheson

Executive Chair,
GP McIlvride Medical Centre, Poynton
Lay Member, Patient and Public Involvement
General Practice Representative –
Macclesfield
Lay member, Governance
Chief Officer
General Practice Representative – Knutsford
General Practice Representative –
Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth, Wilmslow
Chief Finance Officer
Registered Nurse Member
General Practice Representative –
Congleton and Holmes Chapel
Senior Public Health Representative,
Associate Director of Public Health, Public
Health department, Cheshire East Council
Lay Member, Patient and Public Involvement
General Practice Representative –
Bollington, Disley, Poynton
Secondary Care Doctor Member

PRESENT
PRESENT
PRESENT
Until item 3.1

PRESENT
PRESENT
PRESENT
PRESENT
PRESENT
APOLOGIES
PRESENT
APOLOGIES

PRESENT
APOLOGIES
PRESENT

IN ATTENDANCE
Fleur Blakeman
Hazel Burgess
Matthew Cunningham
Neil Evans
Rob Walker
Jacki Wilkes

Strategy & Transformation
Director
Note taker
Corporate Services Manager
Commissioning Director
Commissioning Manager,
Cheshire East Council
Associate Director of
Commissioning

For item 3.1
For item 3.1

Members of the public
1.

PRELIMINARY BUSINESS

1.1

Welcome and apologies for absence
Dr Bowen welcomed those present to the meeting, held in the evening this
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month to offer members of the public who cannot come to meetings in the
day time the opportunity to attend. Observing that the theme of the
meeting is around carers, he mentioned that the GP practice in Handforth
now has a greeting message which begins by offering information on
support available to carers. He said that the CCG relies on providers of
care to have within their culture the ability to value and support carers and
he wished to put on record his thanks to the Patient Participation Group
and GP practice for setting this example.
Apologies for absence were received from Sally Rogers, Dr Julie Sin and
Angela Wales.

1.2

Declaration of any new interests
No new declarations of interest were made.
Regarding item 3.1 on a Carers Strategy, Bill Swann declared an interest
as a member of the Board of ‘Making Space’, an organisation which
provides services to carers. Gill Boston declared that she works for a
voluntary organisation of which Carers UK is a member.

1.3

Notes from previous meeting held in public – 25th March
2015
Item 3.1 – Joint Commissioning Committee for Primary (General Medical)
Care Services: bullet point 2 will be amended to “The Chair of the
Committee must be a non-clinical ‘lay’ member, and the Chair and Vice
Chair roles cannot be held by the Chair of the Governance and Audit
Committee.”
With this amendment, the notes of the meeting on 25th March 2015 were
approved as an accurate record.

1.3.1

Matters arising
Item 1.5.3 – The bid to the Improving Access to Primary Care Fund made
by Vernova Healthcare Community Interest Company on behalf of the
member practices was unsuccessful.

1.4

Public Speaking Time
Mrs Charlotte Peters-Rock presented a petition on behalf of Cheshire Area
for Cheshire Action and 4003 signatories. The full statement read out to
the Governing Body, attached as Appendix A to these minutes, was a
request to keep open and in public hands, day care, overnight respite care,
dementia care and assessment, intermediate care and ancillary facilities.
Mrs Peters-Rock stated that the fact that such public and health facilities
have largely been closed, when the public need grows ever greater, is a
serious concern to the thousands of people across Eastern Cheshire,
those who come in to work in the area, those whose health needs are met
here and those whose relatives live here.
Dr Paul Bowen thanked Mrs Peters-Rock for presenting the petition and
acknowledged that a huge amount of energy had gone into obtaining the
signatures to the statement. He said that the CCG’s vision of inspiring
better health and wellbeing means it wishes to inspire the delivery of
innovative care that values carers and their communities’ assets.
NHS ECCCG Governing Body Meeting held in public 29 April 2015
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Jerry Hawker added his thanks and affirmed that that the CCG will
respond fully to the points raised at a Governing Body meeting and make
the formal response available on the CCG’s website.

1.5

Chief Officer Report
This month the report had been prepared by Alex Mitchell, Chief Finance
Officer; he offered thanks to colleagues who had helped support the report
and highlighted the main points.

1.5.1

The CCG is working with NHS England to produce a new general practice
contract core offer which would cover services provided over and above
the standard General Medical Servicers (GMS) contract. This is aimed at
improving patient outcomes and reducing historical variations across
general practice in Eastern Cheshire. Failure to address this need to
standardise and develop stable, sustainable general practice has been
identified as a risk, and is presented for approval for inclusion on the
Assurance Framework at item 2.2 on the agenda for today’s meeting.

1.5.2

At the last meeting the Governing Body approved the Cheshire Integrated
Digital Care Record (EC-IDCR) Business Case, conditional on sign off
from all partners; all parties have now approved the Business Case.

1.5.3

The bid for funding for “Transport and Rural Integration in Cheshire East”
(TRICE) to the Department of Transport’s Total Transport Fund was
successful, with £543,000 secured to implement the project1.

1.5.4

A second survey of stakeholders of the CCG has been conducted by Ipsos
Mori. There was a good response rate (77%); the CCG has good
relationships with its key stakeholders. Comparing results from the
previous survey in 2012, opinion on rating of skills and experience of
leadership has increased from 73% to 84%; “listening to views” has
reduced from 78% 2012 to 68%. The full diagnostic report will be
circulated to the Governing Body.

1.5.5

Regarding the “Year of Care Training” item in the Appendix to the paper,
and the principle of health and social care working in partnership,
Alex Mitchell confirmed that no Local Authority staff were involved in the
training sessions and he undertook to look into this.

1.5.5

Appendix A 1.1 - Community based coordinator work stream: In response
to a comment that to ensure successful implementation, the involvement of
GPs, which had not been sought, would be necessary, Fleur Blakeman
confirmed that the CCG had not been directly involved in the work, which
was the response of the providers to delivering the care model.
It was suggested that to ensure successful implementation, GPs,
community assets and carers should be involved in the development of
community models.
The Governing Body
 Noted the Chief Officer Report

1

http://www.caringtogether.info/better‐rural‐transport‐in‐a‐trice/
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2.2.2.

STANDING ITEMS

2.1

Finance & Performance Report Month 12,
as at 31 March 2015
Alex Mitchell highlighted the main points of the Finance Report.

2.1.1

The forecast at the start of the financial year had been a £2 million deficit,
however in line with the revised forecast, and subject to audit, the year end
position for 2014–15 is a surplus of £191,000.

2.1.2

Cash allocations for the year have been successfully managed, with a
closing bank balance of £144,000 which is below the required target.

2.1.3

Better practice code on value and volume – from 1 April, targets will be
met.

2.1.4

Continuing Healthcare - Discussions with Cheshire East Council are
taking place regarding the Council’s intention to recharge the CCG for the
costs of care for individual clients, mainly from the former Learning
Disabilities Pool arrangement, who Cheshire East Council perceive are
eligible for continuing healthcare clients. Cheshire East Council have
requested from the CCG 50% of the £5.8 million cost of care for 83
individuals. This does not impact on the provision of any services for
patients, and purely relates to the funding arrangements between statutory
organisations. A significant number of the 83 individuals have not been
referred for a continuing healthcare assessment and as such, no liability
for Health can be confirmed. The CCG will continue to follow the national
framework around Continuing Health care and Responsible Commissioner
guidance and will, where eligibility is confirmed, pick up the relevant
financial liability. All parties have agreed to undertake a joint position
statement for each individual by 8 May 2015 and have the intention to
resolve any outstanding issues within the following three months.
A total provision of £713,000 made in the draft accounts for 2014/15
includes a potential liability for continuing healthcare costs. The CCG’s
External Auditors are fully apprised of the situation and submission of an
invoice by the Local Authority would not alter the draft accounts.

NHS ECCCG Governing Body Meeting held in public 29 April 2015
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2.1.5

Following discussions at the Governing Body meeting held in public in
March 2015 it was agreed to revise the CCG’s 2015/16 financial plans to
maximise the finances of the CCG to support transformation, whilst
delivering a surplus. A revised surplus of £1.4 million has been submitted
instead of the initial £500,000. This is 0.6%, still short of the 1% of the
CCG’s total £225,551,000 budget that NHS England requires to be
delivered, but maintains the CCG’s commitment to delivery of its five year
strategy.
The draft planning submission was submitted on 10 April 2015. Fine
tuning will continue and the Governing Body will be presented with a
further iteration for approval at the meeting in May.
Regarding QIPP (Quality, Innovation, Productivity and Prevention) and
CQUIN (Commissioning for QUality and INnovation) initiatives, there was a
request for a six-monthly report to the Governing Body with a focus on the
improvement to services achieved, rather than the financial aspects. It
was agreed that due to reporting requirements, although the CCG’s aim is
to seek improvement in the quality of services with the money available,
the financial element is given inverse prominence in Governing Body
papers. Alex Mitchell gave assurance that the May report on the QIPP
Plan will have the focus on quality and innovation whilst demonstrating that
money has been effectively used.
Neil Evans undertook to reflect on ensuring CQUIN schemes are focused
on incentivising innovation and quality improvement. The standard NHS
contract includes an element of 2 ½% of the value to be payable on
demonstration of improved quality. The schemes are jointly worked up
with clinicians who identify an area in clinical practice which could be
improved if financial investment can be made available. A current
example of a CQUIN in the East Cheshire NHS Trust contract is the rollout of an extensive training programme for nurses and therapists in early
identification and best practice management of pressure sores.
Dr Paul Bowen cited the CCG’s mission statement “inspiring better health
and wellbeing”. He mentioned an event taking place next day about
transforming primary care by looking for e.g. efficiencies through
economies of scale which could free some funding for new initiatives.
The Governing Body
 Noted the delivery of a £191,000 surplus at the end of the
financial year 2014/15
 Approved the revised Financial Plan to deliver an improved
surplus of £1,413 million, subject to formal sign-off at the
Governing Body meeting in May 2015.

2.2

Governing Body Assurance Framework
Alex Mitchell presented the Risk Assurance Framework, updated since the
last meeting.
“Instability in primary care” was proposed as a risk for inclusion in the
NHS ECCCG Governing Body Meeting held in public 29 April 2015
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Framework, reflecting potential uncertainty in general practice during the
period of review of the contract and the supplementary work being done in
Eastern Cheshire. Mitigating actions are being taken to encourage and
give confidence to the practices. It is recognised that difficulties are being
experienced in recruiting and training GPs, nurses and front line care
workers generally, and there is an ageing workforce, meaning the need for
succession planning and redesign of services and it was agreed that these
are the main factors causing instability.
It was requested that Risk 08 – Delivery of the Operational Plan – be
removed from the framework as it is too broad to be managed by one
owner; it will be replaced by more specific individual risks.
The Governing Body
 Reviewed and approved the addition to the framework of a new
risk ‘Potential instability in General Practice’; the wording will
be amended to include the review of general practice as a
mitigating action rather than the cause of the instability
 Approved the removal of risk 08 – Delivery of the Operational
Plan
 Approved the changes to risks 01 Caring Together Delivery
and 03 Access to Dermatology
 Approved the list of strategic risks for NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG

2.2.1

Case Study: Dermatology
Neil Evans presented a review of the corporate risk related to access to
dermatology services, highlighting that this applies to skin cancer as well
as general dermatology services.
He explained that nationally there is a lack of Consultant Dermatologist
capacity. East Cheshire NHS Trust (ECT) has had issues recruiting staff
and the current service is run by a group of committed GPs with a special
interest in dermatology, nurses and locum consultant staff. Three years
ago Vernova Healthcare Community Interest Company set up a
community service for lower complexity skin lesion cases. Many of the
GPs also work in the ECT service. Endeavours by ECT to recruit a
substantive workforce have failed. Initial work was undertaken with
Salford Royal to transfer the service, but was unsuccessful due to capacity
challenges. This led to the work between Salford Royal and ECT being
placed on hold.
Capacity outside of our CCG is also stretched; Salford Royal has
suspended referrals from out of area CCGs to both Salford and Stockport
services, although they subsequently agreed to accept patients living on
the border between Eastern Cheshire CCG’s area and Stockport CCG’s
area. Whilst this is in breach of the NHS Constitution, the approach has
been agreed with NHS England due to capacity constraints.
ECT have recently contacted other providers of dermatology services and
found another organisation (Provider A) interested in developing a working
NHS ECCCG Governing Body Meeting held in public 29 April 2015
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model. At the same time, Vernova Healthcare investigated options to
offer an all-encompassing service including cancer treatment and will be
making a final decision on their capability and desire to do this in the next
week.
Provider A has stated that it may choose not to become a service provider,
should Vernova Healthcare enter the market, on the basis that there would
not be sufficient work to justify the cost investment of expanding their
service into Eastern Cheshire. Advice has been sought from Monitor who
has advised the CCG that, under choice and competition guidance, the
CCG should not seek to restrict any competent and capable provider from
accessing this market.
There was a query about how access to dermatology services is being
handled elsewhere in the country and whether quality has been
demonstrated where there are higher or lower number of providers.
Neil Evans gave examples of different approaches, commenting that
funding a model which works seamlessly and perfectly is a challenge. He
suggested that best practice would be an integrated community and
secondary care model. He suggested that more than one provider
entering the market locally would offer competition and choice.
Dr Paul Bowen commented that the GP practices are already the biggest
provider of dermatology services. With greater collaboration, and some
resource, experience and skills could be shared across the towns and
Peer Groups in Eastern Cheshire.
In answer to queries it was confirmed that Provider A is an NHS
Organisation.
There was a question about assurance of governance and management of
conflicts of interests for Vernova Healthcare in delivering the service. Neil
Evans confirmed that Monitor regulates all choice and competition issues
and the CCG complies with their guidance. Any organisation seeking to
provide services under “Any Qualified Provider” rules is treated equally;
awarding contracts to any and all who demonstrate they can provide the
service in the specifications in an equal, fair and transparent way, at the
same price to all.
It was queried whether there was confidence the Cancer Multi Disciplinary
Team would be able to comply with national requirements. Neil Evans
acknowledged that this is one of the real challenges and NHS England
Strategic Clinical Network had contacted the National Peer Review, who
assess Multi Disciplinary Team work, to offer advice on how providers can
comply with national skin cancer guidance. The current Multi Disciplinary
Team arrangements work well: Vernova Healthcare links into East
Cheshire NHS Trust. Contracts to other providers will only be awarded on
assurance that the Peer Review recommendations will be met.
There was a query on tertiary referrals for patients from Eastern Cheshire,
should the usual referral route of other providers differ. The tertiary centre
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used for the service will remain Salford Royal.
It was queried whether awarding a contract to provide a secondary care
contract to Vernova Healthcare, a Community Interest Company of all the
CCG’s member practices, would impact on their ability to delivery primary
care. Neil Evans responded that Vernova Healthcare is primarily staffed
by GPs but has some consultants who also provide governance and
clinical care; whilst some of the GPs working in the dermatology service
are practising primary care in Eastern Cheshire, the majority are recently
retired GPs, and some are from outside the area.
The Governing Body acknowledged the complexities and challenges
associated with the risk and agreed that it should remain on the assurance
framework at the current level.
The Governing Body
 acknowledged the complexities and challenges associated
with the risk and agreed that it should remain on the assurance
framework at the current level.

2.3.1

Governance and Audit Committee – 25 March 2015
Gerry Gray, Chair of the Committee, reported that Governing Body
members and Practice Peer Group Leads Dr Jenny Lawn and
Mrs Joanne Morton have joined the Committee and attended their first
meeting on 25th March 2015. The notes of the meeting were presented
for information.
The Governing Body
 Noted the addition to membership of the Committee
 Noted the minutes of the meeting held on 25th March 2015

2.3.2

Remuneration Committee – 25 March 2015
Gerry Gray, Chair of the Committee, reported that at the meeting on
25th March decisions on an incremental pay policy were ratified and
endorsed. This year there will be no pay increase this year for Governing
Body members or those classified as very senior managers. The
Commissioning Support Unit Human Resources team has been asked to
produce a report for the Committee on comparisons of wages for CCG
Governing Bodies, Chief Officers and Chief Finance Officers; in light of
recent media attention on wages, it has been requested that the report
includes benchmarking on remuneration for executives in foundation trusts
and in NHS England.

2.3.3

The Governing Body
 Noted the verbal report on the meeting of the Remuneration
Committee on 25th March 2015
Clinical Quality and Performance Committee – April 2015
Gill Boston, Chair of the Committee, invited queries on the report.
Regarding the concerns noted in the minutes about the effectiveness of
the IAPT (Improving Access to Psychological Therapies) service, she
explained that the Cheshire East Mental Health Board has been asked to
NHS ECCCG Governing Body Meeting held in public 29 April 2015
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look into, and report on, whether people being referred for psychological
therapies feel they are benefitting from the service.
There was a query about item 5.1 in the minutes of the Clinical Quality and
Performance Meeting April 2015 “NWAS has moved its position which
helps ECCCG”. Neil Evans and Jerry Hawker clarified that discussions
have taken place with the North West Ambulance Service (NWAS)
regarding improving performance in Cheshire, which is lower than the
regional average. Ambulance services are measured over the total
geographical area they cover rather than individual areas. NWAS concurs
that the best way to improve responsiveness for patients is not by
investing in the ambulance service, but in provision of rapid response
solutions using resources already available in the community. Innovative
approaches are now being considered, such as the Pathfinder Scheme
where an NWAS Paramedic visits after a 999 call and where appropriate
can involve the GP acute visiting service, enabling patients to be managed
outside the hospital setting. In May a workshop will be held with other
stakeholders, such as voluntary sector organisations, who interested in
transport issues. As a point of note, Jerry Hawker highlighted that success
at meeting or failing ambulance response time targets is measured in
seconds, not minutes2.
The Governing Body
 Noted the report from the Clinical Quality and Performance
Committee

2.4

Advisory Committee Reports

2.4.1

Locality Management Meeting
There was no meeting in April: no report this month.

2.4.2

Eastern Cheshire HealthVoice
The minutes of the meeting held on 20th March had been circulated with
the agenda. Bill Swann gave a summary of the subsequent meeting on
23rd April; stroke services and complaint handling were discussed. There
was also further airing of concerns about the perceived recent disconnect
between HealthVoice and the CCG, with members not seeing the outcome
of contributions they have made.
Dr Bowen gave assurance that HealthVoice is not viewed by the CCG as
just a six-weekly meeting and that its members have the opportunity to
contact CCG project managers and get involved in on-going work. He
expressed regret that he has not been able to attend HealthVoice
meetings recently as they have been held on days when he has
commitments at his practice. A new Patient Engagement Manager will
take up their role at the CCG in May and it was generally agreed that
reviving the “you said, we did” initiative commenced by the previous role
holder would be a useful demonstration of the improvements to services

2

http://www.nhs.uk/NHSEngland/AboutNHSservices/Emergencyandurgentcareservices/Pages/Ambulanceservi
ces.aspx
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brought about thanks to input from members of the public.
[Dr Mike Clark left the meeting]

3.2.2.

Items for discussion

3.1

Caring for carers: a joint strategy for Carers of all ages in
Cheshire East 2015–2018
Jacki Wilkes thanked Rob Walker, Commissioning Manager from Cheshire
East Council, for attending the meeting to support the presentation on the
carers’ strategy which has been developed for the Cheshire East local
authority area by Cheshire East Council, NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG and
South Cheshire CCG.
She described the work done to identify the chosen priorities in the new
strategy, and involving working with carers of all ages including young
carers caring for parents.
Events were held across Cheshire to test out assumptions and distill
options down to five priority areas. The main differences from the previous
strategy are:








Process for identifying carers, particularly young carers and
partners formerly not previously formally acknowledged as being in
a carer role
Assessments need to take account of individual situations;
recognition of a spectrum of need
A broader range of services to support carers
Carer breaks organised in a systematic way
Information on the rights of carers to be provided in a range of
formats from social media to leaflets in libraries
Work with Third Sector organisations

Jacki Wilkes cited the recorded message at Handforth Health Centre
mentioned earlier in the meeting as a working example of a practice
making adjustments to recognise the needs of carers to have a life outside
the caring role.
Regarding risks to the strategy, she said that three years on from
commencement of its development, there has been more engagement
with carers than before, and whilst the three organisations have competing
priorities, there is a different attitude and it is felt there is a robust
implementation plan. The implementation group has met and there are
nominated leads from the partner organisations.
The Joint Leadership Committee will receive reports on progress, and
quarterly reports will go to the Cheshire East Health and Wellbeing Board.
Bill Swann, with personal experience of being a carer, expressed support
for anything which addresses the needs of carers. He said that what was
described in the strategy as a new way of working for Cheshire East
NHS ECCCG Governing Body Meeting held in public 29 April 2015
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Council based on the Care Act 2014 only repeated wording on the rights
afforded to carers by previous acts passed in 2000 and 2004 and he
expressed the view that this had made little difference to the life of carers.
He cited a document published in 2008 “Carers at the heart of 21st century
families3” which contained many of the aspirations repeated in the
strategy.
Talking about his dissatisfaction and ultimate frustration with the
experience of being involved in developing a previous Carer Strategy in
the past, he expressed severe doubt that the new strategy in its current
form would produce results, stating that a clearer and more detailed plan
with responsibilities, and stronger governance arrangements, would be
required in order to show results and provide a means of holding to
account those responsible for delivering the outcomes.
In response, Jacki Wilkes offered reassurance that there is a clear
governance structure for the Carers Strategy, reporting through the
executive committees of the three partner organisations, up to their
Governing Bodies/the Council Cabinet and the Health and Wellbeing
Board, of which they are all members. She stated that there is a desire to
be more proactive at identifying carers who work at all levels; solutions
within the community are being explored including working with the Third
Sector in an endeavour to both maximise return on investment and
improve the situation for carers.
Noting that the right of carers’ for assessment is not new, Gill Boston
asked about implications for carers if they do not meet ‘substantial’ or
‘critical’ criteria. Rob Walker stated that a more transparent national
eligibility framework is being implemented from 1 April, with a more robust
assessment process which it is expected will be a more positive
experience for carers than previously. There are commissioned services
which carers may be offered even if they do not meet high criteria levels of
eligibility.
Gill Boston queried the definition of carer breaks as used in the strategy,
noting the absence of detail on day and respite care provision.
Rob Walker and Jacki Wilkes said this referred to services commissioned
to enable carers to e.g. return to university or take part in social events and
confirmed that it was not the same as providing respite care, but that
individual assessments will be made. Gill Boston noted that the document
lacked detail on carer breaks; there is a delivery plan summary but not
specific measurable outcomes.
Bill Swann talked eloquently of his own experience of support received as
a carer over 16 years, and expressed his concern that the type of
assistance which had been most useful to him, when eventually received,
(a support structure, day care services, and access to respite care) was
not included in the strategy. He felt that providing carers with information,
3

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/136492/carers_at_the_hear
t_of_21_century_families.pdf
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which he felt the strategy was really all about, was not sufficient assistance
and he disagreed that “working in partnership” should be listed as a
priority, suggesting it should be a “given” and is a “how”, not a “what”.
Jerry Hawker reported that the Cheshire East Health and Wellbeing Board
had considered the Strategy and endorsed it, expressing a strong
commitment to carers and the desire to ensure the level of support was
improved. The main mechanism for assurance of delivery would be
reports to the Health and Wellbeing Board, for which the three partner
organisations in the Carer Strategy are all members. Bill Swann said that
he believed whilst such arrangements were essential, he felt they needed
to be supplemented by lower level, more detailed governance procedures.
There was an exploration of what the Governing Body felt should be
included in the Strategy to provide more assurance of its operational
delivery and outputs, and what would make it more tangible for the public.
Again recognising the considerable work done in engaging with carers and
incorporating their input into the document, comments included:










although the strategy recognises “the whats” that need to change,
and some of the deliverables, “the hows” of implementation are
lacking. The impression is given that carers would just be provided
with information and “left to get on with it”.
Concerns were expressed about infrastructure to support
implementation, including respite facilities, day centres or modern
equivalent taking advantage of community assets.
There is a need for inclusion of measures against which meaningful
difference can be demonstrated e.g a description of a carer today
and what their support would look like in two years’ time. The
document should set out the difference that the strategy will make; it
is not clearly defined.
The document should include more about outcomes and outputs,
how these will be monitored and who will be held to account for
delivering; the difference that the strategy will make should be set
out
The statement of priorities should be reconsidered and sharpened

Acknowledging that the CCG is only one of the three partners involved in
the strategy, and that a great deal of hard work has been done by
committed staff from the three partners, and fully supporting the aim of
improving the situation of carers, and there was a discussion about how
the Governing Body should respond to the request for approval of the
strategy.
Whilst recognising that a great deal of work had gone into producing the
strategy, there was general agreement that the document as presented did
not give sufficient assurance. There was agreement that, in order to give
confidence of its value, the strategy should by more explicit about
investment in carers, provide greater clarity on the benefits to carers, and
assurance of the governance arrangements to oversee and monitor its
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practical implementation, with real life case examples to demonstrate the
difference it will make to carers’ lives before and after.
AGREEMENT: Whilst supporting the principle of the work done so
far on the document “Caring for Carers: A Joint Strategy for Carers
of all ages in Cheshire East 2015-2018”, and being fully supportive of
the direction of travel aimed at improving the situation for carers, the
Governing Body agreed it could not explicitly support the strategy
without further clear evidence around the benefits to carers, and
clearer governance arrangements for how the benefits will be
delivered.

3.2

NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG Five Year Strategic Plan: Year 2
2015/16 Implementation Plan
Fleur Blakeman, Strategy and Transformation Director, presented the draft
implementation plan for Year 2 of the CCG’s 5 year plan. This has been
presented for comment at a number of different meetings, and whilst the
basic content of the plan will not change, the document is still being
refined.
The Year 2 plan contains the addition of application of the quality premium
to incentivise providers to improve quality and patient experience. It was
requested that the decision on which schemes to prioritise be delegated to
the Clinical Quality and Performance Committee.
There were comments on the plan, which was generally considered to be
a good working document fulfilling its brief. It will be used as the basis for
a “prospectus” aimed at explaining in “plain English” to the general public
the expectation of benefits to be delivered in the year ahead. Further work
will be done to add detail on the innovations which will support increased
productivity and the delivery of improved quality of services.
The Governing Body
 Approved the refreshed 2015/15–2018/9 CCG Five Year
Strategic Plan
 Approved the CCG Year2 (2015/16) Implementation Plan ‘Plan
on a Page’ and associated implementation plan
 Noted the national guidance issued by NHS England on
27th March 2015 in relation to Quality Premium (item 8.1 in the
plan)
 Agreed to delegate the decision-making in relation to the final
Quality Premium Schemes to the Clinical Quality and
Performance Committee

3.3

Caring Together Governance update and refreshed terms
of reference for key groups
Fleur Blakeman presented the revised governance structure and terms of
reference for the Caring Together Programme and its constituent groups.
She clarified that the groups make operational decisions only and do not
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have delegated decision-making authority from the statutory decisionmaking bodies of the Programme’s partners. The revised governance
structure includes acknowledgement in the Terms of Reference that the
benefits of the programme are not just financial.
The Governing Body
 Noted for information and approved the governance
arrangements for the Caring Together Programme and
refreshed Terms of Reference for key groups
4.

CLOSING REMARKS

Dr Bowen thanked those present for attending. As the meeting was taking
place in the evening, and had overrun by half an hour, he suggested the
Informal Question and Answer session be abbreviated, highlighting that
the CCG could not discuss individual cases in public, and that in the run up
to the General Election rules no questions with a political background
would be discussed. The meeting closed.
5.

Date and time of next Governing Body meeting held in pubic
Wednesday 27 Mary 2015 Macclesfield Town Hall at 9am
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MEETING OF THE GOVERNING BODY held in public
Wednesday 29 April 2015 – 6-8.30 pm
Congleton Town Hall

MINUTES – APPENDIX A

Signatures presented to the main commissioners of our health and care,
Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group,
at The Bridestones Suite, Congleton Town Hall.
6pm – Wednesday 29 April 2015
This petition is presented today to Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group, as a
‘Mandate for Action’, with side presentations to its main hospital Board at East Cheshire NHS
Trust, and to the Council Leader at Cheshire East Council with whom it works in the Caring
Together Programme.
Speaking for the more than 4000 signatories, who live, work and have relatives in Eastern
Cheshire, this petition is an expression of their will, which needs to be positively addressed. It
calls on Eastern Cheshire CCG, the lead authority and commissioner, for our health and care,
to consider facts on the ground and to re-commission, in public hands, the vital help and
support which has been withdrawn from us over the last few years – and which is still being
removed.
This is far more than an expression of a ‘will for the past’, It is a carefully considered
observation of the needs of the present, with the clear realisation that they are not being met.
With more than 200,000 people living across Eastern Cheshire, and only one small, nonspecialising acute hospital, whose beds and facilities are permanently overloaded, we urgently
need to reconsider our options, plan and put into operation a far more humane treatment of
the old, the frail, the ill, the disabled, and their long-suffering family carers, whose rights are
currently being trashed.
If these groups are to be kept from mental and physical harm, there must be a simple, local,
variable and reliable support system in place, under the ‘duty of care’ to which you subscribe.
The demonstrated need is for accessible, local day care, overnight respite care, accessible
local, well informed, dementia care and psychological assessment of needs, difficulties, with
plans in place to overcome them; and finally, we urgently need – as I can witness – to stop
storing our old and disabled in bleak and unsuitable distant hospital wards, cared for by
efficient and caring, professional and other staff who just do not understand their combination
of needs and have not been trained - nor overseen - to do so.
Those people whose will I represent today, because they have willingly taken the time and
trouble to agree with this petition, ask for simple open, local facilities, which being in public
hands serve the public need, in a simple, flexible, reliable, cheap and effective way, without the
commercial imperative shown by profit-making, commercial or once-charitable empirebuilding entities.
Our health and care services, paid for by us, were set up to serve our needs. Currently they do
not serve our needs, being fragmented, distant, bureaucratically uncaring and - through force
of ignorant, political will – actively harming our health and our future.
This CCG, magnificent in its stated aims, of re-combining within its Caring Together
Programme, the help for health and care which people of this Eastern Cheshire need, must
now address the simplest levels of workable, practical support, which will allow members of
our more vulnerable public to continue to live well; as far as possible independent of the major
traumas of misunderstanding, which our acute hospital currently achieves.
Cheshire Area for Cheshire Action – 0156 572 2738 – charlottepetesrock@tiscali.co.uk
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We have the buildings within our local areas – Macclesfield, Knutsford, Wilmslow, Alderley,
Holmes Chapel, Congleton etc. They are either being allowed to fall into disrepair, or are shut.
We have GP surgeries in those areas, with the potential to both oversee simple care and to
summon more help should that be necessary.
We need combined day, overnight respite and intermediate care, to support the needs of
vulnerable individuals and their family carers. We also urgently need to address the
burgeoningly severe problems caused at home, when caring for the disabled and demented,
with no training, no support from disability or dementia-trained Clinical Psychologists, and the
dreadful isolation as disabilities and dementias become so severe and overwhelming, that
previously healthy carers – attempting the impossible – are deprived of sleep and help and
can’t eat, nor keep friends, because their home regularly stinks, they get no mental peace and
no one will address the simple need for relief.
Family carers, like other slaves, are ‘cheap to keep’. Yet even slave owners try to keep their
slave-assets in a healthy contended condition. in order to keep them working.
One combined unit in each community, could be flexible enough to ease the pressure on GPs,
A&E Departments, main hospital wards, ambulance services, and most of all the sick, the frail,
the disabled and the severely demented; acting to keep their family carers the right side of
health and sanity.
As needs change, people could simply transfer between day, overnight, dementia and
Intermediate care – moving in and out as necessary, but basically remaining cared for by
familiar people or their own family carers, at home.
Local GPs could jointly work to oversee the main simple needs, in a centrally based life
supporting facility, picking up problems and avoiding the need for major, lingering stays in the
distant, inefficient, main hospital.
Retired and younger volunteers, right across Eastern Cheshire would be able – and far more
willing to support the needs of such a local facility, taking a pride in its local aid.. and picking
up far more readily on problems as they arise. For instance, The Friends of Knutsford Hospital,
have worked tirelessly over decades, to support that hospital’s needs, raising money and
shoring up the now dwindling services. At the moment that very valuable volunteering
resource, is being completely overlooked, and therefore lies wasted; whereas its strong
community links, based on fundraising such as ‘magnificent cream teas’, drew in public
volunteers offering to help. No amount of ‘corporate speak’ can so well draw the help of
volunteers.
As Commissoners for our health and care, across Eastern Cheshire, this Governing body has
the major resource – and right – to ensure that we are supported to remain largely
independently healthy.
In combination with Cheshire East Council, and commissioning the services needed from our
hospital Trust, the power for good sits in your hands - particularly to ensure that the large
expense and organisation of the Caring Together Programme is not wasted.
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The major flaws in that programme are those of lack of adequate local support to ensure the
health of the free and cheap labour and keep it working to the best of its ability. Those flaws
urgently need to be addressed.
The Pan-Cheshire Government-sponsored Pioneer Programme – a further widening of the
attempt to join up care, must not be overlooked.
Seed funding could, I am sure be found, to set up such vital local support. Once realised, it will
lift people out of traumas of emergency need, keeping them safely at home, with wellsupported family carers.
We all have the right to freedom. Full time care in Nursing Homes is not freedom – kind, caring
and efficient though I have seen it to be. The right to choice only comes with freedom.
We need the positive support of this Governing Body, to use its known skills to claim the
funding and use it wisely, to our benefit by providing local day, overnight, intermediate and
dementia care and assessment in our local areas and in public hands, bringing efficiency and
improvement to benefit us all.
This petition of more than 4000 signatures is enough to call for a doubly full consideration, by
this Governing Body, by East Cheshire Hospital Trust and by its partner Cheshire East
Council, of the expressed need for such help.
Further presentations will also be made to East Cheshire NHS Trust and Cheshire East
Council, as external factors allow. This petition is a non-political expression of the public need
demonstrated within Eastern Cheshire, and its 4003 signatures are presented to you with the
wish that careful account should be taken, of its intrinsic statistics, showing that people right
across this area, where the petition has been on show, have signed their consent.
As a final word, having worked as a member of the public, within the empowerment section of
Caring Together, I am saddened to note that so few GP Surgeries have seen the point of
encouraging patient empowerment, refusing to allow the possibility of signing the petition
within the surgery waiting room.. but that where GPs can see the point, they have been very
enthusiastic.. as have their patient signatories. It seems your mandate could have been
considerably higher, had GPs all have seen the point.
Thank you for listening.
Charlotte Peters Rock
On Behalf of:
Cheshire Area for Cheshire Action
And of those people who so willingly displayed the petition for signing
And of those 4003 (+) who so willingly read and signed. (eoe)
PS There are signatures which I have still been unable to locate, because of current time constraints. Should
they still exist when I manage to find their places open, I will send them on as well.
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GOVERNING BODY MEETING held in public
27 May 2015
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Agenda Item 1.5

Chief Officer Report

Purpose of report
To provide the Governing Body with an update on national, regional and local developments
pertinent to the provision of care in Eastern Cheshire and to discharging the statutory duties
of NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group (ECCCG).
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Governing Body meeting in private – April 2015
Executive Committee Meetings – decisions made in May 2015
East Cheshire NHS Trust – Inspection by Care Quality Commission (CQC) – report
NHS England Quarter 3 Assurance Report
CCG 360 degree stakeholder feedback report
Response to Petition received at Governing Body meeting held in public on 29th April
Caring Together programme update
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Note for information
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Improved accessible services for our patients and public

Report Author
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Matthew Cunningham
Head of Corporate Services
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Chief Officer Repo
ort
1.

G
Governin
ng Body Meeting held in private
p
– April 20
015

1.1

At the mee
A
eting of the
e Governin
ng Body he
eld in priva
ate in April 2015 there
e were upd
dates
o
on:
 the disputed Continuing Healthcare invoices from
m Cheshire East Coun
ncil
 progresss with completion of tthe annual report and
d statemen
nt of accoun
nts for 2014-15
 the CCG
G organisattional deve
elopment diagnostic report
r
 the CCG
G draft prosspectus 20
014-15, and
d
 a discusssion abou
ut principless for discu
ussions helld in publicc; a paper on which is on
the agen
nda for today’s meeting for approval.

2.

E
Executiv
ve Comm
mittee – decisions
s made in
n May 2015

2.1

n for a diab
Diabetes E
D
Education
n Service. A businesss case and
d service specificatio
s
betes
e
education
service wa
as received
d and revie
ewed by the
e Committee. The C
CCG is currrently
n compliant with its statutoryy duties to ensure th
not
he public h
has accesss to approp
priate
D
Diabetes
e
education. The comm
missioning arrangeme
ents for a N
NICE- com
mpliant Diab
betes
Programm
E
Education
me were ap
pproved with an estimated inve
estment off £30,000. The
b
business
ccase demo
onstrated th
hat the imp
proved hea
alth outcom
mes for pattients, inclu
uding
r
reduced
liffe time care
e costs, ma
ade this a ssensible investment d
decision.
2
2.1.1
Con
ntracting an
nd Provisio
on of the D
Diabetes Education
E
sservice will be on an
n Any
Qua
alified Provvider basiss, to provid
de optimum
m public acccess. Ea
ach contracct will
be on
o a cost a
and volume
e basis with
h a 0-based
d plan.
2
2.1.2
It is anticipated that the local mem
mber practicces will be the predominant pro
ovider
he service.. Providerrs who are awarded a contract will be listted on the CCG
of th
Proccurement section
s
of the CCG’ss website a
and, in line
e with Regulation 7 of
o the
Natiional Healtth Service (Procurem
ment, Patie
ent Choice
e and Com
mpetition) (N
No.2)
Reg
gulations 2013, any provider w
who comess forward th
hat can de
emonstrate
e they
have
et the requ
uirements of the spe
ecification will be tre
eated
e the abiliity to mee
equally.
2
2.1.3
Long-term co
ommissionin
ng of the service w
will be co
onsidered as part o
of the
diab
betes work contained within the 2015-16 ccommission
ning plans..

2.2

Quality Prremium In
Q
ndicators. The Executive Com
mmittee agrreed the re
ecommend
dation
o the Clinical Qualityy and Perfo
of
ormance C
Committee on qualityy premium indicators to be
a
adopted
byy the CCG
G for 2015
5–16, and plans havve been su
ubmitted to
o NHS Eng
gland
a
accordingly
y.

2.3

Designate
D
ed Nurse ffor Cared For Child
dren. The
e Executivve Committtee review
wed a
b
business
ccase to incrrease the provision
p
of the Desig
gnated Nurrse for Cared For Chiildren
f the CC
for
CG from one
o
day p
per week to two da
ays per w
week. This representts an
a
additional
a
annual invvestment off £11,043 to
t be matcched by a ssimilar leve
el of investtment
f
from
South
h Cheshire
e CCG. T
The Executive Comm
mittee note
ed the nee
ed for all public
p
s
sector
org
ganisationss to ensu
ure adequate resou
urces are invested to support all
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measures to reduce sexual exp
m
ploitation, a
and that th
his was an emerging priority are
ea for
t CCG. T
the
The Executive Comm
mittee appro
oved the in
nvestment.
2.4

CCG Runn
C
ning Costs. For 2015/16 the C
CCG has been
b
mand
dated by N
NHS Engla
and to
r
reduce
its running co
osts by 10%. Having
g reviewed the propo
osed runnin
ng costs fo
or the
C
CCG
for tthe financial year 20
015/16, an
nd noted b
benchmarkking inform
mation on other
C
CCGs,
the
e Executive
e Committe
ee agreed that the CCG
C
is ope
erating efficciently with
hin its
r
running
co
osts and co
ompliant w
with the agreed efficiency requiirements. During
D
201
14/15
t CCG o
the
operated we
ell below itts allocated
d running ccost budgett, contributting toward
ds the
o
overall
CC
CG financia
al recoverry. It was agreed th
hat limited investmen
nt in addittional
r
resources
were esssential to enable
e
the
e CCG to discharge
e its addittional dutie
es in
2
2015/16
an
nd deliver the
t CCG plans.
p
An additional investmen
nt of £200,0
000 in Business
I
Intelligence
e software and staff costs
c
was a
approved.

2.5

Knutsford
K
d Wellbeing Coordin
nator role.. The Execcutive Com
mmittee agrreed to fun
nd an
e
extension
o the Knuttsford Welllbeing Coo
of
ordinator ro
ole until the
e end of the
e financial year,
w
when
the ccurrent fund
ding cease
es, until a n
new specifiication in place.
p
The estimated nonr
recurrent
ccost is £24,,000.

2.6

The Execu
Terminatio
T
on of Preg
gnancy Se
ervices (TO
OPS) procurement. T
utive Comm
mittee
c
considered
d a paper o
on Termina
ation of Pre
egnancy se
ervices, an
nd agreed to proceed
d with
t procure
the
ement of a central bo
ooking systtem for serrvice userss to accesss TOP servvices.
I addition
In
n, the CCG
G will also allow provviders of te
ermination of pregnancy servicces to
p
provide
services under an NHS
S Standard Contract, on an Anyy Qualified Provider basis,
b
a part of a joint proccess acrosss Cheshire
as
e and Merseyside CC
CGs.

3.

East Che
E
eshire NH
HS Trustt – Inspe
ection by
y Care Quality Co
ommissio
on –
r
report

3.1

On the 15
O
5th May 2015, the Care Qua
ality Comm
mission (CQ
QC) publisshed its report
r
f
following
itts inspection of Easstern Cheshire NHS Trust. This was parrt of a Nattional
i
inspection
undertaken
n by the CQC
C
covering all pro
oviders of NHS care.. The
process u
r
report
rate
ed East Ch
heshire NH
HS Trust a
as “Require
es improve
ement”. Fu
ull details o
of the
r
report
are available o
on the CQC
C website1.

3.2

NHS Easte
N
ern Cheshiire CCG we
elcomes th
he report frrom the CQ
QC and ackknowledge
es the
n
need
for E
East Chesh
hire Trust to improve in a numb
ber of operrational and
d service a
areas
a is com
and
mmitted to working
w
witth the Trusst and the CQC
C
to add
dress these
e.

3.3

IIt was ple
easing to note that the Trust received “good” ra
atings for its Urgentt and
E
Emergency
y services and some of its more
e specialistt communitty servicess.

3.4

The CCG commissio
T
ons a wide
e range off hospital and comm
munity hea
alth service
es for
l
local
people, and we
e expect th
hese servicces to be h
high qualitty, safe and effective
e. We
a
also
expecct service p
providers to
o treat patie
ents with re
espect, dig
gnity and co
ompassion
n.

1

http://www
w.cqc.org.uk/pro
ovider/RJN
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3.5

Accordingly, we are pleased th
A
hat the CQ
QC report recognised
d the respe
ect, dignityy and
c
compassio
on with which the Tru
ust and its staff treatts its patie
ents is refle
ected its ovverall
“
“good”
ratiing for carre. We are
e also pleased that the inspecction recorded signifficant
e
evidence
o
of patients reporting p
positive exp
periences of
o care.

3.6

The report presents a number of
T
o challeng
ges to Eastt Cheshire NHS Trusst, particula
arly in
i community service
its
es which the CCG will
w seek urg
gent attenttion from th
he Trust, in
n line
w
with
our ccommitmen
nt and exp
pectations to commisssion the highest
h
qu
uality integrated
c
community
y services.

3.7

For clarity, the Governing Bodyy is asked to note tha
F
at it is the responsibiility of the Trust
t develop
to
p and imple
ement an action plan
n to addre
ess all area
as that are
e inadequa
ate or
n
need
impro
ovement, and
a to provvide assura
ance to the
e NHS Tru
ust Develop
pment Auth
hority
(
(TDA)
and
d Care Qu
uality Com
mmission. T
The CCG is not acccountable for taking
g any
a
action,
but will seek assurance
a
on progresss from botth the TDA
A and the T
Trust.

4.

N
NHS
Eng
gland Qu
uarter 3 A
Assuranc
ce Reporrt

4.1

On the 23
O
3rd March 2
2015 the C
CCG met with NHS England ffor its scheduled Qu
uarter
T
Three
Assu
urance me
eeting. I am
m pleased tto confirm that the CC
CG receive
ed an “assured”
r
rating
for ffive out of tthe six dom
mains with
h a rating o
of “assured
d with supp
port” for do
omain
t
three
– “Arre CCG pla
ans deliveriing better o
outcomes for
f patientss?”.

4.2

Areas requ
A
uiring “assu
urance with
h support” largely rela
ated to enssuring com
mpliance ag
gainst
t NHS Constitution
the
C
n where the challeng
ging winter period hass resulted in deteriorration
i deliveryy of the four hour A
in
Accident an
nd Emerge
ency waitin
ng time target, 18 w
weeks
a
access
targ
get (referra
al to treatm
ment) and d
delayed transfers of care.
c

4.3

Action plan
A
ns have be
een implem
mented to improve pe
erformance
e in all the above areas. A
c
copy
of the
e NHS Eng
gland Assurance lette
er is attache
ed for inforrmation (Ap
ppendix A
A)

5.

C
CCG
360
0 Stakeho
older Fee
edback S
Survey

5.1

The CCG has now re
T
eceived the final report of the 2014–15
2
C
CCG Stake
eholder surrvey.2
C
Conducted
d between
n 10th Marrch and 7th April 2015
2
by Ispos
I
Morri on beha
alf of
N
NHS
England, stake
eholders w
were asked
d a seriess of questtions abou
ut their wo
orking
r
relationship
p with the CCG. The overall rresponse rrate for the
e Eastern Cheshire CCG
s
survey
wass 77%, whiich was ab
bove the na
ational resp
ponse rate average.

5.2

The reportt (135 page
T
es long) co
ontains a summary
s
se
ection, a section
s
on o
overall view
ws of
r
relationship
ps, and a section for each of the six asssurance do
omains, sh
howing dettailed
b
breakdown
ns of respo
onses to ea
ach questio
on asked. F
For some q
questions th
he results show
h
how
we co
ompare to our ‘cluste
er’ CCGs – referring
g to the ovverall score
e across th
he 20
C
CCGs
thatt are most similar
s
to E
Eastern Ch
heshire CC
CG. Other rresults for questions show
h
how
we co
ompare to the resultss the CCG received in the 2014
4 survey, a
and the nattional
C
CCG
avera
age.

2

http://www
w.easternchesh
hireccg.nhs.uk/D
Downloads/Abou
ut-Us/Final%20R
Report%20-%20
0NHS%20EasternCheshire%20CCG%202015.p
pdf
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5.3

Appendix B providess the summ
A
mary slidess of the rep
port, which cover the following
a
areas:
 overall engageme
ent and rellationshipss
 commissioning decisions an
nd contribu
ution to wid
der discusssions
 monito
oring the qu
uality of serrvices
 plans and
a prioritie
es
 overall leadership
p
 clinicall leadership
p

5.4

Overall the
O
e CCG re
esults are above bo
oth cluster CCG and
d national CCG ave
erage
r
results,
and as such we should
d applaud the
t work un
ndertaken by the stafff and clinicians
o the CCG
of
G that is re
eflected in these resu
ults. As witth all feedb
back reporrts such ass this,
t
the
resultts will co
ontribute to the ccontinued assurance
e, self-assessment and
d
developme
ent of the C
CCG in me
eeting its sttatutory duties and asspirations as
a the lead
der of
l
local
health
h services in Eastern Cheshire.

6.

Respons
R
se to Pe
etition re
eceived a
at Goverrning Bo
ody mee
eting held in
th
p
public
on
n 29 Ap
pril 2015

6.1

NHS Easte
N
ern Chesh
hire CCG received
r
th
he petition
n3 presente
ed on behalf of Che
eshire
th
A
Area
for C
Cheshire A
Action at th
he Governing Body m
meeting he
eld in public on 29 May,
n
noting
thatt it receive
ed over 4000 signatures. The
e petition rrequested that day care,
o
overnight
rrespite carre, dementia care and
d assessm
ment, interm
mediate care and anccillary
f
facilities
in
n Eastern Cheshire be kept open and
d in publicc hands. The covvering
to the petition can be
s
statement
e found on
n the CCG website4 a
and will alsso be published
w
within
the cconfirmed minutes off the April 2
2015 Gove
erning Bodyy.

6.2

A commitm
ment was given
g
by th
he Govern
ning Body to respond
d to the pe
etition within 28
d
days.
The Chief Officcer and He
ead of Corp
porate Serrvices have
e authored a responsse for
c
considerat
ion and ap
pproval by tthe Govern
ning Body, as detailed
d below:
e the petitio
on recognisses the co
ommitmentt being made by the CCG
“It is pleassing to see
and its parrtners acro
a
oss health and sociall care in th
he Caring Together programme
p
e and
i aim to jjoin up care
its
e for all ou
ur wellbeing
g. Caring T
Together p
places our local
l
popullation
a the hearrt of everytthing the C
at
CCG does, seeking to empower individualss and help them
a
access
hig
gh standard
ds of care, as close to
o home ass possible. Increasing
gly, with mo
odern
t
technologic
cal advancces and im
mproved health
h
interrventions, more peop
ple will receive
c
care
in the
eir local communitiess and home
es and willl become lless reliantt on instituttional
b
bed-based
d care. The
e CCG bellieves this is the righ
ht approacch, but equ
ually recog
gnises
t
that
it requ
uires new investmen
nt in comm
munity infra
astructure a
as reflected in our 5 year
s
strategic
pllan.
“The petitio
on calls forr the reope
ening of Kn
nutsford’s In
ntermediatte Care faccility and Be
exton
C
Court
Dem
mentia Day,
y, Respite and
a Assesssment Cen
ntre. The C
CCG is nott in a positiion to

3

https://ww
ww.change.org/p
p/petition-to-nhss-council-in-easttern-cheshire-to
o-keep-open-inte
ermediate-care-d
day-respite-and-assessment-pu
ubliccare-facilitiies
4

http://www.e
easterncheshireccg.n
nhs.uk/Downloads/29A
Apr2015%20Signatures%20presented%2
20to%20the%20main
n%20commissioners%
%20of%20our%20hea
alth%20and%20care
e.pdf
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mandate the
m
t
re-open
ning of eitther facilityy, and ressponses on
n these sp
pecific requests
n
need
to b
be obtaine
ed from E
East Chesh
hire NHS Trust and
d Cheshire
e East Co
ouncil
r
respectivel
ly. The CC
CG can, ho
owever, rea
affirm its ccommitmen
nt to investtment in a wide
r
range
of ccommunity services w
which in 20
014/15 inclluded an in
nvestmentt of £450,0
000 in
c
community
y mental health se
ervices, £6
602,000 in
n multi-dissciplinary proactive care
k
keeping
pe
eople in th
heir own h
homes, an
nd £369,00
00 in NHS
S commun
nity re-able
ement
s
services.
“During the
e winter off 2014, the
e CCG also
o coordinatted an add
ditional inve
estment off £2.6
m
million
in services tto help pe
eople throu
ugh the wi
winter. Thiss included an extra eight
i
intermedia
te care be
eds. The CCG
C
has no intention
n to decom
mmission an
ny interme
ediate
c
care
capaccity in Easstern Chesshire, and fully intends to com
mmission exxtra comm
munity
s
services
ass part of itss 5 year strrategy.
“The CCG recognise
es the conccerns rega
arding the p
provision o
of appropriiate respite
e and
d
day
care centres a
and has ccommitted to suppo
ort carers and theirr families as a
c
commitmen
nt to Carin
ng Togethe
er. The CC
CG will use its positiion on the
e Cheshire East
H
Health
and
d Wellbein
ng Board to
o press for appropria
ate accesss to respite
e and dayy care
f
facilities,
b
but is not in
n a position
n to respon
nd to speciific concern
rns over faccilities ope
erated
b Cheshirre East Council.
by
“NHS Eastern Chesh
hire CCG is committted to fullyy dischargiing its rang
ge of legal and
s
statutory
d
duties rega
arding care
e, and hass indeed m
made “The
e duty of ccare” one of its
p
priorities
for 2015, including
g improvin
ng people
e’s experie
ence of tthe Contin
nuing
H
Healthcare
e process and workking with o
our local care homes. The C
CCG doess not,
h
however,
b
believe tha
at its legal responsibiility to prom
mote choicce and incrrease acce
ess to
s
services
iss inconsistent with its legal d
duties of ccare, and it values the succe
essful
p
partnership
ps develo
oped locallly acrosss the NH
HS, private
e and vo
oluntary ssector
o
organisatio
ons in Easttern Chesh
hire.”

G
Governin
ng Body decision
n require
ed:

For approval
a

6.3

Following a
F
approval b
by the Govverning Bod
dy, the CC
CG will form
mally publish its resp
ponse
o the CCG
on
G website.

7.

C
Cheshire
e East He
ealth and
d Wellbeiing Boarrd

7.1

No meetin
N
ng was he
eld in Mayy 2015 du
ue to loca
al electionss.
s
scheduled
for 16 Jun
ne 2015.

8.

C
Caring
T
Together
program
mme upda
ate

8.1

An update
A
e on progress aroun
nd the Ca
aring Toge
ether programme ca
an be foun
nd in
A
Appendix
C.

9.

A
Access tto furtherr informa
ation

9.1

F
For further information
n relating tto this repo
ort contact:

The next
n
meetin
ng is
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Name
e
Desig
gnation
Telephone
Email

9.

Jerry Haw
wker
Chief Offiicer
01625 66
63764
Jerry.haw
wker@nhs.net

A
Appendi
ces

ndix A
Appen
Appen
ndix B
Appen
ndix C

Letterr from NHS England
d dated 18
8th May 20
015 – 2015
5–15 Quarrter 3
Assurrance
CCG 360 Feedb
back Surve
ey Summary
Carin
ng Togethe
er Update
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11.

G
Governa
ance

Prior Committee Approva
al / Link to
o other Co
ommittees
th
th
Execu
utive Comm
mittee Meettings 6 , 13 and 20tth May 2015
CCG 5 Year Strategic Pla
an program
mme of wo
ork this report is link
ked to 
Caring
g Togetherr
Q
Quality Imp
provement
Menta
al Health & Alcohol



O
Other

CCG 5 Year Strategic Pla
an ambitions addres
ssed by this report 

Increa
ase the num
mber of ou
ur citizens
IIncrease th
he proportion of olde
er people
having
g a positive
e experiencce of care
living independently at home and who
ffeel supporrted to man
nage their condition
Reducce the ine
equalities in health
IImprove th
he health-re
elated qua
ality of life
and ssocial carre acrosss Eastern
o
of our citizzens with one or m
more long
Chesh
hire
tterm conditions, inclu
uding mental health
cconditions
Ensure our citizzens accesss care to 
S
Secure ad
dditional ye
ears of life
e for the
the highest
and are
h
s
standard
ccitizens o
of Easterrn Chesh
hire with
proteccted from a
avoidable h
harm
ttreatable m
mental an
nd physica
al health
cconditions
Ensure that a
all those living in 
Easterrn
Chesshire
sho
ould
be
suppo
orted by ne
ew, better integrated
comm
munity services






Key Im
mplication
ns of this report
r
– pllease indic
cate 

Strategic
C
Consultatio
on & Engag
gement

Financce
E
Equality

Qualityy & Patientt Experiencce
L
Legal

Staff / Workforce
e





CCG V
Values supported by this repo
ort – pleas
se indicate
e

Valuin
ng People
IInnovation

Workin
ng Togethe
er
Q
Quality

Investting Responsibly




NHS Constitutio
C
on Values supporte
ed by this rreport – pllease indic
cate 

Workin
ng togethe
er for patien
nts
Compassio
on

Respe
ect and dignity
Improving lives

Comm
mitment to q
quality of ccare
Everyone counts
c
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APPENDIX A
NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG 2014–15 Quarter 3 Assurance
Letter from NHS England dated 18th May 2015

Our ref: CMCDRC132
Jerry Hawker
Chief Officer
NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG
1st Floor West Wing
New Alderley House
Victoria Road
Macclesfield
SK10 3BL

Cheshire & Merseyside
Regatta Place
Brunswick Business Park
Summers Road
Liverpool
L3 4BL
Clare.duggan1@nhs.net
0113 825 2889
18th May 2015

Dear Jerry
NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG 2014-15 Quarter 3 Assurance
I am writing to thank you and your team for the open and constructive Quarter 3 CCG
Assurance Meeting on 26 March 2015. I apologise for the delay in sending this letter. I
can inform you that the Regional Consistency Process concluded on 22 April and a
provisional assessment has now been submitted to the NHS England Board for
approval.
The provisional overall 2014-15 Quarter 3 CCG Assurance Assessment is Assured,
with Support for Domain 3.
Outlined below is a summary of the main issues covered by the meeting and
highlights areas that the CCG has agreed to focus on during the coming months. A list
of the more detailed actions we agreed at the meeting has been captured and listed in
Appendix 1 attached to this letter.
Key Areas of discussion
 Planning:
o I stressed at the meeting that, for all CCGs, there is a need to ensure
that the 2015/16 plans are realistic, credible and deliverable. To ensure
that the CCG is able to comply with the financial requirements of the
Business Rules. I recognise that the planning process has not been
straight forward although I am expecting that the hard work your team
have put in will reflect in your CCG plan.
o It was noted that the CCG is not currently planning to deliver the 1%
Surplus in accordance with the Business Rules. Whilst the reasons for
this were given in relation to the investment in the Transformation Plan, it
was outlined at the meeting that this may mean that the CCG is
subjected to a great level of scrutiny in the financial year.
o In summarising the current issues likely to impact on the CCG plans over
the coming years, I noted you were currently engaged with CCG
colleagues in Manchester, looking to understand the potential impact of
the Devolved Manchester scheme.
High quality care for all, now and for future generations



Quality:
o HCAI
Whilst the performance against MRSA is good, there are some issues in
relation to the performance on C-Difficile.



A&E 4hr Standard:
o Unfortunately despite the significant amount of work undertaken by the
System Resilience Group and yourself, the local acute healthcare
system did not achieve the A&E 4 Hour NHS Constitution Standard in
Quarter 3; Quarter 4; or for the year. This reflected in the Domain 3
Assessment for the CCG. Clearly there will be an expectation that the
local healthcare system will want to achieve the Standard in 2015/16,
which is why the Tranche 1 of the SRG Funding has been included in
the CCG Baseline to assist with this.
o The main issue for the CCG is the high numbers of Delayed Transfers of
Care (DToC) and the plan to return to normal levels. It was noted that
one of the main elements of the plan, the Discharge to Assess Model,
was not yet operational. It was agreed that Andrew Crawshaw would
meet with the CCG to discuss the model. It was also noted that a 3 rd
Party review of the DToC Process support had been facilitated by NHS
England.
o It was noted that the CCG is actively monitoring the quality of care
patients received in A&E, especially as the Standard was not achieved.
It was noted that the CCG used RAIDR and that the CEO of the Trust
and yourself meet weekly to discuss the issues.



Referral To Treatment Waiting Times:
o Whilst the CCG had achieved the NHS Constitution Standard in Quarter
3, it was discussed that the local provider is now in a challenged
position, with a recovery plan in place. This means that although the
Standard for Quarter 1 2015-16 may not be achieved, the intention is to
limit patient waiting times as much as possible especially no patient
waiting more than 52 weeks. I noted the comments about the limitations
now on capacity in the private sector in relation to the 18 Week
Standard.
o Clearly in operating a small District General Hospital, the local Trust
faces some significant challenges in the medium term. As there will be
some similarities with other Trusts, I outlined at the meeting my intention
to establish a Strategic Working Group to review the capacity issues and
potential solutions for the small District General Hospitals in the
Cheshire & Merseyside economy.



Other NHS Constitution Standards:
High quality care for all, now and for future generations

o It was noted in the Delivery Dashboard that the CCG had not achieved
the Standard for 6 Week Waits for diagnostic Tests. We agreed Andrew
Crawshaw would discuss the current performance of the Trust outside
the meeting.


Transforming Care:
o It was noted that the CCG is on target to deliver its requirements by
March 2015.
o It was noted that the CCG was proactively checking the LD Pool patient
list to ensure that no patients had been missed.



Parity of Esteem:
o Dementia:
Currently the CCG is on track to achieve the Standard and as explained
at the meeting, has worked with member practices to improve the
performance.
.
o IAPT:
Currently the CCG is not on track to achieve the Standard.
o Mental Health Investment
It was noted that the CCG has a plan for two year phased uplift to the
investment in mental health with its main provider.



Primary Care Commissioning:
o Clearly the CCG has made progress in its successful application for the
joint commissioning of primary care commissioning.



Continuing Health Care (Residual Cases)
o The issues regarding the North West Commissioning Support Unit and
the failure to deliver to target were noted. Given the profile of this issue
Tina Long and the Nursing Directorate will facilitate a common approach
across the whole of Cheshire & Merseyside and will raise it with the CSU
Transitional Board.
o I noted the comments in relation to the potential costs to be charged by
Cheshire East Council in relation to this and the consequential robust
challenge to this that the CCG intends to mount.

High quality care for all, now and for future generations

A summary of the provisional Quarter 3 Domain Assessments in the table below:
Domain

1
2
3
4
5
6

Provisional
Assurance
Assessment
Are patients receiving clinically
commissioned, high quality services?
Are patients and the public actively
engaged and involved?
Are CCG plans delivering better
outcomes for patients?
Does the CCG have robust governance
arrangements?
Is the CCG working in partnership with
others?
Does the CCG have strong and robust
leadership?

Assured
Assured
Assured with Support
Assured
Assured
Assured

In preparation for quarter 4 we will send KLOEs out in advance of the meeting so that
the CCG can respond prior to the meeting. We can then focus the Assurance meeting
on the key issues for the CCG and the strategic challenges for the health economy.
If you have any queries please contact Andrew Crawshaw or myself.
Yours sincerely

Clare Duggan
Director of Commissioning Operations

High quality care for all, now and for future generations

Appendix 1
Action
No
1

2

3

4

5

6.

Action Detail

Responsible

Due to a worsening RTT
position, it was agreed that a
strategic session, focusing on
RTT would be arranged. It was
agreed that work carried out
by Southport & Ormskirk
would be shared, as they have
a similar demographic to
Eastern Cheshire.
Eastern Cheshire colleagues
and Andrew Crawshaw to
meet to discuss DTOC, in
particular the DTOC definition,
staffing, clarity on standards
and clinical governance.
Eastern Cheshire colleagues
and Andrew Crawshaw to
meet to discuss BCF
Eastern Cheshire CCG has
expressed an interest in
becoming involved in the
national review of maternity
services. It was agreed that
Marie Sedgewick and Tina
Long would ensure these links
are made.
Eastern Cheshire CCG to
provide waterfall/bridge
diagram as part of assurance
for planning 2015/16.
Strategic Working Group to be
established to review the
capacity issues and potential
solutions for the small District
General Hospitals in the
Cheshire
&
Merseyside
economy.

Timescale

NHS England

Eastern Cheshire
CCG/Andrew
Crawshaw

May 2015

Eastern Cheshire
CCG/Andrew
Crawshaw
Tina Long

May 2015

Eastern Cheshire
CCG

Clare Duggan

High quality care for all, now and for future generations
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APPENDIX B
Summary of 360o Stakeholder Survey for NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG

NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG
CCG 360o stakeholder survey 2015
Summary report
Version 1| Internal Use Only

1
© Ipsos MORI

14-070610-01 Version 1 | Internal Use Only

Methodology and technical details
• It was the responsibility of each CCG to provide the list of
stakeholders to invite to take part in the CCG 360o stakeholder
survey.
• CCGs were provided with a core list of stakeholder organisations
(outlined in the table opposite) to be included in their stakeholder
list. Beyond this however, CCGs had the flexibility to determine
which individual within each organisation was the most appropriate
to nominate.
• They were also given the opportunity to add up to ten additional
stakeholders they wanted to include locally (they are referred to in
this report as ‘Wider stakeholders’). These included:
Commissioning Support Units, Health Education England, lower
tier local authorities, MPs, private providers, Public Health England,
social care / community organisations, Voluntary Sector
Council/Leader, voluntary / third sector organisations, local care
homes, GP out-of-hours providers and other stakeholders and
clinicians.
• The survey was conducted primarily online via email invitations.
Stakeholders who did not respond to the email invitation, and
stakeholders for whom an email address was not provided, were
telephoned by an Ipsos MORI interviewer who encouraged
response and offered the opportunity to complete the survey by
telephone.

Core stakeholder framework
GP member practices

One from every
member practice

Health and wellbeing
boards

Up to two per HWB

Local HealthWatch

One per local
HealthWatch

Other patient groups

Up to three

NHS providers – Acute

Up to two from each
provider

NHS providers – Mental
health trusts

Up to two from each
provider

NHS providers –
Community health trusts

Up to two from each
provider

Other CCGs

Up to five

Upper tier or unitary local
authorities

Up to five per LA

Eastern Cheshire CCG
© Ipsos MORI

14-070610-01 Version 1 | Internal Use Only

2

Methodology and technical details
• Within the survey,
stakeholders were asked a
series of questions about
their working relationship with
the CCG. In addition, to
reflect each core stakeholder
group’s different area of
expertise and knowledge,
they were presented with a
short section of questions
specific to the stakeholder
group they represent.
• Fieldwork was conducted
between 10th March 2015
and 7th April 2015.
• 37 of the CCG’s stakeholders
completed the survey. The
overall response rate was
77% which varied across the
stakeholder groups shown in
the table opposite.

Survey response rates for Eastern Cheshire CCG
Invited to take
part in survey

Completed
survey

Response rate

GP member practices

24

15

63%

Health and wellbeing boards

2

1

50%

Local HealthWatch/patient
groups

3

3

100%

NHS providers

4

4

100%

Other CCGs

3

3

100%

Upper tier or unitary local
authorities

4

4

100%

Wider stakeholders

8

7

88%

Stakeholder group

Eastern Cheshire CCG
© Ipsos MORI

14-070610-01 Version 1 | Internal Use Only

3

Overall engagement and relationship summary
COMPARISON GROUP

KEY
The CCG’s 2015 result
is in top third of
comparison group

The CCG’s 2015 result
is in middle third of
comparison group

The CCG’s 2015 result
is in bottom third of
comparison group

CCG in 2014

CCG in 2015

(Base: 43/*Base:
43/**Base: 43)

(Base: 37/*Base:
37/**Base: 37)

Extent of engagement by CCG in last 12 months
(% A great deal / A fair amount)

91%

97%

Satisfaction with engagement by CCG in last 12 months*
(% Very / Fairly satisfied)

74%

86%

Extent that the CCG has listened to views when provided
(% Strongly / Tend to agree)

65%

73%

Not comparable
to 2014

62%

Overall rating of working relationship with CCG
(% Very good / Fairly good)

84%

95%

Change in working relationship with CCG in last 12 months**
(% Got much better / Got a little better)

53%

65%

Extent that the CCG has taken on board suggestions when provided
(% Strongly / Tend to agree)

© Ipsos MORI

14-070610-01 Version 1 | Internal Use Only

Eastern Cheshire CCG

CCG Cluster
(Base:
696/*Base:
688/**Base: 692)

Fieldwork: 10 March - 7 April 2015

All CCGs
(Base:
8472/*Base:
8320/**Base:
8363)

4

Commissioning decisions and contribution to wider discussions
KEY
The CCG’s 2015 result
is in top third of
comparison group

COMPARISON GROUP

The CCG’s 2015 result
is in middle third of
comparison group

The CCG’s 2015 result
is in bottom third of
comparison group

CCG in 2014
(Base: 43)

CCG in 2015
(Base: 37)

Extent to which the CCG engages the right individuals / organisations when
making commissioning decisions
(% Strongly / Tend to agree)

74%

68%

Confidence in the CCG to commission high quality services
(% Strongly / Tend to agree)

74%

84%

Understanding of the reasons behind commissioning decisions
(% Strongly / Tend to agree)

84%

78%

Effectiveness of CCG’s communication about commissioning decisions
(% Strongly / Tend to agree)

65%

73%

Confidence that the CCG’s plans will deliver continuous improvement in
quality
(% Strongly / Tend to agree)

63%

73%

Not comparable
to 2014

84%

Extent to which the CCG has contributed to wider discussions in local
health economy
(% A great deal / A fair amount)

© Ipsos MORI

14-070610-01 Version 1 | Internal Use Only

Eastern Cheshire CCG

CCG Cluster
(Base: 696)

All CCGs
(Base: 8472)

Fieldwork: 10 March - 7 April 2015

5

Monitoring the quality of services
KEY
The CCG’s 2015 result
is in top third of
comparison group

The CCG’s 2015 result
is in middle third of
comparison group

COMPARISON GROUP

The CCG’s 2015 result
is in bottom third of
comparison group

CCG in 2014
(Base: 43)

CCG in 2015
(Base: 37)

Confidence that CCG effectively monitors the quality of the services it
commissions
(% Strongly agree / Tend to agree)

60%

59%

Feel able to raise concerns about the quality of local services with the CCG
(% Strongly agree / Tend to agree)

91%

95%

Confidence in CCG to act on feedback it receives about the quality of
services
(% Strongly agree / Tend to agree)

77%

92%

© Ipsos MORI

14-070610-01 Version 1 | Internal Use Only

Eastern Cheshire CCG

CCG Cluster
(Base: 696)

All CCGs
(Base: 8472)

Fieldwork: 10 March - 7 April 2015

6

Plans and priorities
KEY
The CCG’s 2015 result
is in top third of
comparison group

COMPARISON GROUP

The CCG’s 2015 result
is in middle third of
comparison group

The CCG’s 2015 result
is in bottom third of
comparison group

CCG in 2014
(Base: 43)

CCG in 2015
(Base: 37)

Knowledge of CCG’s plans and priorities
(% A great deal / A fair amount)

91%

92%

Have had the opportunity to influence the CCG’s plans and priorities
(% Strongly / Tend to agree)

67%

78%

Comments on CCG’s plans and priorities have been taken on board
(% Strongly / Tend to agree)

58%

65%

Not comparable
to 2014

84%

79%

76%

Not asked in
2014

95%

The CCG effectively communicated its plans and priorities
(% Strongly / Tend to agree)
The CCG’s plans and priorities are the right ones
(% Strongly / Tend to agree)

Improving patient outcomes is a core focus for the CCG
(% Strongly / Tend to agree)

© Ipsos MORI

14-070610-01 Version 1 | Internal Use Only

Eastern Cheshire CCG

CCG Cluster
(Base: 696)

All CCGs
(Base: 8472)

Fieldwork: 10 March - 7 April 2015

7

Overall leadership
KEY
The CCG’s 2015 result
is in top third of
comparison group

COMPARISON GROUP

The CCG’s 2015 result
is in middle third of
comparison group

The CCG’s 2015 result
is in bottom third of
comparison group

CCG in 2014
(Base: 43)

CCG in 2015
(Base: 37)

The leadership of the CCG has the necessary blend of skills and
experience
(% Strongly / Tend to agree)

84%

84%

There is clear and visible leadership of the CCG
(% Strongly / Tend to agree)

88%

86%

Confidence in the leadership of the CCG to deliver its plans and priorities
(% Strongly / Tend to agree)

74%

78%

The leadership of the CCG is delivering continued quality improvements
(% Strongly / Tend to agree)

60%

73%

Confidence in the leadership of the CCG to deliver improved outcomes for
patients
(% Strongly / Tend to agree)

70%

81%

Eastern Cheshire CCG
© Ipsos MORI

14-070610-01 Version 1 | Internal Use Only

CCG Cluster
(Base: 696)

All CCGs
(Base: 8472)

Fieldwork: 10 March - 7 April 2015

8

Clinical leadership
KEY
The CCG’s 2015 result
is in top third of
comparison group

COMPARISON GROUP

The CCG’s 2015 result
is in middle third of
comparison group

The CCG’s 2015 result
is in bottom third of
comparison group

CCG in 2014
(Base: 43)

CCG in 2015
(Base: 37)

There is clear and visible clinical leadership of the CCG
(% Strongly / Tend to agree)

84%

81%

Confidence in the clinical leadership of the CCG to deliver its plans and
priorities
(% Strongly / Tend to agree)

79%

78%

The clinical leadership of the CCG is delivering continued quality
improvements
(% Strongly / Tend to agree)

63%

65%

Not asked in
2014

65%

The clinical leadership of the CCG is delivering continued improvements to
reduce local health inequalities
(% Strongly / Tend to agree)

Eastern Cheshire CCG
© Ipsos MORI

14-070610-01 Version 1 | Internal Use Only

CCG Cluster
(Base: 696)

All CCGs
(Base: 8472)

Fieldwork: 10 March - 7 April 2015
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1.

Commu
unity Bas
sed Co-ordinated Care Wo
orkstream
m

1.1

An annua
al report of the progre
ess made d
during 2014
4/15 was p
presented a
at the May 2015
Caring To
ogether Pro
ogramme Manageme
M
ent Group m
meeting an
nd is availa
able on request.
Work is progressing
g with the d
developmen
nt of the O
Outcomes Based
B
Servvice
he intention
n to have th
his completed by 30th
h June 201
15. In respo
onse
Specificattion with th
to the spe
ecification tthere are tw
wo provide
er sub-grou
ups develop
ping the op
perational
models an
nd implementation plans, as follows:

2.
2.1

Integrate
ed Commu
unity Team
ms
The proje
ect, funded by Cheshiire East Co
ouncil (CEC
C) and sup
pported by Price
Waterhou
use Cooperr, has sharred a first d
draft of the operationa
al model fo
or locality b
based
integrated
d communiity teams. W
Work is no
ow taking place to devvelop this further
f
to re
eflect
the feedback from workstream
w
m memberss, to cost th
he model id
dentifying w
what if any
additionall resourcess are requirred to supp
port the implementation of the m
model and to
finalise th
he impleme
entation pla
an. Once co
ompleted tthe operatio
onal mode
el will be
progresse
ed through the releva
ant Caring T
Together ccommission
ner and pro
ovider
governance arrange
ements.

2.2

quired to im
mplement the new
It is anticipated that additional resourcess will be req
be prepared
d to requesst any
operating arrangements and a business case will b
equired.
additionall funding re

2.3

The intention is for tthe integratted commu
unity teamss to comme
ence in Occtober 2015
5,
however this
t
require
es significa
ant change in service delivery and organissational
arrangem
ments and w
will thereforre be confirmed as th
he work on the operattional model
and imple
ementation plan is agreed.

3.
3.1

Short Terrm Assess
sment Inte
ervention Response
e and Reco
overy (STA
AIRRS)
Following agreemen
nt on the m
model of care for STAIRRS, at th
he Program
mme
ment Group
p in March 2015, a sm
mall provide
er group ha
as been se
et up to devvelop
Managem
the implem
mentation plan. The g
group has members ffrom East Cheshire N
NHS Trust,
Cheshire East Coun
ncil, Cheshire and Wirral Partne
ership Foun
ndation Tru
ust and prim
mary
S to comme
ence in Jun
ne 2015 an
nd this will be confirm
med
care. The plan is forr STAIRRS
ork on the o
operationall model and
d implementation pla
an is agreed
d.
as the wo

2.

Sustainable Tec
chnology
y for Olde
er People
e – Get O
Organised
d
(Stopan
ndGo) Pro
oject Upd
date

2.1

Our involvvement in tthe Europe
ean STOPa
andGO (Su
ustainable Technolog
gy for Olderr
People – Let’s Get O
Organised)) Project is making prrogress. W
We are form
malising ourr
plans for procureme
p
ent and havve now enttered into the Open M
Market Con
nsultation
phase. To
o that end, the CCG a
along our p
partners in this projecct (the TSA
A and the N
North
West Coa
ast Academ
mic Health Science Network), arre hosting a unique o
one day eve
ent
on the 12 June 2015
5, to help u
us to shape
e and co-de
esign our requiremen
r
nts for diab
betes
care and consider how this could be ena
abled throug
gh technology.
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2.2

Delegatess attending
g the event will have a unique opportunity to hear about the CC
CG’s
intentionss as part off the STOP
PandGO pro
oject and contribute
c
tto the co-design of
technolog
gy to assistt in delivering local inttegrated ca
are. The evvent will brring togethe
er
national p
policy, Euro
opean Unio
on projectss and the su
upply of tecchnology e
enabled care
along with
h the local approach tto developing integra
ated care in
n Eastern C
Cheshire. Itt will
connect cclinicians, th
he public a
and commissioners of healthcarre with the suppliers a
and
innovatorss in techno
ology enabled care an
nd provide an opportu
unity to wo
ork together to
consider tthe possiblle future de
esign and a
application
n of technollogy enable
ed care.

3.

Informattion and Communi
C
ication Te
echnologyy Workstream

3.1

An annua
al report of the progre
ess made d
during 2014
4/15 was p
presented a
at the May 2015
Caring To
ogether Pro
ogramme Manageme
M
ent Group m
meeting an
nd is availa
able on request.

3.2

Implemen
ntation of the Chesh
hire Care Record (fo
ormerly kn
nown as C
CIDCR) is now
underwayy. The Projject Team members Project Manager an
nd Technical Manage
er are
Manager is being re
now in po
ost and a Benefits Realisation
R
ecruited byy Cheshire East
Council. T
The projecct remains on track a
and the Cheshire Carre Record is scheduled to
go live in October 20
015.

4.

Communications and Eng
gagementt Workstre
eam

4.1

An annua
al report of the progre
ess made d
during 2014
4/15 was p
presented a
at the May 2015
Caring To
ogether Pro
ogramme Manageme
M
ent Group m
meeting an
nd is availa
able on request.

4.2

The CCG
G’s Communications a
and Engagement Tea
am has bou
ught half-pa
age adverttising
features in the Cong
gleton Chro
onicle, Knu
utsford Gua
ardian, Maccclesfield E
Express an
nd
Wilmslow
w Guardian to promote
e the Carin
ng Togethe
er public su
ummary pa
amphlet,
“Seizing the
t opportu
unity for be
etter care: C
Continuing the Conve
ersation.” T
The feature
es
promote a competitiion, running to 30 Jun
ne 2015, w
which invite
es readers tto take
photograp
phs of the pamphlet
p
o display in primary care settin
on
ngs and em
mail them to
o the
CCG’s Co
ommunicattions Mana
ager. Each feature inccludes a lo
ocal case sttudy illustra
ating
the beneffits of integrated care. All submissions will be entered
d into a prize draw, with
w
the winne
er receiving
g a seven-d
day free pa
ass for their nearest lo
ocal authority leisure
centre. Th
he competiition is spo
onsored by Cheshire East Council.

4.3

The CCG
G’s Communications a
and Engagement Tea
am and Prrogramme Manageme
ent
Office havve issued a
an online ssurvey to th
he 500-pluss Caring To
ogether ch
hampions who
w
signed up
p to supporrt the progrramme. The question
nnaire will measure
m
sa
atisfaction with
the Caring
g Togetherr communications and engagem
ment appro
oach, identiify
opportunities for imp
provement, inform the
e content of
o a champ
pions’ even
nt schedule
ed for
Septembe
er 2015, an
nd establissh practical ways in which
w
cham
mpions migh
ht wish to h
help
raise awa
areness of tthe programme. Consultees ha
ave been in
nvited to ha
ave their de
etails
entered in
n a prize drraw for a B
Bluetooth pedometer. Analysis o
of findings w
will take place
in June 20
015.
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4.4

The Communication
ns and Eng
gagement T
Team has commissio
oned the de
evelopmen
nt of
corporate
e screensavvers promo
oting the vision, value
es, ambitions and prio
orities of th
he
CCG and Caring To
ogether. Th
he screensa
avers will g
go live in summer 201
15.

5.

Empowe
erment W
Workstream
m

5.1

Following
g a brief pause, work is now und
derway aga
ain to prom
mote and fa
acilitate
empowerment. A prroposal outtlining a pro
oposed approach to this
t
work was
w presen
nted
to the Carring Togeth
her Progra
amme Mana
agement Group
G
on 12th May 20
015 and wa
as
approved. This Worrkstream w
will be close
ely aligned with the pa
an Cheshirre Connectting
powermentt Workstrea
am acknow
wledging th
hat some a
aspects of e
empowerm
ment
Care Emp
lend them
mselves bettter to a mu
uch larger footprint th
han that of Eastern Cheshire. Th
he
work will focus
f
on 4 key areas including:





Inform
mation, advice and guidance
Patien
nt activation
n
gation
Comm
munity navig
Comm
munity commissioning
g for wellbe
eing

6.

Cultural Transforrmation an
nd Design Worksttream

6.1

An annua
al report of the progre
ess made d
during 2014
4/15 was p
presented a
at the May 2015
Caring To
ogether Pro
ogramme Manageme
M
ent Group m
meeting an
nd is availa
able on request.

6.2

Given the
e increased
d emphasiss being placed on the
e importancce of workfforce plann
ning
and the need to dessign and de
evelop a su
ustainable w
workforce for the futu
ure it has b
been
proposed that this W
ne Worstre
Workstream
m is split intto 2 with on
eam continuing to foccus
on the cultural transsformation of the workkforce and the other focussing
f
o
on workforcce
planning.

6.3

Workstream
ms are curre
ently being
g drafted an
nd these along
Terms of reference for the 2 W
posed workk plans for 2015/16 w
will be pressented to th
he June 20
015
with associated prop
ogether Pro
ogramme Manageme
M
ent Group ffor approva
al.
Caring To

7.

Additional Caring
g Togethe
er Program
mme Workstreams

7.1

A proposa
al to broaden the sco
ope of the C
Caring Tog
gether Prog
gramme an
nd the prop
posal
to create additional workstream
ms was pre
esented at the March
h 2015 Caring Togeth
her
Programm
me Manage
ement Gro
oup meeting
g. The prop
posal included establlishing
Workstrea
ams for:





Learniing Disabilities
Menta
al Health
Workfo
force Plann
ning
Childre
en’s servicces
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7.2

Scoping work
w
is und
derway to determine
d
w
what
these
e workstrea
ams would encompasss.
Any new w
workstream
ms would n
need the fo
ormal appro
oval of the Caring Together
Programm
me Manage
ement Gro
oup.

8.

Caring T
Together Planning Assumptions

8.1

Work is underway to
o revisit an
nd refresh tthe Caring Together p
planning asssumptionss. A
workshop
p is planned
d for 26 Ma
ay 2015 forr system le
eaders to confirm
c
the plans for
2015/16 and
a beyond
d and conssider the pa
ace and sccope of tran
nsformation
n achieved
d to
date and that required going fo
orward to ensure
e
delivery of the
e Caring To
ogether
programm
me.

9.

Review of Generral Practicce

9.1

Eastern Cheshire
C
CCG workin
ng in conjun
nction with NHS Englland has embarked o
on a
review of General P
Practice serrvices acro
oss its 22 p
practices. A launch evvent, attend
ded
mber practtices took place
p
on th
he 30th Apriil 2015. The aim of tthe review is to
by all mem
better und
derstand w
what service
es are bein
ng provided
d over and above corre servicess and
which of tthese and possibly
p
an
ny other se
ervices sho
ould be ava
ailable to all residentss of
Eastern Cheshire
C
an
nd form pa
art of a new
w ‘Caring Together’ co
ontract. Th
he outcome
e of
this work will be to rreduce currrent variation in services and to
o commissio
on safe,
ble primary care services which support the ambition
ns of Caring
g Togetherr.
sustainab

9.2

To facilita
ate the review a Task and Finish
h Group an
nd a smalle
er Steering Group are
e
currently being established. T
The Task an
nd Finish Group
G
will focus
f
on de
esigning th
he
model of care for the
e new conttract and also
a
defining the asso
ociated keyy standardss,
outcomess and perfo
ormance measures. N
Neither of these group
ps are decision makin
ng
groups, in
nstead theyy will make
e recommendations to
o the Easte
ern Cheshire CCG
Primary (G
General Medical) Care Servicess Joint Com
mmissionin
ng Committee which is
the group
p that will m
make the fin
nal decision
n regarding
g the conte
ent of the n
new contract. A
business case for an
ny addition
nal CCG re
esources re
equired to ssupport the
e
implemen
ntation of th
he new con
ntract will u
ultimately n
need to be submitted to the CCG
G’s
Governing
g Body for approval.

o be includ
ded in the C
Chief Office
er’s Reportt:
Other Updates to

Page
10. Eastern Cheshiree CCG 20015/16 Plan on a P
10.1

Following
g the submiission of th
he CCGs 2015/16 Pla
an on a Pag
ge to NHS England a
and
to our Governing Bo
ody in Aprill 2015 resp
pectfully, fivve core pro
ogrammes of work ha
ave
now been
n identified for this commissionin
ng cycle. These
T
programmes fo
orm the bassis of
the work to
t be conducted by th
he CCG, alongside our Caring T
Together plans
p
over the
t
next twelvve months.. The five p
programme
es are nam
mely: Integrrated Care,, Direct and
d
Specialistt Services, System R
Resilience, Continuous
C
s Quality Im
mprovement and Dutty of
Care. Ded
dicated pro
ogramme a
and projectt leads havve now bee
en identified
d and
confirmed
d and detaiiled implem
mentation p
plans for all programm
mes/projeccts are to be
e
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finalised b
by the end of June 20
015. The C
CCG’s Prog
gramme Ma
anagemen
nt Office (PMO)
ordinating the comple
will be coo
etion of the
ese plans with
w colleag
gues.
10.2

The PMO
O will also b
be working to finalise a propose
ed programme and prroject
managem
ment approach to be a
adopted byy the CCG in order to
o deliver the
ese ambitio
ous
programm
mes/projectts. A worksshop is taking place on
o 26 May 2015 wherre voluntee
ers
from acro
oss the CCG
G have putt themselves forward
d to help sh
hape the ap
pproach to be
adopted. The PMO will share this
t
at the June 2015
5 staff brief ahead of ffull
implemen
ntation of th
he new pro
ocesses.

10.3

Regular reporting ag
gainst the deliverable
d
es achieved
d will also be fed thro
ough the
various C
CCG forumss. A new group, a CC
CG Program
mme Mana
agement G
Group, is be
eing
establishe
ed to overssee the imp
plementatio
on of the P
Plan on Pag
ge. The gro
oup is
scheduled
d to meet for
f the first time at the
e end of Ju
une 2015. F
Finally, we intend to
commencce the planning cycle for 2016/17 in July 2015
2
to pro
ovide greate
er opportun
nity
for our ke
ey stakeholders and p
partners to shape ourr plans for next
n
year.

11. Cheshiree Pioneer Update
11.1

Eastern Cheshire
C
CCG is part of the pan
n Cheshire Connectin
ng Care transformatio
on
programm
me. A Steering Group
p has been establishe
ed to overssee the imp
plementatio
on of
the progra
amme and work is un
nderway to
o finalise the impleme
entation pla
an for 2015
5/16.
A more de
etailed upd
date will be
e presented
d at the Jun
ne 2015 Ea
astern Che
eshire
Governing
g Body me
eeting.

Jerry not
n sure if you want to
t add anytthing more
e at this sta
age?

12. Healthieer Togetheer Updatee
12.1

The Healtthier Togetther progra
amme is re
eviewing alll aspects of
o health an
nd care
services in Greater Mancheste
er. Eastern
n Cheshire CCG is an
n associate
e member o
of the
on but has no voting rights.
r
The
e Committe
ees in Com
mmon
current Co
ommittees in Commo
is soon to
o be replaced by a Jo
oint Committee, again
n Eastern Cheshire
C
CCG will be an
associate
e member of
o this grou
up and will have no vo
oting rightss. There are
e a series of
workshop
ps underwa
ay to consid
der the fee
edback from
m the consultation in conjunction
with the service
s
mod
delling info
ormation that has bee
en complete
ed. Followiing the
workshop
ps a recommendation
n as to the future
f
conffiguration o
of health an
nd care
services, including hospital
h
based services, will be submitted to the Prog
gramme Board
for consid
deration priior to being
g submitted
d to the rele
evant statu
utory bodie
es for final
approval.

GOVERNING BODY MEETING
27 May 2015
Paper
Title

Agenda Item 2.2

Governing Body Assurance Framework – May 2015

Purpose of paper / report
The Assurance Framework is a summary of strategic risks that may have an impact
on the achievement of corporate objectives. The purpose of the paper is to present
those risks for review by the Governing Body and assure them that all risks are
represented, suitable controls are in place and risks are recorded appropriately.

Key points
The Governing Body is asked to:
• Review and approve the list of Strategic Risks for NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group (ECCCG) - Appendix One
• Review the changes to the following risks:
• 01 Caring Together Delivery
• 03 Access to Dermatology
• 08 Co Commissioning of Primary Care (General Medical)
• 09 Co Commissioning of Primary Care (Conflict of Interest)
• 12 Potential Instability in General Practice
• Review the new proposed additions to the framework – Appendix One
• 13 System Resilience Group
• 14 Delivery of the CCG Quality Priorities
• 15 CCG Financial Challenge
• 16 Quality, Innovation, Productivity and Prevention (QIPP) Delivery
• Review the proposed removal of risks from the framework – Appendix One
• 06 ECCCG Financial Deficit
• 07 QIPP – Roles and Responsibilities and Governance
• 10 Co Commissioning – Joint Committee Membership

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve

Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information



Benefits / value to our population / communities
The Governing Body Assurance Framework is a mechanism to ensure that significant
strategic risks to ECCCG are recognised and managed appropriately, thus minimising any
impact to our population and communities.
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Governing Body Assurance Framework
May 2015
1.

Executive Summary

1.1

The Governing Body Assurance Framework forms part of NHS Eastern Cheshire
Clinical Commissioning Group’s (ECCCG’s) risk management strategy and policy and
is the framework for identification and management of strategic risks; both risks
internal to ECCCG and those in the wider system in which ECCCG has a role.

1.2

The Assurance Framework is reviewed on a monthly basis by the Executive
Committee, who finalise the list of strategic risks, confirm actions being undertaken
and check assurances. These risks are then added to/amended on the Corporate
Risk Log which contains all operational and strategic risks.

2.

Significant Changes

2.1

Overall, the identified strategic risks have remained consistent as per the previous
month with only minor updates. The following summary highlights the key updates
from the previous report. The detail can be found in each of the individual risks:
• 01 Caring Together Delivery – Minor revisions of controls, mitigating actions.
• 03 Access to Dermatology – Updated mitigating actions and individual actions and
reduction in risk score
• 08 Co Commissioning of Primary Care (General Medical) – minor update and
reduction in risk score
• 09 Co Commissioning of Primary Care (Conflict of Interest) - minor update and
reduction in risk score
• 12 Potential Instability in General Practice – Significant updates to description and
Mitigating Actions and Assurances.

3.

New Risks / Risks Considered for Removal

3.1

Following the removal of “08 Delivery of Operational Plan” two risks have been added
as a replacement. These are submitted for approval and are:
• 13 System Resilience Group
• 14 Delivery of the CCG Quality Priorities

3.2

The Governing Body is asked to consider the removal of the following risks as they
are no longer relevant in their description for the new financial year given the
improvement in ECCCG financial position. It is proposed that these are replaced with
new risks as identified in 3.3:
• 06 Financial Deficit
• 07 QIPP – Roles and Responsibilities and Governance

3.3

The proposed new risks reflect the improved financial position for the 2015/16
financial year:
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•
•

15 CCG Financial Challenge
16 QIPP Delivery

3.4

The Governing Body is asked to consider the removal of the following risk, which has
had a significant reduction in risk score.
• 10 Co-Commissioning- Joint Committee Membership

4.

Deep Dive

4.1

The risk identified for a deep dive for the Governing Body is the North West
Commissioning Services Unit (NW CSU) – Service Disruption.

5.

Recommendation(s)

5.1

The Governing Body is asked to:
• Review and approve the list of Strategic Risks for ECCCG (Appendix One).

6.

Reasons for recommendation(s)

6.1

The reviewing the recommendations, the Governing Body will be approving updates to
the Assurance Framework as described. This will ensure that the current risks and
associated scores are reflected to provide a current overview of the key strategic risks
for ECCCG.

7.

Peer Group Area / Town Area Affected

7.1

All

8.

Population affected

8.1

All

9.

Context

9.1

N/a

10.

Finance

10.1

N/a

11.

Quality and Patient Experience

11.1

N/a

12.

Consultation and Engagement (Public/Patient/Carer/Clinical/Staff)

12.1

N/a

13.

Equality

13.1

N/a
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14.

Legal

14.1

N/a

15.

Communication

15.1

n/a

16.

Background and Options

16.1

n/a

17.

Access to further information

17.1

For further information relating to this report contact:

Name
Designation
Date
Telephone
Email

18.

Glossary of Terms

ECCCG

19.

Alex Mitchell
Chief Finance Officer
20 May 2015
01625 663456
Alex.mitchell@nhs.net

NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group

Appendices

Appendices Table
Appendix One

Governing Body Assurance Framework

Prior Committee Approval / Link to other Committees
Been reviewed by Executive Committee

CCG 5 Year Strategic Plan programme of work this report is linked to 
Caring Together
Mental Health & Alcohol

Quality Improvement
Other

CCG 5 Year Strategic Plan ambitions addressed by this report 
Increase the number of our citizens
having a positive experience of care
Reduce the inequalities in health
and social care across Eastern
Cheshire
Ensure our citizens access care to
the highest standard and are
protected from avoidable harm

Increase the proportion of older people
living independently at home and who
feel supported to manage their condition
Improve the health-related quality of life
of our citizens with one or more long
term conditions, including mental health
conditions
Secure additional years of life for the
citizens of Eastern Cheshire with
treatable mental and physical health
conditions
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Ensure that all those living in
Eastern
Cheshire
should
be
supported by new, better integrated
community services

Key Implications of this report – please indicate 
Strategic
Consultation & Engagement

Finance
Quality & Patient Experience
Staff / Workforce



Equality
Legal

CCG Values supported by this report – please indicate 
Valuing People
Working Together
Investing Responsibly

Innovation
Quality

NHS Constitution Values supported by this report – please indicate 
Working together for patients
Respect and dignity
Commitment to quality of care



Compassion
Improving lives
Everyone counts



Appendix One
Governing Body Assurance Framework
GBAF No Title

20 May 2015

Corporate Objectives

Score

Active Risks
1 Caring Together Delivery

Working Together

15

2 Mental Health Capacity

Health Need Priorities:

16

3 Access to Dermatology

Working Together

9

4 Quality Assurance in Care Homes

Health Need Priorities

20

5 Business Information Systems

Investing Responsibly

12

8 Co Commissioning of Primary Care (General Medical)

Working Together

12

9 Co Commissioning Primary Care Services- Conflict of Inter Working Together

16

11 North West CSU-Service Disruption

Investing Responsibly

16

12 Potential instability in General Practice

Investing Responsibly

20

13 System Resilience Group (SRG)

Health Need Priorities

16

14 Delivery of the CCG Quality Priorities

Quality

12

15 CCG Financial Challenge

Investing Responsibly

12

16 QIPP Delivery

Health Need Priorities

16

6 CCG Financial Deficit

Investing Responsibly

12

7 QIPP - Roles and Responsibilities and Governance

Health Need Priorities

12

Working Together

6

New Risks

To Be Removed

10 Co Commissioning - Joint Committee Membership

Low to Medium Risk

20 May 2015

High Risk

Very High Risk
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Project Name

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

00019

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

15

Objective Working Together

GBAF 1

Owners Fleur Blakeman

Caring Together Delivery
The ability of the health and social care economy to deliver the Caring Together (CT) Programme is integral to the
delivery of Eastern Cheshire CCG (ECCCG)’s five year strategic plan on which it is based. This Programme, if
delivered in full, will enable ECCCG to achieve its statutory financial duty year on year as well as improve the health
and wellbeing and health outcomes of local people. Without it, alternative immediate and medium term financial
measures would be required at least equivalent to those proposed through the Caring Together Programme, with
the associated consequences for the quality and standard of affordable care.

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

Initial

3

5

15

Current

3

5

15

07/03/2014

Review Date

10
5
May '15

Apr '15

Mar '15

Feb '15

Dec '14

Nov '14

21/01/2015

Oct '14

0
Sep '14

Risk Closure

15

Aug '14

Target Date

20

Jul '14

Date Added

12

Jun '14

Appetite

25

Reduction in risk rating in
July 2014 due to the
Programme Management
Office Team now being in
place supporting the CT
Programme and the
appointment of an interim
medical Director at East
Cheshire NHS Trust. This is
further strengthened by the
appointme

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

Caring Together is a Programme that extends for
5years.
The first Phase, which is now completed, focussed on
designing the new integrated care model and high
level affordability, which showed the new care model,
could be affordable in certain circumstances, although
further, more detailed analysis would be required in
later phases.
We are moving to the next Implementation Phase of
the programme. The governance of the CT Programme
has been revised to reflect that and to introduce a
commissioner provider split. New groups including a
Provider Forum and a Commissioning Alliance are
being established. .
Programme oversight and delivery is predominantly
through the Programme Management Group attended
by key personnel from ECCCG, Cheshire East Council
(CEC) and NHS England.
Accountability is to the CEC informal cabinet and
ECCCG Governing Body.
Whole system leadership will be maintained through a
quarterly meeting of the CT Leadership Forum where
whole system risks that are multi-organisational will
be managed.
Work in this phase is under way through the joint

In addition to the controls:
A revised governance structure was approved by the
CT Executive Board in November 2014 and by ECCCG
Governing Body in November 2014. Risks have been
reviewed and updated and management
arrangements have been strengthened to ensure the
Caring Together Programme remains on track. H This
has resulted in a small number of new risks being
identified and a number have been downgraded to
reflect recent progress. Two new public facing
documents and a new animation were launched in
March 2015 to raise further awareness of the CT
programme. An implementation plan for 2015/16
for both the CCG and the health and social care
system as a whole to support the delivery of year 3
of the CT programme and year two of the ECCCG
five year Strategic Plan is nearing completion. A
workshop of system leaders is being planned for
May 2015. A Champions event is being planned for
September early June 2015. Cultural Transformation
is an essential prerequisite to supporting the delivery
of the CT programme. Through contracts with our
providers we will incentivise incentivize
behaviours and actions to help ensure that the
workforce understands and owns the case for

20 May 2015
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development of a specification for integrated care
services, quality standards and outcome measures.
These are being embedded into the CCG’s 2015/16
contract with the Trust but will not be triggered until
later in the year/ 2016-17 as appropriate.
Additional activity modelling has been completed to
assess the deliverability of the activity assumptions as
has the use of risk stratification to identify the patient
population most at risk. More detailed analysis is still
required that also binds in primary care and social care
and is underway to ensure provider deliverability. IT
tools have been identified to support this analysis
work, including the digital integrated care record and
risk stratification tool.
Specific initiatives, STAIRRS, BCF and stroke services
have resulted in joint working with the Council and will
be implemented in 2015/16. These are predicators to
the way in which Caring Together could work for the
future.

change and supports the delivery of the changes
needed to transform health and social care services
locally.
Implementation of the Caring Together Programme
is ongoing. An Integrated Care Framework of
standards and outcome measures is currently being
finalised along with a dashboard of the key
performance metrics to be able to monitor progress
at an individual organisation and system level. Good
progress is being made Work continues to move
forwards with regards to the implementation phase
of the new care model. The service specification and
target operating model are currently being finalised.
These will then be reviewed by the Caring Together
Business Group and Caring Together Care
Professionals Group before being presented to the
Caring Together Programme Management Group.
Any business case for additional investment will be
presented to the Governing Body for approval, to
understand its impact and to ensure deliverability at
a more granular level. More significant strides are
planned and are expected for 2016/17 start.
Developing a system-wide dashboard of
performance indicators to be able to monitor
progress at an individual organisation and system
level.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

Partners in the Caring Together programme have
recently provided formal support to the Caring
Together Strategy. A Provider Forum has now been
established. Clear progress against the CT
Programme‘s agreed plan and significant milestones is
evidenced within the CT Update to the Governing
Body and Caring Together Programme Management
Group highlight reports to the Caring Together
Leadership Forum Programme Director’s Report
submission.

Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of East Cheshire Trust
has been asked to coordinate with fellow provider
CEOs to explore options for the Provider Alliance to
ensure closer working across providers to prevent
the delay in the commissioning of the new
integrated care system.

Risk Actions
Title
Revised implementation plan to
be presented to the statutory
commissioning bodies

20 May 2015

Description
COMPLETED Revised
implementation plan to be
presented to the statutory
commissioning bodies for formal
support by the end of January.

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

14/01/2015

Jerry Hawker
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Partnership Working Models

20 May 2015

Agreed to raise at the Caring
Together Leadership Forum the
need to explore options for
partnership working across
providers. CCG working closely
with NHSE and TDA. CEO of East
Cheshire Trust has been asked to
coordinate and present to the
CTLF

Fleur Blakeman
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Project Name

ID
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00029

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

16

Objective Health Need Priorities:

GBAF 2

Owners Jacki Wilkes

Mental Health Capacity
Currently in a range of mental health services demand outstrips capacity significantly. There is a risk that potential
patients will not receive treatment and a solution due to lack of capacity which may result in poor clinical outcomes.
A historical and significant under funding of mental health services will carry a financial risk for the CCG. There are
currently access issues in both children’s and adult services leading to failure to meet the nationally mandated
waiting times for patients

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

Initial

5

5

25

Current

4

4

16

Appetite

12

The actions within controls
have yet to be completed;
therefore the service
continues to operate at risk.

30
25
20
15

18/07/2014

5

Review Date

Apr '15

Mar '15

Feb '15

Jan '15

Dec '14

Nov '14

Oct '14

Sep '14

01/11/2014

Aug '14

Risk Closure

0
Jul '14

Target Date

10

Jun '14

Date Added

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

In November CWP were asked to develop a business
case for the delivery of 16-19 CAMHs to reduce the
waiting list and sustain access targets. In February
2015 the Governing Body agreed that following
investment in the 16-19 CAMHS service the risk had
been mitigated although recognised that waiting times
for ASC and ADHD assessment and support now posed
a significant risk to the CCG. A pan Cheshire review of
mental health services is planned and work has
already commenced on a JSNA to support this review.
The focus for ECCCG will be:
CAMHS: There are 3 specialties within CAMHS which
need to be considered due to their interdependency:
•0-16 years service•16-19 years
service•Neurodevelopmental (ADHD/ASC) diagnosis
and support . Any pressure in one aspect of this
service transfers to other parts e.g. Poor access to
ADHD/ASC assessments mean children access 0-16
services. 16-19 service gaps have also been supported
by the 0-16 service delaying transfers for children.
There is a risk associated with the unintended
consequences of improving a capacity led service.
Current referral data shows and increase in activity in
CAMHS following improvement in access times. The
JSNA will support capacity planning and enable the
CCG to set a trajectory for investment for
improvement over the next 3 years IAPT: The CCG has

In spring 2014, the CCG has an external review of
CWP performance. The focus was to deliver a:
Detailed diagnos c review of the performance of
CWP
Review of the mental health needs of the local
population
Review of and guidance on how to develop a
mental health commissioning pln.
In June 2014, funding was approved by the
Governing Body to address the problems of limited
capacity within children’s mental health services,
specifically CAMHS 16-19 services. Improvement
trajectories have been met

20 May 2015

By the end of March 2016, the total additional
investment by the CCG in CAMHS 16-19 services will
be £446,000, however this remains non recurrent.
Risks are described as :
•Increased demand/unmet need
•Inability to recruit
•Cross cover arrangements
•Vacancies in core services
Neuro-developmental
By increasing capacity in 2014/15 as part of a waiting
list initiative to reduce 5-year waiting lists, the
Page 5 of 31

made available increased investment into IAPT
services provided by CWP in the form of waiting list
initiative to support the delivery of access targets. In
addition it now commissions an on line CBT and
support service for step 2 IAPT known as ‘Big White
Wall’

service has doubled the number of children seen.
However, additional unmet demand has led to an
exponential increase in referrals (in January 2015
there were 27 requests for new ACS (Autism)
assessments and 33 requests for new ADHD
assessments; five times the usual referral rate).
There are now 147 children waiting for ACS
assessment and 157 waiting for ADHD assessment
currently. A Business Case was submitted to the
CCG by CWP to address diagnosis and is waiting to
be considered. A Business Case will be ready in the
next month to address the life-course needs of
children with Autism and ADHD.
CAMHS Under 16s
Because staff within this service have been used
flexibly to support the gaps in the
Neurodevelopmental service, this is now having an
impact on their ability to deliver timely CAMHS tier 2
and tier 3 services. By addressing the
Neurodevelopment gap with re-development of
services this will release capacity within CAMHS, and
modelling by CAMHS suggests this address this area
of concern.
IAPT
In 2014/15 the CCG commissioned IAPT to deliver a
two-year waiting list initiative in additional to their
core contract. This is being delivered through the
employment of additional counsellors.
CWP are currently failing to deliver on standards
within the core contract mainly in steps 2 and 3. The
CCG has issued a contract query and is awaiting a
recovery plan

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

The current mitigating actions should reduce the risk
impact

None iden ﬁed

Risk Actions

20 May 2015
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Title

Description

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

Monitor CWP implementation of
agreed staffing levels

Update – CWP have recruited to
the Band 7 and Band 6 post.
Interviews for the Band 3 admin
post will commence soon.
Unfortunately CWP were
unsuccessful in recruiting to the
specialty Dr post. The decision has
been made to re-advertise for a
nurse prescrib

Jacki Wilkes

Agree revised KPIs to assess
investment (Completed)

Completed

Jacki Wilkes

Post implementation review

30 April 2015

Jacki Wilkes

Review of impact of additional
investment in CAMHS 16-19
service

Jacki Wilkes

Support the JSNA and undertake
benchmarking to understand the
level of commissioning in peer
CCGS

Q2 2015

Jacki Wilkes

Submit request for additional
resources to Maintain existing
levels of investment in CAMHS
ADHD/ASC to enable the service
to continue at its current level
and reduce waiting times to 12
months

Q2 2015

Jacki Wilkes

Work in partnership with CWP to Q2 2015
develop a needs led capacity plan
and build a business plan which
demonstrates a phased 3 year
improvement in performance and
investment., in both adult and
children’s services.

Jacki Wilkes

Explore opportunities to work
Stakeholder workshop booked Q1
with the voluntary sector,
2015
learning from and building on the
partnership with Visyon in the
delivery of 16-19 services.

Jacki Wilkes

20 May 2015
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Project Name

00007

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

9

Objective Working Together

GBAF 3

Owners Neil Evans

Access to Dermatology
East Cheshire Trust has had insufficient consultant capacity in Dermatology for some time. This has been
exacerbated by the resignation of the substantive dermatologist at the Trust. ECT have attempted to recruit
additional capacity but there is a national shortage of consultants in this speciality.

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

Initial

5

2

10

Current

3

3

9
12

Appetite

09/09/2013

Review Date

15
10
5
May '15

Apr '15

Mar '15

Feb '15

Jan '15

Dec '14

Nov '14

Oct '14

Sep '14

Risk Closure

Aug '14

0

19/12/2014

Jul '14

Target Date

20

Jun '14

Date Added

Limited capacity may lead to
delays in treatment with a
risk of patient harm and
litigation.

25

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

The CCG continues to hold dialogue with East
Cheshire Trust, Vernova Healthcare and Trust A. In
addition advice from Monitor is being sought to
ensure that any changes in service provision are
compliant with legislation.

East Cheshire Trust/Vernova Healthcare have
recruited addi onal locum capacity.
Follow up waits at ECT remain in excess of
acceptable levels. However the Trust are working
with Vernova Healthcare to mitigate this.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

The process continues to seek an appropriate
consultant
First outpatient waits have been brought back within
acceptable limits.

Salford Royal have suspended access to both
Stockport and Salford services, although they have
agreed patients from Disley and Poynton are exempt.

Risk Actions
Title

Description

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

Trust A and ECT are exploring
feasibility of a service transfer

Trust A, ECT and Vernova
Healthcare are jointly reviewing
the opportunity to transfer ECT
service to Trust A. Trust A need to
provide assurances as to capacity
available and ability to comply
with Cancer MDT requirements.

Neil Evans

Engage Trust A in developing a
formal process (Completed)

COMPLETED Establish a follow up
meeting with Trust A to see if they
can enter into a formal process.

Neil Evans

20 May 2015
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Engage Salford in developing a
formal process (Completed)

COMPLETED Establish a follow up
meeting with Salford to see if they
can enter into a formal process.

Neil Evans

ECT to seek support for
development of new model from
other providers (Completed)

COMPLETED East Cheshire trust
have agreed to contact other
providers again to see if they
could support the development of
a new model.

Neil Evans

East Cheshire Trust & Vernova
Healthcare recruiting short term
clinical capacity (Completed)

COMPLETED Local Providers are
recruiting additional short term
clinical capacity to maintain
accessThis has taken place and
the CCG is monitoring access
performance at monthly meetings
with ECT

Neil Evans

Liaising with providers

Liaising with 3 providers, Monitor
and Clinical Network to validate
the plans to transfer the ECT
service to a new sustainable
provider. Vernova have confirmed
that they wish to provide the
service and it is believed that they
have the capability to do s

Neil Evans

20 May 2015
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Project Name

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

00030

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

20

Objective Health Need Priorities

GBAF 4

Owners Julia Curtis

Quality Assurance in Care Homes
Locally we commission care home services with the local council and together with the CQC and Health-watch we
have established a quality assurance process. Following a number of quality and safeguarding concerns, admissions
have been suspended in one Care home (that provides Nursing care) within Eastern Cheshire and a further home
has a restriction on the number of admissions it can receive on a weekly basis in place. Both organisations are being
monitored and continue to demonstrate improvements.
There are a number of risks associated with the people who use the services not receiving appropriate levels of
care, these include:
•a poten al nega ve impact on health including premature death
•a reduc on in care standards,
•the moving of pa ents from one care se ng to another leading to deteriora on in health
•increase in delayed discharges at the acute trust
•inappropriate care environment leading to further risks, for example infec ons and falls
•reduced capacity
•nega ve emo onal, psychological and physical impact on service users
•reputa onal risk to the NHS / Care Services

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

Target Date
Risk Closure

15
10
5
0
Apr '15

Review Date

18/07/2014

20

Mar '15

Date Added

12

Feb '15

Appetite

Jan '15

20

Dec '14

4

Nov '14

5

Oct '14

Current

The risks are current and the
potential impact is high
where there is no mitigation.

25

Sep '14

25

Aug '14

5

Jul '14

5

Jun '14

Initial

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

The CCG is working with the local authority, CQC,
Infection Control team, Hospice Care Homes team &
Health watch to quality assure local care homes. This
includes scrutiny of providers, action planning,
supporting homes to improve, regular monitoring and
where required implementation of penalties.
Over 53% of all care homes that provide nursing have
received an unannounced Quality review.
The CCG is also working with South Cheshire & Vale
Royal CCGs to improve quality in care homes, this
includes reviewing local teams, robustness of
contracts, developing a dashboard, inspections of
care homes by CCG and where possible joint quality
visits with CEC staff, engaging with carers,
development of quality initiatives, e.g. website and
improvement programmes

The CCG has assigned additional resources to the
assessment and monitoring of care home quality.
This is to be reviewed further.
The CCG is working with the CSU/CEC to review the
current contractual / quality standards in relation to
Care Homes.

20 May 2015
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Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

Quality visits have been prioritised to providers where
concerns had been identified. Over 53% of the care
homes (with Nursing) have been reviewed. The
reviews have identified a number of issues including
basic care and safeguarding concerns.
We have actively worked with a number of providers
and where necessary applied contractual levers. We
have seen improvements at all homes where concerns
were identified.
We have established a shared intelligence meeting
and are working closely with a number of Clinicians
including local GPs to develop, a richer, more
triangulated understanding of the standard of care
provision within our local care homes.
Fortnightly joint governance meetings are now in
place between the CCG, Local Authority and CQC. This
has resulted in a more coordinated and shared
approach.

CSU support has been limited due to vacancies,
annual leave and sickness.
Lay person involvement in inspec ons.
Complacency around standards and acceptance of
poor quality services by service providers, carers and
visiting health care teams

Risk Actions
Title

Description

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

Development of revised quality
standards and contractual levers
in FCN/Local Authority Contracts

DevProject Group Formed and
scoping commenced

Julia Curtis

CCG in sourcing of CHC

CCG in sourcing of CHC - CSU have
been notified of intention and due
diligence complete re-design of
services being undertaken. TUPE
of staff being completed.

Julia Curtis

Management of Quality Issues in
Care Homes - working with the
CHC Team (CSU)

Ongoing – Discussions commenced

Julia Curtis

Set up carer forums

Listening events scheduled for
March.

Julia Curtis

Student Quality Ambassadors

Met with Anne Butler (Student
Quality Ambassador for Health
Education North West) to discuss
using Student Quality
Ambassadors to raise standards in
care homes.

Julia Curtis

Workstreams identified with local Project group is now in place
authority

20 May 2015

Julia Curtis
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Project Name

00015

ID
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Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

12

Objective Investing Responsibly

GBAF 5

Owners Alex Mitchell

Business Information Systems
The development of a Business Informa on System is cri cal to support the CCG deliver against its ﬁnancial du es
and responsibilities under contract management. The service is provided by the Commissioning Support Unit and
has been in development for some considerable time. There is little confidence in the information flowing out from
the CSU

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

10/09/2013

Target Date

01/04/2014

Risk Closure

May '15

Review Date

Apr '15

10/09/2013

Mar '15

Date Added

Feb '15

12

Appetite

Jan '15

12

Dec '14

3

Nov '14

4

Oct '14

Current

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Sep '14

16

Aug '14

4

Jul '14

4

Jun '14

Initial

New service specification for
Business Information agreed
as part of the 15/16 North
west CSU contract. The
information provided is still
limited given the current
system and ECCCG have
procured a local system for
the next 12 months.

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

The CCG has decided to bring some of the Business
Information processes in-house and as part of the
2014 contract discussions.
Staﬀ have been TUPE across on the 1st September
14.
Alterna ve system has been introduced to provide
required information.

ECCC has reviewed the SLA due to be signed oﬀ in
January 15 following delays from the CSU. This will
ensure the SLA reflects the service and outputs
required.
Regular mee ngs with the CSU have improved the
information and will maintain until completed.
Poten al to enforce contractual levers around non
delivery following the issue of possible improvement
no ces. Revised SLA in place with agreed KPI's.
The CCG are procuring additional IT systems to
provide more BI Intelligence and support.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

Interim solu on is in place and delivering
information that is accurate and timely. Is included
within the Financial Governing Body report around
contract performance.

Gap is linked to the capacity to deliver the changes
as required and agreed. Will look to support this by
introducing contractual levers.
Delivery against new speciﬁca on to be monitored
via agreed KPIs and escalated through contract
monitoring meetings.

Risk Actions

20 May 2015
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Title

Description

Closed Date

30/06/2015

Procurement of additional system
Revised SLA reflecting CCG
commissioning requirements

Target Date

COMPLETE SLA Signed 15th
January 2015

15/01/2015

Develop detailed list of reports to COMPLETE
include in contract (Complete)

Owners
Neil Evans

14/01/2015

Alex Mitchell
Alex Mitchell

Staff TUPEd to CCG

COMPLETE - effective 1/9/2014

01/09/2014

Alex Mitchell

Withdraw from CSU element of
service (Complete)

COMPLETE - notice given on
1.4.2014

01/04/2014

Alex Mitchell

Agree list of contract validations

COMPLETE

20 May 2015

Alex Mitchell
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Project Name

ID
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Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

12

Objective Investing Responsibly

GBAF 6

Owners Alex Mitchell

CCG Financial Deficit
The CCG agreed a planned deﬁcit in 2014/15 of £2m for the delivery of its commissioned services plus one oﬀ
Caring Together programme costs. The key risk is that ECCCG will not meet its statutory financial duties and is in
breach of its cons tu on.

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

Initial

5

5

25

Current

3

4

12
12

Appetite

The current score of 12
reflects ECCCG improving
position. Latest forecast outturn as at Month 9 is
predicting an under spend of
&pound;0.2m.

30
25
20
15

20/01/2014

5

Review Date

May '15

Apr '15

Mar '15

Feb '15

Jan '15

Dec '14

Nov '14

Oct '14

Risk Closure

Sep '14

0

31/12/2014

Aug '14

Target Date

10

Jul '14

Date Added

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

2014/15 Financial Plan was approved by ECCCG
Governing Body
NHS England have approved the planned deficit of
£2m for 2014/15

Reviewed the costs associated with the Caring
Together programme compared to original plan and
reduced accordingly (Circa £1m).
Refine ECCCG forecast across its expenditure
headings to provide best estimate re outturn, and
associated deficit.
Reviewed reserves to freeze any remaining funds
which will help to offset any pressures being
experienced in other areas i.e. Continuing Health
Care
Return of funding from NHS England associated with
CHC Restitution Claims has improved position.
Ongoing monitoring of the financial position.

Liaise with External Audit around our position and
impact on Section 19 referral.
Continual review of expenditure and refinement of
forecast outturn.
Implementation of the QIPP schemes to help control
costs in line with the agreed schemes.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

Financial reports to the governing body show an
improving position.

Vola lity in forecas ng always leaves a degree of
financial risk which cannot be identified. Will
monitor closely contract performance during the
remaining months

Risk Actions

20 May 2015
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Title

Description

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

Risk removal from GBAF

31/05/2015
The level of risk has changed,
requiring less scrutiny and should
be moved back to a new risk "CCG
Financial Challenge"

A Mitchell

Establish new finance committee

COMPLETE Terms of Reference
have been written and its
membership is being progressed.

Alex Mitchell

Financial Surplus Forecast

COMPLETE Informed External
Audit around the CCG improving
position. They are reviewing re
decision around Section 19
Referral.

Alex Mitchell

Section 19 referral

COMPLETE External Audit have
confirmed that no S19 referral will
be made. They will continue to
monitor the position.

Alex Mitchell

20 May 2015
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Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

12

Objective Health Need Priorities

GBAF 7

Owners Alex Mitchell

QIPP - Roles and Responsibilities and Governance
MIAA iden ﬁed risks: QIPP Roles & Responsibili es &Governance Risk: Collabora on is key to the success of QIPP
and it is important that the CCG is able to demonstrate how it works both internally andwith its partners to drive
forward the QIPP challenge across the local health economy. Specific Risk – Ownership, roles and responsibilities are
not clearlyunderstood and/or working eﬀec vely. Membership buy-in to plans may not be evident or achieved.
QIPP Governance Risk: – The CCG does notcurrently have any overarching governance arrangements for QIPP,
there is no mechanism for regular monitoring and holding schemes to account for delivery.As the CCG does not
have a Finance Committee and QIPP does not form part of the remit of the Clinical Quality and Performance
Commi ee there is a reliance onQIPP delivery being scru nised and monitored at the Leadership Team and / or
Governing Body mee ngs. Recommenda on – The CCG needs to develop amechanism through which there can be
more regular scrutiny and holding to account for delivery of QIPP either within the current committee/
programmemanagement arrangements or through the development of an Integrated Finance and Performance
Commi ee

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

Initial

5

5

25

Current

3

4

12

Appetite

12

All but one of the
recommendations have
been implemented

30
25
20
15

May '15

Apr '15

Mar '15

Feb '15

Risk Closure

Dec '14

31/12/2014

0
Nov '14

Target Date

5
Oct '14

30/04/2014

Sep '14

Review Date

10

Aug '14

16/04/2014

Jul '14

Date Added

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

QIPP leads have been iden ﬁed
GP Prac ce packs have been ini ated in July 14
outlining performance across a number of areas.
Pathway redesign has commenced
Speciﬁc services have been put out to tender i.e.
Wert AMD
Reported rou nely through the Finance Governing
Body report.
The CCG has implemented a number of the
recommendations arising from the audit with the
exception of the Finance Committee

QIPP monitoring has been implemented across
each of the schemes and reported to the Governing
Body via the Finance report.
A balance has been retained within Reserves to
offset any potential slippage for 2014/15
Return of CHC Res tu on funding has improved
financial position.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

QIPP monitoring template has been developed and is
being shared with the Governing Body on a monthly
basis

Delivery success of QIPP is seen at a high level, but
further work required to try and quantify impact
across practices or specific area.

20 May 2015
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Risk Actions
Title

Description

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

Risk closure

The nature of the risk has changed 31/05/2015
and should be moved to a new
risk "QIPP Delivery"

A Mitchell

Create Financial Committee
(Complete)

COMPLETE Draft ToR created now
identifying membership

Alex Mitchell

Implement actions identified in
Audit (Complete)

COMPLETE

Alex Mitchell

Refine reporting to chart progress May 2015 Baseline to be set for
of QIPP
2015/16 QIPP around reducing
practice variations.

Alex Mitchell

Included within 15/16 detailed
Financial Plan
Roll Out Data Packs (Complete)

20 May 2015

COMPLETE

Alex Mitchell
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Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes
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Objective Working Together

GBAF 8

Owners M Cunningham

Co Commissioning of Primary Care (General Medical)
The risk is capacity and capability to adequately deliver the requirements of joint commissioning from April 2015
and subsequently full delegated responsibility from April 2016 (Subject to agreement). This relates to co
commissioning of primary care (general medical). The specific risk is that there is insufficient capacity within existing
CCG staff to adequately manage the additional responsibilities involved in co-commissioning of primary care medical
services, which may lead to a reputational risk with the practices, NHS England, other key stakeholders including the
public.

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

3

12

Appetite

12

Date Added

05/01/2015

Review Date

31/03/2015

Target Date
Risk Closure

May '15

4

Apr '15

Current

Arrangements still in
progress.

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Mar '15

15

Feb '15

3

Jan '15

5

Dec '14

Initial

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

Head of Corporate Services (HOCS) has been tasked
with overseeing and managing the identification of the
implications and resource requirements of
undertaking co-commissioning under joint
arrangements.
HOCS working with NHS England to understand CCG
requirements to deliver co-commissioning, what gaps
exist, where additional investment i.e. staffing,
training is required

Researching and pu ng together of a job
specification for a Service Delivery Manager Primary Care, in order to recruit the specific
resource to manage the CCG responsibilities for
Primary (General Medical) Care Services cocommissioning under joint commissioning
arrangements.
HOCS is working closely with Cheshire and
Merseyside regional team of NHS England and
primary care leads of neighbouring CCGs to
understand roles and resource allocation to CCGs for
undertaking joint commissioning
The budget for the both SDM and finance manager
have been confirmed within the running costs of the
CCG

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

The job role specification for the Service Delivery
Manager is to be completed and out to advert by end
of May. The job role specification for the Finance
Manager with Primary care responsibilities is to be
completed and out to advert by end of May.

None identified

20 May 2015
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Risk Actions
Title

Description

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

HOCSinvestigating external
advisory support

HOCS to investigate external
advisory support and or
developmental training

30/06/2015

M Cunningham

Formalise responsobilities of the
Joint Committee Chair

ormalise responsabilities of the
Joint Committee Chair

30/06/2015

M Cunningham

Identify and recruit Joint
Committee Chair

30/06/2015

M Cunnihgam

Develop Job Specification for
Finance Manager

31/05/2015

E Insley

31/05/2015

M Cunningham

Research of role requirements
and development of draft job
description

20 May 2015

Development of job descriptions
for SDM and Chair
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Project Name

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

00034

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

16

Objective Working Together

GBAF 9

Owners M Cunningham

Co Commissioning Primary Care Services- Conflict of Interest
In 2015 the CCG will take on co commissioning of Primary Care Services (General Medical) with full delegated
responsibility for commissioning from April 2016 (Subject to agreement). These additional responsibilities mean
there is a greater risk of a conflict of interest arising when primary care commissioning decisions are made. This may
lead to potential reputational damage with our practices, NHS England and Key Stakeholders, including staff and
members of the public. The specific risk is that Joint Committee Members are not sufficiently trained in the legal and
governance requirements around conflicts of interest, especially in relation to Primary Care.

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

4

16
12

Appetite
Date Added

05/01/2015

Review Date

31/03/2015

Target Date
Risk Closure

May '15

3

Apr '15

Current

There is still an ongoing
requirement for Members of
the CCG and Joint committee
to understand possible and
probable conflicts of interest
arising from cocommissioning .

18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Mar '15

16

Feb '15

4

Jan '15

4

Dec '14

Initial

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

HOCS has been tasked with developing the
management controls around conflict of interest and
reports to the Executive Committee and Governing
Body on a regular basis.

Con nued communica on with all key
stakeholders. Continued working with NHS England
to ensure national guidance and best practice
adopted and undertaken.
Terms of Reference for Joint Commissioning
Committee has been published and ratified by NHS
England
Arranged conflicts of interest training in May for
Governing Body Members and CCG lay members are
attending NHS England commissioned conflicts of
interest training.
Develop conflicts of interest task and finish group post training.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

HOCS attends Cheshire, Warrington and Wirral
primary care leads meeting. Governing Body,
Practices. Health & Wellbeing Board and Health Voice
are receiving regular updates, as are staff via Chief
Officer bulletins.

There is a level of uncertainty over the level of
potential risk.

Risk Actions
20 May 2015
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Title

Description

Closed Date

31/05/2015

Joint Committee Members
Conflict of Interest Training
Media Monitoring

On going monitoring of media by
comms team

Complete Terms of reference

Completed -April 2015 Final draft
Terms of Reference completed –
due to be approved

20 May 2015

Target Date

Owners
M Cunningham
M Cunningham

31/05/2015

M Cunningham
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Project Name

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

00035

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

6

Objective Working Together

GBAF 10

Owners M Cunningham

Co Commissioning - Joint Committee Membership
The guidance around co commissioning, indicates a requirement to set up a joint committee with NHS England for
making decisions around primary (general medical) care services co commissioning. When undertaking full
delegated responsibility the guidance stipulates the requirement to create a primary care joint committee. Both
committees will have a non-clinical majority membership and a non-clinical lay member chair.
The current assessment of the risk relates to there not being sufficient clinical input, expertise, capacity and
experience amongst the existing lay membership and executive management to support and comply with the Joint
Commissioning guidance, and in particular the area around conflicts of interest. This may lead to poor
commissioning decisions of Primary Care.

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

3

6

Appetite

12

Date Added

05/01/2015

Review Date

31/03/2015

Target Date
Risk Closure

20
15
10
5
0
May '15

2

Apr '15

Current

We have some primary care
experience within the
existing membership and
executive, which mitigates
the likelihood, but the
impact of making decisions
without adequate clinical
input is high.

25

Mar '15

20

Feb '15

5

Jan '15

4

Dec '14

Initial

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

Head of Corporate Services (HOCS) with the support
of the Executive Committee and NHS England
identifying individuals to be representatives on the
Committee and who meet the statutory membership
requirements.

Conﬂicts of Interest guidance has been published
and guidance on membership adopted in Terms of
Reference for Committee
Conflicts on interest training has been identified and
taken by the majority of the joint committee
membership. CCG is part of the Cheshire and
Merseyside Primary Care Network and will continue
to learn from the experience of other CCGs involved
in delegated or joint commissioning in the area.
Terms of Reference for the Joint Committee has
been ratified by NHS England.
CCG GP membership has agreed minimum
representation on the Joint Committee.
Representation from NHS England on the committee
will provide current primary care experience.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

20 May 2015
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HOCS is a ending regular mee ngs with the NHS
England Area Team, Executive Committee and the
Governing Body.

Whilst proposed membership of the commi ee
meets guidance parameters, as yet do not know if
meets expertise/knowledge requirements to enable
effective undertaking of Committee duties.
Additional members of the committee still need to
access conflict of interest training.
Identification of the independent chair of the joint
committee with sufficient experience to undertake
their duties.

Risk Actions

20 May 2015
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Project Name

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

00036

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

16

Objective Investing Responsibly

GBAF 11

Owners Alex Mitchell

North West CSU-Service Disruption
North West CSU, which serves ECCCG and other CCGs in Cheshire, Merseyside and Greater Manchester was
unsuccessful in its bid for accreditation to provide a full range of end-to-end support services on the Lead Provider
Framework. Therefore, the NWCSU is no longer able to operate in its current form and has to seek an alternative
organisa onal form.The risk to the CCG are the poten al disrup on in the provision of key services to the CCG as
the transitional arrangements are introduced and a longer term solution is identified.

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

Initial

5

4

20

Current

4

4

16
12

Appetite

16/02/2015

Review Date

15
10
5

Risk Closure

May '15

31/03/2015

Apr '15

0
Mar '15

Target Date

20

Feb '15

Date Added

At this time the level of
uncertainty is high, as the
CSU have had little time to
respond to the failure in
accreditation. A Transition
Board is operational and a
stable

25

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

Weekly on site meetings with the CSU HOCO, who is
providing situation reports to Senior Officers of the
CCG.
Using the monthly contract monitoring meetings to
identify any associated risks as raised by either parties
or arising from the performance of KPI’s.
A Transition Board is in operation which is agreeing
the service transfer.

Senior CCG Officers are attending North West
emergency committees to review the situation and
define a course of action
Creation of a Transition Board with membership
from ECCCG to work through the various stages of
securing a longer term solution.
The CCG are reviewing options around what services
will be transferred to a new provider.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

Monitor the monthly performance reports to ensure
no drop in standards.
Transition of services undertaken smoothly to a new
form without interruption of service delivery.
Fortnightly briefing from North West CSU on progress
around the transitions.

None identified

Risk Actions

20 May 2015
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Title

Description

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

Monitoring of monthly
Reports received monthly in line
performance reports from NWCSU with normal contract reviews.

Alex Mitchell

Member of Transition Board

COMPLETE

Alex Mitchell

Option appraisal on future
provision of services to be
developed.

June 2015

20 May 2015

30/06/2015

Alex Mitchell
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Project Name

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

00037

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

20

Objective Investing Responsibly

GBAF 12

Owners Fleur Blakeman

Potential instability in General Practice
Potential instability in General practice due to increase in workload, uncertainty regarding future contracting
arrangements and availability of workforce.

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

12

Current

5

4

20
12

Appetite
Date Added

02/04/2015

Review Date
Target Date
Risk Closure

Discussed with Executive
team and identified as a
significant risk.

25
20
15
10
5
0
May '15

4

Apr '15

3

Mar '15

Initial

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

General Practice review Workshop took place on 30th
April 2015.
Task and Finish group being established, with first
meeting on 27th May 2015.
All practices providing information regarding services
they are providing over and above core services.

Project mandate to be signed off by the task and
Finish group on 27th May 2015.
Additional capacity to be recruited to support the
review process and development of the "Caring
Together" contract.
The CCG is in discussion with NHS England to secure
additional resources to support the process.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

Initial draft shared with NHS England and LMC
representatives
Resources earmarked to support practice
participation.
Proposal has been drafted and will be circulated
following the locality meeting on 9/03/15
Proposal circulated: Launch event planned for April
2015.
Launch event taken place as planned, Task and Finish
group being established.
Information being collated to inform the content of
the new contract.

None identified awaiting review outcome

Risk Actions

20 May 2015
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Title

Description

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

Completion of Primary Care
Review

Primary Care Review to be
completed by 30th June

30/06/2015

Jane Miller

Commence Phased
Implementation

Commence phased
implementation of new contract
from October 2015

31/10/2015

Neil Evans

Project Name

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

00039

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

16

Objective Health Need Priorities

GBAF 13

Owners Jacki Wilkes

System Resilience Group (SRG)
Delivery of the A&E Target, delayed transfers of Care, 18 week referral to treatment, ambulance access. The risk is
that currently we are failing to deliver the constitutional standards for A&E targets, 18 week referral to treatment
(RTT), and North West Ambulance Service emergency response times, which would lead to a negative impact on
patients and a potential reputational and financial risk to the CCG

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

4

4

16

Current

4

4

16
12

Appetite
Date Added

12/05/2015

Review Date

The score reflects current
conditions

18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Target Date
Risk Closure

May '15

Initial

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

System Resilience Group (SRG) in place and meeting
monthly to monitor delivery of mitigating plans.
Clinical Quality and Performance Committee providing
oversight on behalf of the governing body.

SRG have developed recovery plans for A&E
performance, DTOC, 18 week RTT. Thee are being
monitored through the monthly system resilience
group and within the CCG through the Clinical
Quality and performance committee.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

We have arranged a workshop with NWAS and other
stakeholders to identify opportunities to mitigate any
detriment in performance, scheduled for the last
week in May.

We are not on track in meeting the trajectory set by
the mitigation plans around DTOC and 18 weeks

Risk Actions

20 May 2015
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Project Name

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

00038

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

12

Objective Quality

GBAF 14

Owners Neil Evans

Delivery of the CCG Quality Priorities
The risk is that the CCG may fail to deliver the expected improvements in the quality of care available to our
population. This leads to a quality of service risk to our population and potentially a reputational and financial risk to
the CCG.

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

3

4

12

Current

3

4

12
12

Appetite
Date Added

12/05/2015

Review Date

This is based on
performance in 2014 / 15

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Target Date
Risk Closure

May '15

Initial

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

Developed robust implementation plans for our
priority areas . Oversight by Quality and Performance
Committee.

Development of plans around delivery of our quality
priorities (quality premium measures).

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

Developed monitoring systems, which will allow the
CCG to quickly respond and develop mitigating plans
where they are going off track.

None identified

Risk Actions

20 May 2015
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Project Name

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

40

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

12

Objective Investing Responsibly

GBAF 15

Owners A Mitchell

CCG Financial Challenge
ECCCG has agreed to continue with its 5 year strategy whilst maximise its resources in order to deliver NHS
England’s business where possible. Currently, for 15/16 ECCCG is not meeting its 15/16 required surplus of 1%, but
is planning to deliver £1.4m (0.6%). The approach enables ECCCG to create a transformation fund that is required to
pump prime service change as it transforms the system into a long term clinically and financially stable economy.
Risk Possibility that NHS England may not accept ECCCG position and require a planned surplus of 1% which would
reduce the transformation fund and delay our 5 year strategy.

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

3

4

12

Current

3

4

12
12

Appetite
Date Added

18/05/2015

Review Date

ECCCCG 15/16 financial plan
has been submitted to NHS
England and agreed.

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Target Date
Risk Closure

May '15

Initial

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

2015/16 Financial Plan submitted to the Governing
Body in draft.
Governing Body committed to 5 year plan whilst
maximising surpluses.
2015/16 Financial Plan submitted to NHS England in
accordance with appropriate timescales.
ECCCG budget to be monitored via Finance Committee
and Governing Body.
Continual dialogue with NSH England around ECCCG
financial position.

Potential to use any slippage on budgets and or
transformation fund to increase our year end surplus.
Any revisions to our surplus would be agreed by the
Governing Body prior to discussing with NHS England.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

In year monitoring of performance compared to
budgets.
Forecast is in line with planned surplus as reported to
Finance Committee and Governing Body.

Rework ECCCG 5 year financial model taking account
of latest changes to ECCCG financial allocations and
14/15 actuals.

Risk Actions

20 May 2015
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Title

Description

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

Submit financial plan

Submit detailed 15/16 Financial
Plan to May Governing Body

31/05/2015

A Mitchell

Submit 5 year plan

Submit revised 5 year plan

01/08/2015

A Mitchell

20 May 2015
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Project Name

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

41

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

16

Objective Health Need Priorities

GBAF 16

Owners A Mitchell

QIPP Delivery
Within the 15/16 Financial Plan, ECCCG has a requirement to reduce its costs by circa £2.55m in line with its QIPP
plan. The successful delivery of its QIPP initiatives will improve the quality of services whist reducing the expenditure
and enabling ECCCG to deliver sits financial plan within its available resources. Risk: The potential non delivery of
QIPP in year could impact on ECCCG ability to meet its annual objectives and or its financial surplus.

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

4

4

16

Current

4

4

16
12

Appetite
Date Added

18/05/2015

Review Date

QIPP schemes have been
identified in summary, with
detailed plans to be
developed for some of the
schemes only.

18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
May '15

Initial

Target Date
Risk Closure
Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

Schemes identified
QIPP targets agreed and transferred to budget holders.
Detailed monitoring via the Finance Committee.

Slippage on in year investments to be available
should QIPP schemes appear to be not delivering in
full within the financial year.
Need to develop details plans for some of the QIPP
schemes.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

Progress and delivery to be monitored via the Finance
Committee and reported through to the Governing
Body.

Potential lack of capacity within ECCCG to manage
the QIPP schemes.

Risk Actions
Title

Description

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

Sign off plans

Sign off High Level plans at May
Govering Body

31/05/2015

A Mitchell

Finalise schemes

Finalise plans, leads and
timeframes for each Scheme

30/06/2015

E Insley

20 May 2015
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GOVERNING BODY MEETING
27 May 2016
Report Title

Agenda Item 2.3.3

Minutes of the Clinical Quality and Performance
Committee meeting April, and draft minutes for
May 2015

Purpose of report
The minutes and performance Dashboard (Appendix A) from the most recent Clinical
Quality and Performance Committee meetings (1st April 2015 and 6th May 2015) (Appendix
B) highlight current concerns in relation to the quality of services being delivered to our
population
 Assurance with regards to any action being taken in relation to these concerns
 Latest position and performance update for the CCG’s 2014/15 Quality premium.
 The approved Quality premium measures for 2015/16

Key points
 The Medication Related Safety Incidents Indicator, which forms part of the Quality
Premium, has been confirmed as achieved and has performed well
 East Cheshire NHS Trust (ECT), and the CCG, did not met the 4 hour Accident and
Emergency target in April 2015 and the Committee was informed that the severe
pressures over winter have had a negative effect on the performance. Improvement work
is now being overseen by the Systems Resilience Group (SRG). It is unclear at this point
if ECT will achieve Quarter 1 targets for 2015/16
 The national 18 weeks Referral To Treatment target amnesty ended in March. ECT is still
planning to continue with its backlog reduction plan, and contractual penalties will be
applied and re-invested back into the health economy. The reduction plan aims to treat
the longest waiters and those in the most clinical need first.
 The Committee was informed that there will be both a national and local review of the
way that SRGs are operating. This review will focus on the SRGs’ governance
arrangements, including approaches to escalation.
 Issues with the Choose and Book system have been identified, with local providers not
offering appointments to some services on the system. The Committee agreed to raise
this issue with the providers to reinstate the affected services.
 The new Quality Premium Plans for 2015/16 were presented to the Committee. Four of
the measures are nationally mandated and two are for local determination. The Quality
Premium measures proposed were endorsed by the Committee.
 The Committee was presented with the CCG’s comments for the ECT Quality Account,
which provides a high level feedback to the Trust’s annual Quality Account.

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve
Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information
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APPENDIX A
2014–15 Eastern Cheshire CCG Performance Dashboard

2014‐15 Eastern Cheshire CCG
Performance Dashboard

NHS Constitution Measures
Referral to Treatment waiting Times

Target

CCG ‐
February

CCG ‐ YTD

Trend

ECT ‐ March

ECT ‐ YTD

Trend

Comments

Admitted patients to start treatment within a
maximum of 18 weeks from referral

90%

85.5%

90.8%

Down

60.9%

85.1%

Down

Amnesty on RTT

Non‐admitted patients to start treatment
within a maximum of 18 weeks from referral

95%

95.8%

96.4%

Down

96.5%

96.8%

Down

Patients on incomplete non‐emergency
pathways (yet to start treatment) should have
been waiting no more than 18 weeks from
referral

92%

93.2%

95.0%

Down

92.9%

92.9%

Down

Performance achieved for
incomplete pathway.

Diagnostic Test Waiting Times

Target

CCG ‐
February

CCG ‐ YTD

Trend

ECT ‐ March

ECT ‐ YTD

Trend

Comments

Patients waiting for a diagnostic test should
have been waiting less than 6 weeks from
referral

99%

98.7%

98.9%

Down

99.7%

99.5%

Up

A&E Waits

Target

Trend

ECT ‐ March

ECT ‐ YTD

Trend

Patients should be admitted, transferred or
discharged within 4 hours of their arrival at an
A&E department

95%

Down

88.21%

93.16%

Down

CCG ‐ March CCG ‐ YTD

92.6%

93.1%

Comments

NHS Constitution Measures
Cancer Waits ‐ 2 Week Wait

Target

CCG ‐
December

CCG ‐ YTD

Trend

ECT ‐ March

ECT ‐ YTD

Trend

Maximum two‐week wait for first outpatient
appointment for patients referred urgently with
suspected cancer
by a GP

93%

98.5%

97.9%

Up

98.5%

98.7%

Down

Maximum two‐week wait for first outpatient
appointment for patients referred urgently with
breast symptoms (where cancer was not
initially suspected)

93%

99.1%

95.8%

Up

98.6%

95.3%

Up

CCG has achieved target
at Year end 2014/15.

Cancer Waits ‐ 31 days

Target

CCG ‐
December

CCG ‐ YTD

Trend

ECT ‐ March

ECT ‐ YTD

Trend

Comments

Maximum one month (31‐day) wait from
diagnosis to first definitive treatment for all
cancers

96%

97.8%

98.5%

Down

98.3%

99.0%

Down

Maximum 31‐day wait for subsequent
treatment where that treatment is surgery

94%

100.0%

98.0%

Up

100.0%

98.2%

Up

Maximum 31‐day wait for subsequent
treatment where that treatment is an anti‐
cancer drug regimen

98%

100.0%

100.0%

Same

100.0%

100.0%

Same

Maximum 31‐day wait for subsequent
treatment where the treatment is a course of
radiotherapy

94%

100.0%

100.0%

Same

N/A

N/A

N/A

Comments

NHS Constitution Measures
Cancer Waits ‐ 62 days

Target

CCG ‐
December

CCG ‐ YTD

Trend

ECT ‐ March

ECT ‐ YTD

Trend

All cancer two month urgent referral to first
treatment wait

85%

95.8%

89.2%

Down

85.9%

86.5%

Up

Maximum 62‐day wait from referral from an
NHS screening service to first definitive
treatment for all cancers

90%

93.9%

96.3%

Down

100.0%

98.4%

Up

Maximum 62‐day wait for first definitive
treatment following a consultant’s decision to
upgrade the priority of the patient (all cancers)

No
standard
set

87.5%

83.7%

Down

N/A

N/A

N/A

Category A Ambulance Calls

Target

Trend

NWAS ‐
March

NWAS ‐ YTD

Trend

Comments

Down

CCG currently involved in
deep dive of NWAS data
to understand pressure
points at post code level.

Category A calls resulting in an emergency
response arriving within 8 minutes ‐ Red 1
(Quality Premium measured at provider NOT
CCG level)

75%

Category A calls resulting in an emergency
response arriving within 8 minutes ‐ Red 2

75%

Category A Ambulance Calls

Target

Category A calls resulting in an ambulance
arriving at the scene within 19 minutes

95%

CCG ‐ March CCG ‐ YTD

52.7%

56.6%

56.2%

61.1%

CCG ‐ March CCG ‐ YTD

90.9%

92.2%

Down

68.3%

69.2%

Comments

Down

65.7%

69.5%

Down

CCG currently involved in
deep dive of NWAS data
to understand pressure
points at post code level.

Trend

NWAS ‐
March

NWAS ‐ YTD

Trend

Comments

Down

CCG currently involved in
deep dive of NWAS data
to understand pressure
points at post code level.

Down

91.2%

93.1%

NHS Constitution Measures
Mixed Sex Accommodation Breaches

Target

Minimise Breaches

CCG ‐ March

YTD

Trend

ECT ‐ March

ECT ‐ YTD

Trend

0

20

Up

0

20

Up

Comments

Cancelled Operations

Target

CCG ‐ March

YTD

Trend

ECT ‐ March

ECT ‐ YTD

Trend

Comments

All patients who have operations cancelled, on
or after the day of admission (including the day
of surgery), for non‐clinical reasons to be
offered another binding date within 28 days, or
the patient’s treatment to be funded at the
time and hospital of the patient’s choice.

0

0

0

Same

0

0

Same

Mental Health

Target

CCG ‐ March

YTD

Trend

Comments

Care Programme Approach (CPA): The
proportion of people under adult mental illness
specialties on CPA who were followed up
within 7 days of discharge from psychiatric in‐
patient care during the period

95%

100.00%

97.47%

Up

CCG has achieved target
at Year end 2014/15.

Infection Prevention – East Cheshire Trust

Infection Prevention – Eastern Cheshire CCG
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APPENDIX B
Clinical Quality & Performance Committee
Minutes – meeting held on 1st April 2015
Minutes – meeting held on 6th May 2015

Agenda Item 2.3.3

Minutes of ECCCG Clinical Quality and Performance
Committee held 1st April 2015
Name

Initials

Gill Boston

GB

Dr James Milligan

JM

Sally Rogers

SR

Louise Conway

LC

Quality & Improvement Manager, ECCCG

Neil Evans

NE

Head of Business Management, ECCCG

Anita Mottershead

AM

Quality and Performance Analyst, ECCCG

Moira McGrath

MM

Designated Nurse for Safeguarding Children South
Cheshire CCG

Debbie Lowe

DL

Locality Lead, Cheshire and Merseyside CSU

Lindsay Ratapana

LR

Adult Safeguarding Clinical Manager, ECCCG

Duncan Matheson
(Deputy Chair)

DM

Secondary Care Doctor ECCCG Governing Body



Julia Huddart

JH

Executive GP for Clinical Team, ECCCG

Andrew Binnie

AB

Quality and Performance Manager, ECCCG

Chris Clegg

CC

Governance Officer

Julia Curtis

JC

Service Delivery Manager Quality, ECCG






Jacki Wilkes

JW

Associate Director of Commissioning – Part
attendance

Sophie Hughes

SH

Minute Taker

Present

Lay Board member (PPI), ECCCG Governing Body Chair
Executive GP for Business Management Team –
ECCCG
Registered Nurse Board member, ECCCG Governing
Body

Apologies

In
Attendance



 





























Action/
Date
1
1.1

Welcome, Apologies, Declarations of Interest
Apologies as noted above.

1.2

No Declarations of Interest

2

Minutes of Previous Meeting and Matters Arising

2.1

The minutes of the March meeting were accepted as an accurate record.

2.1.1

Item 4.2 (Jan) - ECT Dashboard Data – Potential Years of Life Lost
CCG have achieved the 5 year target for PYLL premium indicator. Reasons
for this are unclear, therefore it could create future problem for next year’s
Quality Premium reporting.

2.1.2

1. AM/JS/JM are seeking to clarify with public health how this target
is being achieved

AM/JS/
JM

2. NE seeking clarification on how the Quality Premium payment is
effected by high performing organisations

NE

Item 3.1 (Nov) - Quality in Care
 Care reporting problems with patient transfers from other areas without
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medical records have been reported.
GP’s not sending records on in a timely fashion.
Suggestion is electronic recording keeping could improve this problem.
NE

NE to speak to Mike Purdie re: IT problems with GP to GP record
transfer
2.1.3

Item 4.1 (Nov) - Dashboard - IAPT
 GP’s reporting concerns around usefulness of Physiological Therapy
currently being offered within Eastern Cheshire.
 NE suggests an external evaluation to be carried out results to be
reported back to Q&P committee from Mental Health & Alcohol Board
NE/AB/
JM

NE to refer Physiological Therapy audit to Mental Health & Alcohol
Board
2.1.4

Item 4.2.1 - 18 Weeks RTT









No amnesty has been planned for the coming year.
ECT (East Cheshire Trust) are still in a difficult position with backlog
numbers.
ECT has proposed focusing their efforts on the longest waiting patients
to clear the backlog.
Penalties will apply from ECCCG (Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group) however this money will be reinvested.
ECT will have to fail the 18 weeks target and should see outstanding
patients in chronological order.
Main backlog reasons are due to lack of bed capacity.
The need for capacity planning to ensure this problem is avoided in
future was discussed by the group.
JM suggested work be done on the pathway and if the CCG agree to
fail ECT then we must insist they have robust capacity planning for the
future.

Capacity Plan at Speciality Level required from ECT

AB

2.1.5

Item 9.1 - Incident Reporting
 A paper has gone out regarding the DATIX system and JM is awaiting
a response from CSU.
 NE is holding a meeting with Pam Hughes on 20th April 2015.
 NE has been looking at alternatives to DATIX
 NE is awaiting a response from CSU about leaving DATIX and a
replacement is in hand.

2.1.6

Item 3.0 - Clinicians transferring between practices – DBS checks
 There was some discussion around DBS checks.
 A practice reported having out of date records
 This was identified during a recent review at the practice.
 Concerns were raised around the system for ensuring DBS checks are
carried out with Clinical staff and practitioners in a timely fashion.
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2.1.7

2.1.8

SR to draft a letter to Practice Managers reminding them of CQC
regulations on DBS checks and the need for current registration
documents. GB to send this letter on behalf of the committee.

SR/GB
After
Easter

Item 3.5.11 - Regional QSG Update
NE to ask Karen Burton to attend a future meeting to give an update re:
Winterbourne View

NE

Item 7.2 - Complaints & Concerns
 Rosie Kendrew, Complaints & Governance Manager, has developed a
work plan.
 A draft proposal will be brought to the group once completed.

2.1.9

RK

Item 12.1 - Draft paper for discussion
 SR has not received any comments yet.
 It was noted that no date was originally specified for return of
comments.
 SR has now requested feedback on paper before next meeting
 In addition, SR requested the committee feedback about the NHS
Continuing Healthcare & Complex Care Interim Operational Policy
Feedback to SR on Patient Choice and Resource Allocation Policy Draft

All
15/04/15

SR to speak to Jerry Hawker regarding which committee should approve SR
this paper.
15/04/15
2.1.10

Item 4.2 (Jan 15) - ECT Dashboard Data – Potential Years of Life Lost
Anita Mottershead is working on the dashboard. She is awaiting Public Health
to advise what is expected to ensure that we are not duplicating work. We
have already achieved the 5 year target.

Closed

2.1.11

Item 10.1 - CCG Sign up to Safety Campaign

Closed

2.1.12

Item 2.2 (Feb) - CQ & P Forward Planning

Closed

2.1.13

Item 4.2 - IAPT
Duplicate so removed

Closed

2.1.14

Item 10.1 (Feb) - CCG Safety

Closed

2.1.15

Item 4.1 (March) - Dashboard

Closed

2.1.16

Item 4.2.4.1 - ECT Infections Report January 2015

Closed

2.1.17

Item 5.1 - NWAS Performance Analysis
NE is in the process of organising a transport workshop. He will report back to
the group when the workshop has been completed.

Closed
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3
3.1

DNA/CPR Reporting





Dr John McKay has completed a report on the End of Life pathway
reporting system.
The report is critical of ECT’s set up of ERISS.
Datix complaints have been received in relation to this.
JM suggested there should be additional paperwork for DNA/CPR.
NE

NE to write to ECT regarding dissatisfaction with DNA/CPR
4
4.1

Dashboard
AB analysed the dashboard

4.2

Highlights were:
IAPT





Current performance is down
The CCG will fail to achieve this indicator for 2014/15
Plans are being developed for 2015/16 to improve the current position.
Plan being developed by Mental Health Commissioning team.

Avoidable Emergency Admissions
 The CCG performance has improved over the year.
 Performance is currently 4.5% above trajectory
 The CCG has achieved this target.
 Initiatives and CQUINs around ACS conditions have assisted with the
achievement of the indicator.
Friends & Family Test
 The CCG are achieving both parts of this indicator, which are response
rate and net promoter score
 Both are on target to achieve at the end of the year position.
 This is a Quality Premium indicator
Medication Related Safety Incidents
 The incidents indicator has performed well
 The indicator met target during quarter 4 to achieve the premium
payment.
 Consistent and ongoing work by MMT has improved the indicators
performance.
Reducing Emergency Readmissions – ECT
 Indicator is on target to achieve.
 The AVS service, Nursing home schemes and other smaller schemes
have had a positive impact upon this indicator.
 These schemes are currently being evaluated by SRG (System
Resilience Group).
 The ACS CQUIN has also played a positive part in reducing
emergency readmissions.
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Constitution Measures
 The CCG has failed to hit the 4 hour A&E access target.
 The main reasons for failure to hit trajectory have been identified as
unprecedented winter pressures.
 The committee discussed concerns around this measurement due to
the difficulty in dealing with more complex cases within 4 hours.
 The number of complex cases has increased significantly
 Flow has been identified as the key issue
 The committee were informed that a good deal of work has been
delivered around reducing DTOC’s (Delayed Transfers of Care).
 Actions are being put in place to target DTOC’s.
 It was agreed that a member of SRG should come to this group when
any problems arise to provide an update & assurance on key issues.
 STAIRS project has gone live and is intended to alleviate both DTOC
and A&E pressures.
4.3

CWP – Joint Quality & Contract Meeting
This item will be discussed at the next meeting.

7
7.1

Escalations and Reviews from Monitoring Committees/Meetings
SUI Group
 No issues.

7.2

Complaints & Concerns
 No issues. It was agreed that Rosie Kendrew, Complaints &
Governance Manager, does not need to attend this meeting.
 GB to refer any escalations to CQ&P committee.

8
8.2

CQUIN Update
AB discussed the CQUIN recommendations for 2015/16.


Proactive Care and Transformational Care are still up for debate and
there was a suggestion that these be merged.
AB

AB to speak to Fleur Blakeman and Bernadette Bailey regarding
Proactive Care and Transformational Care


Any further comments should be shared as soon as possible because
this will be in contract by the next meeting.
AB

AB to email recommendations for 2015/16 CQUINS to the group
9
9.1

SRG
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address problems with DTOC’s and the 4 hour A&E target.
JW informed the group that the CCG will not achieve the 4 hour A&E
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10
10.1

period have been asked to take a call with their Local Area Team
A number of extra services and increased support for existing services
have been added for the Easter period.

CCG Quality Strategy



NE gave an update following feedback from the Governing Body.
The document should be renamed ‘Our Approach to Quality &
Safeguarding’ and some minor amendments should be actioned to fit
with the feedback from the GB meeting.

NE to email the revised CCG Quality document to the group with the
amended areas highlighted
11
11.2

NE

Safeguarding
LR discussed the Adult Safeguarding Report.
Highlights were:








New information regarding prevent and counter terrorism. This is now a
standard part of the new contract.
Domestic Homicide Reviews. One case was taken to the Cheshire
Safety Partnership. A report has to be signed off by CSP and sent to
the Home Office which covered human trafficking and modern slavery.
A number of cases have been identified in Cheshire.
There is an ongoing issue with Veterans and how to support them. A
list of local groups should be communicated to Veterans once they
have been checked and verified.
Final funding for the Adult Safeguarding Policy has yet to be agreed
It is likely the two CCG’s will pick up the majority of funding.
ECT has met their adult safeguarding targets for this 2014-15
LR

LR to bring the Exception Report to the May or June meeting
GB discussed the CQC thermometric report, specifically highlighting mental
capacity and the actions required. LR advised that the MCA element and
safeguards are looking at appointing a post and securing funding for this.
11.3

Safeguarding Children
 MM gave an update on children’s safeguarding.
 New government guidelines are having a big impact on FGM (Female
Genital Mutilation) in children under 18 and must be reported to the
police.
 Training is currently being undertaken with GP’s
 LSG need to establish a proper pathway for FGM as this is now a
recognised child protection issue.
Practice Learning Review
 Reports have been received of an infant within Eastern Cheshire seen
by multiple professionals
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12
12.1

The infant’s mother was reported as having mental health issues
Allegations were received that the baby was shook by the mother
The baby was then admitted in to hospital for a week stay.
The infant now has a child protection plan and has been placed back
with her parents.
It was agreed the report on this should come back to the group and will
also go to the SUIS meeting.

Quality Accounts



AB informed the committee that ECT must abide by strict criteria
regarding what they have to report on and must produce a Quality
Assurance Report
The CCG are required to write a forward for the report.

AB to send GB last year’s guidance for reference
13
13.1

AB

AOB & Future Dates for meetings
AOB
JM mentioned the Morecambe Bay Midwifery Review Investigation and asked
that it be taken to the Service Quality meeting.
AB to ask ECT for response to Morecambe Bay Midwifery Review

13.2

06.05.15
03.06.15
08.07.15
05.08.15
02.09.15
07.10.15
04.11.15
02.12.15

AB

Meeting Room B NAH
Meeting Room B NAH
Meeting Room B NAH
Meeting Room B NAH
Meeting Room B NAH
Meeting Room B NAH
Meeting Room B NAH
Meeting Room B NAH

Circulation List
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Julia Huddart (JH
Sally Rogers (SR)
Gillian Boston (GB)
Andrew Binnie (AB)
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ACTION LOG

Please Note: No actions will be allocated to non-attendees
Item

Agreed Actions

Actions

4.4
(Feb)

SQS Data Report – C-sections discussion
AB sanctioned DF to liaise with Carol Seddon re NICE guidelines. What is high rate/low
rate?

3.1
(Nov)

Quality in Care

4.1
(Nov)

2.2
(Dec)

Meeting
Chair
Date
Venue

Date Required

DF

01.04.15

SR to raise at the next Practice Managers meeting.

SR

03.12.14

03.12.14 Defer to next meeting, no PM’s meeting held in interim

SR

07.01.15

JM to speak with Ian Hulme about the EMISS system.

JM

04.02.15

NE to speak to Mike Purdie re: IT problems with GP to GP record transfer

NE

06.05.15

Dashboard – IAPT
NE to speak with Tori Bell around the possibility of producing a local study around the
success of IAPT in conjunction with the Academy of Health Science.

NE

03.12.14

03.12.14 Long term project – bring back to May meeting

NE

May 2015

NE to raise concerns about IAPT and the effectiveness with Mental Health Board

NE

01.04.15

NE to refer Physiological Therapy audit to Mental Health & Alcohol Board

NE

06.05.15

Review of Committee Effectiveness Audit
NE/GB to contact Jerry Hawker & Paul Bowen to suggest a meeting be arranged with the
chairs of all the sub committees of the governing body and the Chair/CO of the CCG to

NE/GB

07.01.15
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look at the Terms of Reference of all groups and ensure there is no duplication or lack of
clarity.

4.2.1

07.01.15 Ongoing. Following December’s meeting NE has spoken with Paul Bowen who
will look at the TOR. A matrix will be created for both SRG and CQ&P.

NE/JW/

04.02.15

18 Weeks RTT
AM to work on new document to share with GP’s

AM/NE

04.03.15

AB

01.04.15

AB

06.05.15

CC to look at policies and purchase licence for DATIX.

CC

04.03.15

NE to ensure that CSU closedown considers how to support this requirement

NE

01.04.15

SR/GB

06.05.15

AB to liaise with Karen Burton to seek clarification regarding the care plan and
repatriation plans.

AB/KB

01.04.15

NE to ask Karen Burton to attend a future meeting to give an update re: Winterbourne
View

NE

06.05.15

The Performance Dashboard for treatment timescales will be put on the intranet so the
Public and Primary Care have access to it.
Capacity Plan at Speciality Level required from ECT
9.1

3
(Mar 15)

Incident Reporting

Clinicians transferring between practices – DBS checks
SR to draft a letter to Practice Managers reminding them of CQC regulations on DBS
checks and the need for current registration documents. GB to send this letter on behalf
of the committee.

3.5.11
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4.2.5

7.2

8.1

12.1

4.2

3.1

Paediatric Ophthalmology
AB to ask Adele Gatley about Stockport FT role in the Paediatric pathway following the
changed arrangements between East Cheshire Trust and Mid Cheshire FT

AB

01.04.15

Complaints & Concerns
NE to speak with Rosie Kendrew Governance and Quality Manager regarding the
complaints dashboard

NE

01.04.15

AB will come back with a detailed summary of schemes next month.

AB

01.04.15

Draft paper for discussion
Feedback to SR on Patient Choice and Resource Allocation Policy Draft

All

15.04.15

SR to speak to Jerry Hawker regarding which committee should approve this paper.

SR

15.04.15

AM/JS/JM are seeking to clarify with public health how this target is being achieved

AM/JS/
JM

06.05.15

NE seeking clarification on how the Quality Premium payment is effected by high
performing organisations

NE

06.05.15

NE

06.05.15

AB

15.04.15

CQUIN Performance

ECT Dashboard Data – Potential Years of Life Lost

DNA/CPR
NE to write to ECT regarding dissatisfaction with DNA/CPR

8.2

CQUIN 2015/16
AB to speak to Fleur Blakeman and Bernadette Bailey regarding Proactive Care and
Transformational Care
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AB to email recommendations for 2015/16 CQUINS to the group
10.1

06.05.15

LR

03.06.15

AB

06.05.15

AB

06.05.15

Quality Accounts
AB to send GB last year’s guidance on Quality Assurance Report for reference

13.1

AB

Adult Safeguarding
LR to bring the Exception Report to the May or June meeting

12.1

01.04.15

CCG Quality Strategy
NE to email the revised CCG Quality document to the group with the amended areas
highlighted

11.2

AB

AOB - Morecambe Bay Midwifery Review
AB to ask ECT for response to Morecambe Bay Midwifery Review
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Minutes of ECCCG Clinical Quality and Performance
Committee held 6th May 2015
Name

Initials

Gill Boston

GB

Dr James Milligan

JM

Sally Rogers

SR

Neil Evans

NE

Head of Business Management, ECCCG

Anita Mottershead

AM

Quality and Performance Analyst, ECCCG

Moira McGrath

MM

Designated Nurse for Safeguarding Children South
Cheshire CCG



Lindsay Ratapana

LR

Adult Safeguarding Clinical Manager, ECCCG



Duncan Matheson
(Deputy Chair)

DM

Secondary Care Doctor ECCCG Governing Body



Julia Huddart

JH

Executive GP for Clinical Team, ECCCG

Andrew Binnie

AB

Quality and Performance Manager, ECCCG




Jacki Wilkes

JW

Associate Director of Commissioning – Part
attendance



Sophie Hughes

SH

Minute Taker

Present

Lay Board member (PPI), ECCCG Governing Body Chair
Executive GP for Business Management Team –
ECCCG
Registered Nurse Board member, ECCCG Governing
Body

Apologies

In
Attendance



 
















Action/
Date
1
1.1

Welcome, Apologies, Declarations of Interest
Apologies as noted above.

1.2

No Declarations of Interest

2

Minutes of Previous Meeting and Matters Arising

2.1

The minutes of the April meeting were accepted as an accurate record with
the following exception:
Item 2.1.2 – Quality in Care – This item relates to a problem with the
electronic transfer of data. GP’s are not using this software due to its
limitations not due to a lack of willingness.
The action log was reviewed with the following noted.

2.1.1

Item 4.4 (Feb) – SQS Data Report – C-section discussion

Ongoing

2.1.2

Item 3.1 (Nov) - Quality in Care
 NE has spoken with Mike Purdie regarding the issue with Electronic
Transfers of Data.
 Mike Purdie will discuss the issue with EMIS and look at the options.
 NE will ask Mike Purdie for a

Ongoing

NE to ask Mike Purdie for a timeframe for resolving the IT problems with
GP to GP record transfer

NE
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2.1.3

Item 4.1 (Nov) - Dashboard - IAPT
Ongoing
 NE has spoken to Emma Leigh, the new Clinical Project Manager for
Mental Health, regarding the problems with IAPT.
 IAPT is part of the Mental Health Strategy. A contract query has been
raised with CWP for IAPT.
 The service will be benchmarked against other CCG’s to look at patient
numbers and wait times.
 AB and Lana Davidson are due to meet with CWP to go through the
contract.
NE to communicate a response from CWP regarding the contract query
for IAPT

NE

SH to ask Ian Hulme to attend the June meeting to discuss IAPT

SH

2.1.4

Item 2.2 (Dec) – Review of Committee Effectiveness Audit
 There will be a national and local review of SRG.
 Mike Potts from the Department of Health will complete a review of
DTOC.
 A review of SRG governance is required to establish how the leaders
of the group work together. A meeting is being arranged for
representatives of the three organisations involved in SRG to look at a
forward matrix.
 It has been noted that there are issues with members of the group not
turning up for SRG meetings.

Ongoing

2.1.5

Item 4.2.1 - 18 Weeks RTT
 AB handed out a copy of the ECT capacity plan at speciality level.
 The objective of the plan is to reduce the backlog which currently
stands at around 226 on admitted. The CCG is attempting to
commission extra capacity from other suppliers.
 ECT will fail the target for May and June but hope to have the situation
under control by July.
 A local amnesty of 18 weeks is in place however penalties for the Trust
will still apply. The CCG will reinvest this money into the ECT.
 A problem has been identified by GP’s with the Choose and Book
system. Local service providers are deliberately not offering
appointments on the system to curb the backlog and are turning
patients away.
 Orthopaedics was identified as a problem area with Wythenshawe and
Salford particularly keen to stop other areas using their services.

Ongoing

NE to ask team to raise choose and book problem with suppliers who
are not cooperating and if a satisfactory outcome is not reached then he
will refer the issue to Monitor

NE

Item 9.1 - Incident Reporting
 RK has a new pack which she will take to the next Complaints and
Concerns meeting.

Ongoing

2.1.6
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2.1.7

Item 3.0 (March) - Clinicians transferring between practices – DBS
(Disclosure and Barring Service) checks
 SR has drafted a letter to practice managers

Closed

2.1.8

Item 3.5.11 - Regional QSG Update
 Winterbourne View update is on the agenda however KB is on sick
leave today so this item will be postponed to the June meeting

Ongoing

2.1.9

Item 4.2.5 – Paediatric Ophthalmology
 AB received a response from Adele Gatley and will discuss this with
GB after the meeting.

Ongoing

2.1.10

Item 7.2 – Complaints and Concerns
 Duplicate, remove.

Closed

2.1.11

Item 8.1 – CQUIN performance
 On the agenda, remove.

Closed

2.1.12

Item 12.1 - Draft paper for discussion
 SR received no feedback however the paper will now go to the
Executive Committee meeting for sign off.

Closed

2.1.13

Item 4.2 – ECT Dashboard – Potential Years of Life Lost

Closed

2.1.14

Item 3.1 – DNA/CPR
 This issue has been raised with ECT who are writing back to advise
what actions they will take to improve.

Ongoing

2.1.15

Item 8.2 – CQUIN 2015/16
 On the agenda, remove.

Closed

2.1.16

Item 10.1 – CCG Quality Strategy
 On the agenda, remove.

Closed

2.1.17

Item 11.2 – Adult Safeguarding

Ongoing

2.1.18

Item 12.1 – Quality Accounts

Ongoing

2.1.19

Item 13.1 – Morecambe Bay Midwifery Review
 AB is waiting for a formal response from ECT.

Ongoing

3
3.1

Dashboard
End of Year Governing Body Reporting CQP
 The full report will be ready for June.

3.2

SRG update
 Non-Elective Care performance – figures for the last 2 weeks have
shown a vast improvement. The A&E 4 hour target figures are now
over 90%. It is unclear whether ECT will achieve the target for Q1.
 DTOC – this is the main issue for A&E. The figures were around 40
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however they are declining and are currently averaging 22. A reduction
in the acuity of patients has helped. May is a notoriously bad month for
DTOC’s.
Crisis Care Concordat – this is an agreement with Pan Cheshire to
work together. They are working on a local plan for crisis care and
there are a number of initiatives in place such as Street Triage.
Street Triage - this scheme is evaluating well and JW met with CWP
and the police to discuss widening the scope to include 12 years and
over. JW will take the local plan to SRG and then to CQP.
A number of issues relating to crisis for young people have been raised
during Health Voice meetings. It was suggested that JW attend a future
Health Voice meeting to feedback the work being done by SRG.

JW to liaise with Matthew Cunningham re: attending a future Health
Voice meeting to give feedback about schemes for young people in
crisis



JW

Penny Hughes, the new Clinical Projects Manager in the
Commissioning team, has been evaluating the winter schemes to
establish if they have delivered.
JW hopes to have a refurbished SRG plan by June.

3.3

Mental Health CWP update
 The CCG is in the process of agreeing a final contract with CWP for
the coming year.

3.4

UHSM 52 Week Issue
 Wythenshawe have identified a systematic problem which has led to a
number of patients waiting over 52 weeks for an appointment due to
their start date for referral being incorrect. The issue is the result of an
IT problem and Monitor are involved in the discussion.
 The CCG need to establish if patients from Eastern Cheshire are
affected by the problem. A penalty of £5,000 for every 52 week breech
can be applied.
 No complaints have been received by patients.

3.4.1

Colposcopy
 The Waters Green Colposcopy service is closing and the consultant is
transferring to ECT.
 The service was not registered with the CQC. NHS Quality and Service
leads have established it was providing a good service. The CCG have
evidence to show this if necessary.

4

QSG / Quality Leads
QSG Meeting
 AB attended a QSG meeting on 23rd April attended by TDA, Monitor,
CQC and NHS England.
 During the meeting the group addressed the Revised Serious Incidents
Framework and timescales for SUI’s.
 There will be a further meeting next week to establish cross CCG
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involvement for leading on complaints and SUI’s.
There is a general consensus that the CCG who provides treatment
should deal with the complaint/SUI rather than the CCG the patient is
registered with.

QSG Process update
 The QSG wish to use a standardised template for future meetings
covering areas such as: CQC Hospital Infections, Nurse Staffing
Levels, Maternity services, Ambulance Trust, Nursing Homes
 NHS England will also be producing a template covering different
areas from the CCG. The CCG will be able to use any relevant
information from this document and bring it to future meetings.
 AB will bring the template to the group after the QSG meetings with
highlights.
Maternity Review
 The CCG is not involved in the Improving ME (Maternity
Enhancements) project. Jane Stairmand attended the meeting and has
the relevant data.
 JS has been asked to contact the project to ensure the CCG is
involved around any future quality work for maternity services and
paediatric nursing provision
5
5.1

Escalations and Reviews from Monitoring Committees/Meetings
SUI Group
 No escalations to note

5.2

Complaints & Concerns
 A national problem has been identified in hospital with Doctors not
sharing patient’s information in the discharge notes. Many hospital,
including ECT, still use paper records rather than electronic.
 The problem generally arises with patients who stay for a period of 6
weeks or more and are moved across a number of wards. There is a
lack of consistency in patient’s notes due to a number of Doctors
dealing with the patient over a period of time.
JM

JM to meet with John Hunter to discuss the issues with patient
discharge notes
5.3

Patient Safety – New Reporting System
 NHS England are pushing for GP’s to report directly to NRLS.
 If GP’s report directly to NRLS then the CCG will lose local data. Datix
reports contain a lot of useful information and can be expanded by
contacting the author for more detail.
 RK has proposed a solution by asking GP’s to continue to report
through Datix to allow the complaints team to gather local information
which the team will then refer to NRLS.
 The local information gathered by the complaints team allows them to
identify trends and address issues.
 The Datix contract with CSU is due to run out in June at which time the
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CCG can look to procure an alternative Datix system. The new system
will be tailored to meet the needs of GP’s and the complaints team and
other potential users.
The CSU currently still provide PAL, subject access requests and
IFR’s. The CCG is gradually bringing these services in house.

NE to provide an update on the CSU shutdown and look at what the
CCG are doing about setting up group for Datix

NE

RK will test how long it will take GP’s to complete NRLS complaints

RK

6
6.1

Quality Premium Update
2014/15 Quality Premium
 The CCG will not achieve target for the Psychological Therapies IAPT
Quality Premium and will not continue this measure next year. The
Mental Health and Alcohol Board are dealing with the issues with the
service.
 FFT is close to achieving. The A&E scores started out well at the
beginning of the year however the Trust have been unable to maintain
the momentum of the first quarter.
 The CCG are due to achieve approximately £282,000 in Quality
Premiums.
 JM queried NWAS performance and AB agreed to double check the
figures to ensure no mistakes have been made. NWAS have reported
consistently hitting their target so there were questions around why
they are failing.

6.2

2015/16 Quality Premium
 NE is due to submit the Quality Premium plans for the coming year
next week.
 Four of the measures are nationally mandated the remaining two are
local.
 There was some discussion around 3b which relates to reducing the
number of people with severe mental illness who are currently
smokers. There was a general agreement that this would be difficult to
monitor and the target would be unachievable.
 The local measures relate to reducing all pressure sores by 10% and
improving physical health in people with severe mental illness.

7
7.2

CQUIN Update
CQUINS 2015/16.
 AB discussed the CQUINS for current year.
 A gap in service has been identified with community dieticians. AB will
discuss the issue with Karen Burton to see if it can be incorporated in
to the Care Home Strategy.
AB

AB to request a review of the current dietician service
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9
9.1

NICE




AB attends a monthly meeting with ECT in which the NICE guidelines
are discussed. The contract with the Trust asks them to be cognisant
of the guidelines.
Guidelines are now available for Acute Injury and Falls in Older
People.
There was some discussion around how achievable the guidelines are
in terms of funding.
AB

AB to arrange a meeting with Anne Coppell from NICE
10
10.1

Approach to Quality Improvement




ECT, CWP and Spire must produce a document stating how they have
met their targets.
The CCG are required to write a forward for the documents and AB
distributed the forward he has written.
The committee were asked to feedback to AB regarding the forward.

12
12.1

Winterbourne View

13
13.1

Medicines Safety Incidents









Karen Burton was unable to attend the meeting due to illness so this
item was postponed to the next week.

The CCG asked GP’s to report any medicine safety issues. Some
themes in medicine safety did emerge and have been summarised in
the incidents report.
JK gave an example in which one patient was accidently prescribed 10
times recommended dose of an opiate. This was identified as an issue
with the pick list. GP’s can easily click the wrong drop down option and
a pop up will be added to the system to try and aid this issue.
GPs should be encouraged to report into the CCG locally as the
information provided is very helpful for the Complaints team and
Medicines Management team.
The CCG are now equipped to respond to complaints more efficiently
and are able to identify trends so it will be beneficial to GP’s. It was
suggested that this be relayed to GP’s to incentivise them to complete
reports.
JK

JK to follow up with Pam Sue
13
13.1

AOB & Future Dates for meetings
AOB
 None noted

13.2

03.06.15
08.07.15
05.08.15
02.09.15
07.10.15
Meeting
Chair
Date
Venue

Meeting Room B NAH
Meeting Room B NAH
Meeting Room B NAH
Meeting Room B NAH
Meeting Room B NAH
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04.11.15
02.12.15

Meeting Room B NAH
Meeting Room B NAH
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ACTION LOG
Please Note: No actions will be allocated to non-attendees
Item

Agreed Actions

Actions

4.4
(Feb)

SQS Data Report – C-sections discussion
AB sanctioned DF to liaise with Carol Seddon re NICE guidelines. What is high rate/low
rate?

3.1
(Nov)

Quality in Care

4.1
(Nov)

Meeting
Chair
Date
Venue

Date Required

DF

01.04.15

SR to raise at the next Practice Managers meeting.

SR

03.12.14

03.12.14 Defer to next meeting, no PM’s meeting held in interim

SR

07.01.15

JM to speak with Ian Hulme about the EMISS system.

JM

04.02.15

NE to speak to Mike Purdie re: IT problems with GP to GP record transfer

NE

06.05.15

NE to ask Mike Purdie for a timeframe for resolving the IT problems with GP to GP record
transfer

NE

03.06.15

Dashboard – IAPT
NE to speak with Tori Bell around the possibility of producing a local study around the
success of IAPT in conjunction with the Academy of Health Science.

NE

03.12.14

03.12.14 Long term project – bring back to May meeting

NE

May 2015

NE to refer Psychological Therapy audit to Mental Health & Alcohol Board

NE

06.05.15

NE to communicate a response from CWP regarding the contract query for IAPT

NE

03.06.15

SH to ask Ian Hulme to attend the June meeting to discuss IAPT

SH

03.06.15
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2.2
(Dec)

4.2.1

9.1
(Feb)

3.5.11

Review of Committee Effectiveness Audit
NE/GB to contact Jerry Hawker & Paul Bowen to suggest a meeting be arranged with the
chairs of all the sub committees of the governing body and the Chair/CO of the CCG to
look at the Terms of Reference of all groups and ensure there is no duplication or lack of
clarity.

NE/GB

07.01.15

07.01.15 Ongoing. Following December’s meeting NE has spoken with Paul Bowen who
will look at the TOR. A matrix will be created for both SRG and CQ&P.

NE/JW/

04.02.15

18 Weeks RTT
AM to work on new document to share with GP’s

AM/NE

04.03.15

The Performance Dashboard for treatment timescales will be put on the intranet so the
Public and Primary Care have access to it.

AB

01.04.15

Capacity Plan at Speciality Level required from ECT

AB

06.05.15

NE to ask team to raise choose and book problem with suppliers who are not
cooperating and if a satisfactory outcome is not reached then he will refer the
issue to Monitor

NE

03.06.15

CC to look at policies and purchase licence for DATIX.

CC

04.03.15

NE to ensure that CSU closedown considers how to support this requirement

NE

01.04.15

AB to liaise with Karen Burton to seek clarification regarding the care plan and
repatriation plans.

AB/KB

01.04.15

NE to ask Karen Burton to attend a future meeting to give an update re: Winterbourne

NE

06.05.15

Incident Reporting

Regional QSG Update
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View Treatment Care Reviews
4.2.5

3.1

Paediatric Ophthalmology
AB to ask Adele Gatley about Stockport FT role in the Paediatric pathway following the
changed arrangements between East Cheshire Trust and Mid Cheshire FT

AB

01.04.15

NE

06.05.15

AB to speak to Fleur Blakeman and Bernadette Bailey regarding Proactive Care and
Transformational Care

AB

15.04.15

AB to email recommendations for 2015/16 CQUINS to the group

AB

01.04.15

AB to request a review of the current dietician service

AB

03.06.15

AB

06.05.15

LR

03.06.15

AB

06.05.15

DNA/CPR
NE raise with ECT dissatisfaction with DNA/CPR progress

8.2

10.1

CQUIN 2015/16

CCG Quality Strategy
NE to email the revised CCG Quality document to the group with the amended areas
highlighted

11.2

Adult Safeguarding
LR to bring the Exception Report to the May or June meeting

12.1

Quality Accounts
AB to send GB last year’s guidance on Quality Assurance Report for reference
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13.1

Morecambe Bay Midwifery Review
AB to ask ECT for response to Morecambe Bay Midwifery Review

3.2

RK will test how long it will take GP’s to complete NRLS complaints

JM

03.06.15

NE

03.06.15

RK

03.06.15

AB

03.06.15

JK

03.06.15

NICE
AB to arrange a meeting with Anne Coppell from NICE

13.1

03.06.15

Patient Safety – New Reporting System
NE to provide an update on the CSU shutdown and look at what the CCG are
doing about setting up group for Datix

9.1

JW

Complaints and Concerns
JM to meet with John Hunter to discuss the issues with patient discharge notes

5.3

06.05.15

SRG Update
JW to liaise with Matthew Cunningham re: attending a future Health Voice meeting to
give feedback about schemes for young people in crisis

5.2

AB

Medicines Safety Incidents
JK to follow up with Pam Sue
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GOVERNING BODY MEETING
27 May 2015
Report Title

Agenda Item 2.4.1

Locality Management Meeting 1 May 2015

Purpose of report
To provide an overview of the May 2015 Locality Management Meeting by the reporting of its
minutes to the Governing Body.

Key points
The May 2015 meeting focussed on key presentations around:
 the development of the Cheshire Integrated Digital Care Record
 Caring Together LIVE – use of EMIS prompts
 CCG Practice Prescribing Scheme
 Enhanced Service Plus 2015-16
 STAIRRS (Short Term Assessment Integrated Response and Recovery Service)
 update on the development of stroke services for Eastern Cheshire residents

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve
Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information



Benefits / value to our population / communities
This regular meeting provides an opportunity for member practices to inform the Clinical
Commissioning Group of local issues relating to their patients and for the Clinical
Commissioning Group to inform its member practices of issues (local/national) pertinent to
their practice and patients.

Report Author
Matthew Cunningham

Contributors

Head of Corporate Services

Date of report

12 May 2015
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LOCALITY MANAGEMENT MEETING
Friday 1st May 2015
The Tytherington Club, Macclesfield

Unconfirmed Minutes

Practice

GP / Exec

Practice Manager /
other practice rep

Alderley Edge, George St Practice

-

P. Speake

Annandale Medical Centre

Dr G Auen

-

Bollington Medical Centre

-

Laura Beresford

Broken Cross Surgery, Macclesfield

Dr Ian Collyer

-

Chelford Surgery

Dr Helen Thomas

Janet Tildsley

Cumberland House, Macclesfield

Dr Jeff Hodgson

Helen Bianchi

Handforth Health Centre

Dr J Milligan

-

High Street Surgery, Macclesfield

-

-

Holmes Chapel Health Centre

-

Dean Grice

Kenmore Health Centre, Wilmslow

Dr Julia Huddart

Lynne Garner

Lawton House Surgery, Congleton

Dr Katherine Savile

Melanie Lyman

McIlvride Medical Centre, Poynton

Dr Paul Bowen

Lindsay Bates

Dr Sue Reeves

-

-

-

Park Green Surgery, Macclesfield

Dr Graham Duce

Isobel Chetwood

Park Lane Surgery, Macclesfield

Dr Louise Hastings

-

Priorslegh Medical Centre, Poynton

Dr David Ward

Warren Tuite

Readesmoor Group Practice

Dr Stuart Thomas

Nia George

Schoolhouse Surgery, Disley

Apologies

Jill Hampson

South Park Surgery, Macclesfield

Dr David Cragg

-

Toft Road Surgery, Knutsford

Dr Jenny Lawn

-

Vernova CIC

-

Justin Johnson

Wilmslow Health Centre

-

-

Manchester Rd Medical Centre,
Knutsford
Meadowside Medical Centre,
Congleton
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IN ATTENDANCE
Whole Meeting
Whole Meeting
Whole Meeting
Whole Meeting
Part Meeting
Apologies
Whole Meeting
Whole Meeting
Whole meeting
Whole Meeting
Part Meeting
Whole Meeting
Whole Meeting
Whole Meeting
Whole Meeting

Dr Paul Bowen
Jerry Hawker
Alex Mitchell
Matthew Cunningham
Jacki Wilkes
Neil Evans
Jane Miller
Sophie Hughes
Janet Kenyon
Fleur Blakeman
Lana Davidson
Elizabeth Insley
Yvonne Gregory
Emma Leigh
Penny Hughes

Chairman, ECCCG
Chief Officer, ECCCG
Chief Finance Officer, ECCCG
Corporate Services Manager
Associate Director of Commissioning
Director of Commissioning
Transformation Manager
PA (Minute taker)
Deputy Head of MMT
Strategy & Transformation Director

Clinical Project Manager
Clinical Project Manager

COPIES TO
EC CCG Management Team

1

MEETING BUSINESS

1.1 Apologies for Absence
Julie Sercombe, Andy Coley, Dr Murray, Margaret Thornberry, Rob Thornburn, Angela
Wales and as noted above.
Declaration of interests
1.2
None noted.
1.3

Matters arising from Previous meeting
Amendments to the previous minutes:
-

2

Item 3.1 – the medicines management presentation was not given by Mark
Dickinson. The group also gave a show of hands in agreement to the scheme
and this should be reflected in the minutes.

Updates
Peer Group Updates:
CHAW
- Nothing to report
Poynton/Bollington/Disley
- Nothing to report
Congleton & Holmes Chapel
- Congleton have been successful in securing the Primary Care investment fund.
The fund will be used to extend the building.
- Holmes Chapel are in the process of recruiting a care coordinator
2

Knutsford
- Knutsford are working closely with community services and the Health and
Wellbeing centre.
Macclesfield
- Macclesfield have appointed two primary care administrators.
- The top 2% of Macclesfield drive MDT and attendance
Chief Officer Update
- The NHS public business plan has been released and sets out our top 10
priorities. A one page summary of the plan is available however high level areas
include Obesity, Diabetes and investment in Primary Care.
- CCG Assurance Process – will soon be changing. This will be widely publicised
and will compare CCG’s performance (including GP’s) with an Ofsted/Monitor
approach. NHS England’s intention is to make performance more visible.
- A new safety centre lead by Cheshire Fire & Rescue will be built in Lymm with an
investment of £5 million confirmed by the government. This will be an education
and training centre covering all aspects of safety and will include a large health
and wellbeing centre. The CCG have been approached about supporting this
scheme.
- CQC Summit – Friday 8th May. The CQC will present the findings of their review
of ECT which took place before Christmas. The report was due out in February
however it has been delayed. The CCG will feedback the outcomes of the
summit to practices. The report will place ECT in to 1 of 4 categories from
outstanding to special measures.
CCG Directorate Update
Finance – Alex Mitchell / Elizabeth Insley

Alex - Financial
Update Locality 1 May

Financial year 2014/15
- The CCG started the year with a budget of £232 million and a deficit of £2
million. The actual spend for the year was £213 million with a surplus of £19,000.
- The CCG has the third highest FNC costs in the county for spend so AM needs
to establish why.
- Overspends:
 Acute Contracts – 3.3% over
 Continuing Healthcare – overspend due to the number of complex
cases and ongoing issues with LA removing Learning Disability
pool
- Reserves – helped to offset deficits:
 CCG achieved £74,000 against Quality Premium targets
 Caring Together had a budget of £2 million but spent just over £1
million
- Governing Body – discussed whether to continue with 5 year strategy or to aim
for 1% surplus in order to deliver business rules. The consensus was to continue
with the 5 year strategy but aim to get as close to 1% surplus as possible. The
CCG can’t be categorised as outstading if they do not achieve the 1% surplus
however investment is considered more important.
3

-

Continuing Healthcare is a challenging area. The CCG has seen an increase in
patients referred. AM will conduct research in to number of nursing homes in the
area. If we are within the 3rd highest in the country then the CCG is eligible for an
extra £5 million.

Financial year 2015/16
QIPP Schemes:
- Prescribing Savings
- Pro-active Care: Reducing non-elective admissions
- Contact Management
i) Reset acute contracts with ECT. Currently on a tariff basis for these contracts
and they need incentive for them in the form of funding. Their long term
future is not on the tariff they are on now.
ii) Primary Care Advisory role
iii) Vacancies – please share any vacancy issues with the CCG
- Elective Variation – all practices asked to engage with this.
- Continuing Healthcare – there are still a number of back dated cases going
through which are due to be completed by 2017.
- Caring Together Transformation QIPP including System Resilience and
STAIRRS – Improvement of community based care and rapid response. This is
jointly contracted with the council through the Better Care Fund. This QIPP is
target is low compared to other CCG’s.
All practices were asked to advise if these QIPP schemes could be changed or
improved.
Commissioning – Lana Davidson (on behalf of Neil Evans)
CQUINS
- The 2015/16 CQUINS for ECT are close to being agreed. More work needs to be done
on Mental Health and any feedback is welcome.
One to One Midwifery
- The CCG will no longer fund any referrals to this service. Practices are asked to hold all
referrals until a review of the service has been completed and a decision has been
made.
- If a patient wants to be referred to the service they will have to fund it themselves.
Direct Referral Colposcopy
- Please refer any queries to Sally Lavin
Ophthalmology
- Virgin Care are no longer the providers for this service
- The list of patients will be coming direct from Virgin Care and patients will be referred on
to the new service.

Quality Premium indicators
- The guidance for Quality Premiums has now been published. The CCG will
update practices on the changes.

3

Topic Updates

3.1 Cheshire Integrated Digital Care Records
JM gave the following presentation:
4

Cheshire Care
Record.pptx

-

-

-

There was some discussion around consent from patients. Some patients are
reluctant to give their consent due to spamming however it was suggested it be
made clear to patients that consent for the Cheshire Care Record is a local
initiative and would be very beneficial because it is based around personal care.
There were concerns around the workload for practices if patients are able to
request a list of who has accessed their records. It may become a burden. Some
practices suggested a dedicated number be set up for patients to call to request
this information.
JM expressed concerns regarding data sharing and who is liable should a
patients records be inappropriately shared by another organisation whose
systems are not as robust. There will be robust contract to cover this issue. JH
informed practices that the organisation where the data breech occurs would be
responsible.

3.2 Caring Together Live / EMIS prompt
Following on from the Proactive Care Shared Learning event on 23rd April 2015, David
Cragg presented the Caring Together LIVE system developed at South Park Surgery,
Macclesfield.

Caring Together
LIVE.pptx

-

-

-

-

The Caring Together risk profiling list was imported into EmisWeb and coded
using the National Enhanced Service Unplanned Admission Avoidance coding
scheme.
A clinical template was designed incorporating all of the relevant CQUIN codes
and launched using a concept prompt that appeared in the Emis Web QOF
prompt box whenever a patient record in the Caring Together programme was
loaded for consulting or for the processing of information from a partnership
provider.
A care plan is included for facilitate automatic updating from the clinical template.
Practices can adapt the system to launch their own clinical templates from the
prompt.
The adaptation of the Emis Web prompt box familiar to all and used regularly has
moved Caring Together from a separate scheduled risk list review to a whole
team integrated approach involving administrative staff processing discharge
information, nurses triaging incoming calls and GPs and nurses carrying out
routine appointments.
Caring Together LIVE has been exported into a zip file and is available to share
with practices complete with instructions for importing and activating.
The new software will be sent out in the coming weeks along with instructions for
set up.

5

3.3 CCG Practice Prescribing Service
Graham gave the following presentation:

Prescribing Service
15 16 Locality presen

JK asked for the following information to be included in the minutes:
-

-

Smoking cessation
 Local authority recharge for varenicline and NRT for 2014-15
 2015-16 – no recharge will be accepted for NRT on FP10s
 Whenever possible use vouchers from Stop Smoking Service for NRT
Contact the Stop Smoking Service direct on 01625 663358 or 01625 663359
to obtain a supply of vouchers

3.4 Enhanced Service Plus 2015 – 2016
FB gave the following presentation:

Enhanced Service
Plus 15-16.pptx

3.5 STAIRRS
JW gave the following presentation:

STAIRRS Locality
April 2015.pptx

3.6 Stroke Rehabilitation update
JW gave the following presentation:

Stroke - Jacki.pptx

5

Any Other Business

5.1 None

6

Next Meeting

rd
6.1 The next meeting will be held on Friday 3 July 2015, 08.45am at The Tytherington Club in

Macclesfield

6

Financial Update
1 May 2015
Alex Mitchell, Chief Finance Officer
Elizabeth Insley, Finance Manager

2014/15 Actual v Plan (Variance)
£3
.0
m

£2
.5
m

£2
.0
m

£1
.5
m

£1
.0
m

£0
.5
m

£0
.5
m

Deficit
£1
.0
m

£1
.5
m

£2
.0
m

£2
.5
m

£3
.0
m

Surplus

0.9%

Opening Deficit

1.2%

Acute Contracts
9.0%

Commercial Sector

0.1%

Mental Health
Community
5.0%

Ambulance

8.0%

Voluntary
Other

£0.3m
20%

Continuing Healthcare
4.0%

NHS Funded Care

4.5%

LD Contract
LDIP

100.0%

Prescribing

2.0%

Reserves

100%
7.0%

Running Costs
Caring Together
Quality Premium

Closing Surplus

51.0%
£1.9m
100.0%

0.1%

Draft 2015/16 Financial Plan Summary
Total
£000s
Allocation
Programme
Running Costs
Better Care Fund
2014/15 Surplus (to be confirmed)
Sub Total
Expenditure
Programme
Running Costs
Better Care Fund
QIPP
CHC Restitution
Contingency (Programme Pump Priming)
Sub Total
Surplus / (Deficit)

233,767
4,400
3,466
191
241,824
231,212
4,400
3,466
(2,548)
1,209
2,672
240,411
1,413
0.60%

QIPP Scheme Heading Primary Care
Involvement
Prescribing Savings
Key to delivery
Schemes
Pro‐Active Care:
Key to delivery
Reducing Non‐Elective
Admissions

Approach and Supporting Activities
Budgetary control
Specific schemes
Medicines Management support
Agreed reduction Trajectory with ECT (Target 3.1% non‐elective
admissions)
Continue pro‐active care work in Primary Care
Continue to invest in co‐ordination posts in Primary Care
Risk Stratification software to be procured in 15/16
Systems Resilience funding now in CCG base funding

2015/16 QIPP 2016/17 QIPP
£000s
£000s
(248)
(248)

(700)

(700)

Contract Management Advisory role

Validation and Data quality checks
NHS contract rules around tariffs and penalties
Moving towards local use of national datasets
Service audits
Work with other commissioners where not the contract host

(600)

(600)

Elective Variation

Practice‐level reporting with benchmarking data; identify priority areas
and work on variation from Best Practice

(200)

(200)

Continuing Healthcare Contributory
role

Management of National Risk pool for old CHC cases ("Restitution"); QIPP
represents estimated funding to be returned to CCG in 15/16

(400)

Caring Together
Partner role
Transformational QIPP
including System
Resilience and
STAIRRS

Implementation of Community Based Co‐ordinated Care:
Phase 1 ‐ STAIRRS, Phase 2 ‐ Community Teams
Better Care Fund: pooled monies with Social Care to facilitate these
changes
Costbase in hospital admissions permanently reduced from April 2016

(400)

(3,500)

(2,548)

(5,248)

Totals

Key to delivery

5/19/2015

Cheshire Care Record
Programme Manager ‐ Jackie Millar

Web of Care

1

5/19/2015

Current

Overview

2

5/19/2015

Partner Organisations
• Primary Care – 90 GP Practices
• Hospitals: 3 Trusts
– Countess of Chester, Mid Cheshire, East Cheshire

• Cancer Services
– Clatterbridge & Christie

• Mental Health – Cheshire & Wirral Partnership
• Community Care: 2 Trusts
– Cheshire & Wirral Partnership, East Cheshire

• Social Care: 2 Councils
– Cheshire West & Cheshire East Councils

Graphnet
• Graphnet is the UK’s leading supplier of IT solutions
for shared health and social care records
• CareCentric Electronic Health Record (EHR) system is
used by 45 NHS Trusts and links data from over a
thousand GP practices
• CareCentric is Holding data on over 13 million UK
citizens
• Over 30,103 care professionals use Graphnet systems
• CareCentric is currently holding more than
504,691,831 clinical documents

3

5/19/2015

Access
•

Data shared, but secure in black box
– If patient record has Read code to “not share” their record is
excluded in the nightly load

• Only viewed when patient gives consent
– Given once the first time the record is accessed, for all staff, in
all orgs, for 1 year
– If consent declined – record suppressed for a week
– Emergency break glass – reported to Caldicott Guardian

•
•

Embedded access via EMIS ensures legitimate access
Audit Log maintained

Consent

4

5/19/2015

Benefits
• Improve citizen experience
• Minimise repeat questions
• Joined up services
• Safer services
• Reduce time spent gaining
access to data/records
• Clinician to Clinician
• Service to Service
• Patients/Friends/Relatives
• Reduce A&E admissions
• Awareness of pre‐existing
conditions and treatment
plans
• What’s normal for the
patient

• Safer medicines
• Medication history
• Avoid re‐prescribing
• Not dependent on the
patient
• Earlier discharge
• Quicker diagnosis &
treatment
• Access to social and
community care packages in
place at home
• Reduce repeat testing
• Availability of results across
care settings

5

5/19/2015

6

5/19/2015

Hospital Activity Summary

Diagnosis & Procedures

7

5/19/2015

8

5/19/2015

Next Steps
Present to
GPs across
Cheshire
May 15

GPs sign
data
sharing
agreement
to release
data

June 15
GP Practice Pack
• Poster & Leaflets
• Presentation for TV
• Questions & Answers
• Draft Fair Processing Notice
• Draft letter & consent form

GP data
loaded into
CCR
July 15

Pilots
commence
Oct 15

Questions?
http://www.altogetherbetterwestcheshire.org.uk/?page_id=2321
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Caring Together LIVE
David Cragg
South Park Surgery, Macclesfield
ECCCG Locality Meeting 1st May 2015

Caring Together LIVE
 Aims
 To Integrate Caring Together into the Practice System
 By raising awareness and involving everyone
 When processing discharge summaries, making
appointments, carrying out routine consultations & clinics

 To Integrate Proactive Care, Risk Profiling and the ES
 Through shortcuts to care plans and reviews
 Through updates and awareness of secondary care activity

Caring Together LIVE
 Design
 Emis Web Concept
 Who is on the 2% list at risk of an unplanned admission?

 Emis Web Protocol
 How can I be notified automatically about these patients?

 Emis Web Clinical Template
 What do I want to know and update about these patients?

 Emis Web Document Template
 How can I share this information in a care plan?

Caring Together LIVE
 Protocol with Template & Concept plus Care Plan
 Zipped and ready for installation
 Fully integrated into practice system
 Adaptable for existing practice templates

 Works on all Emis Web Systems
 Practice and community systems
 Triggered by Admission Avoidance Code
 Runs automatically, always live, non obtrusive

Caring Together LIVE

Caring Together LIVE

Caring Together LIVE

Caring Together LIVE

Caring Together LIVE

Caring Together LIVE






Making Caring Together a Normal Practice Process
Involving All Staff
Shortcuts and Quicksteps
Fully Adaptable to Each System
Feedback and Improvements Please!
South Park Surgery
April 2015
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ECCCG GP Practice Prescribing
Service
2015‐16
Graham Duce / Janet Kenyon

1

Feedback
• Not too much change year on year
• Peer group approach to tackle workstream
areas
• Challenges to peer group approach for budget
targets
• Link in with CCG priorities / QIPP

2

Medicines Safety Incidents
• Overall CCG target for reporting has been
exceeded
• Almost all practices have reported more than
the target number of incidents.
• Please continue to report medicines safety
incidents via Datix in 2015/16 as the incident
reports are really useful in driving change

3

Prescriber Name

Achievement at year end (count of
Approx List size (as end Minimum number of reports
Percentage
reports submitted Apr 2014 to Mar
attainment
Q1 2014)
to achieve 1 per 1000 patients
2015 inclusive)

ANNANDALE MEDICAL CENTRE

5,600

6

12

214%

BOLLINGTON MEDICAL CENTRE

10,800

11

11

102%

BROKEN CROSS SURGERY

5,582

6

6

107%

CHELFORD SURGERY

3,700

4

8

216%

15,000

15

15

100%

GEORGE STREET SURGERY

7,700

8

13

169%

HANDFORTH HEALTH CENTRE

9,800

10

10

102%

HIGH STREET SURGERY

7,500

8

10

133%

KENMORE MEDICAL CENTRE

12,300

12

15

122%

LAWTON HOUSE SURGERY

10,000

10

12

120%

7

7

100%

CUMBERLAND HOUSE SURGERY

MANCHESTER ROAD MEDICAL CENTRE

7,100

MCILVIRIDE MEDICAL PRACTICE

6,400

6

9

141%

MEADOWSIDE MEDICAL CENTRE

7,908

8

9

114%

11,300

11

13

115%

9,000

9

16

178%

PRIORSLEGH MEDICAL CENTRE

11,300

11

8

71%

READESMOOR MEDICAL GROUP PRACTICE

13,000
13

15

115%

13

18

144%

PARK GREEN SURGERY
PARK LANE HOUSE MEDICAL CENTRE

SOUTH PARK SURGERY

12,500

THE HEALTH CENTRE (HOLMES CHAPEL)

11,700
12

16

137%

THE SCHOOLHOUSE SURGERY

4,577

5

5

109%

TOFT ROAD SURGERY

9,700

10

13

134%

WILMSLOW HEALTH CENTRE

11,100

11

35

315%

Total

192,467

192

276.00

143%

4

Improving inhaler technique
• Year‐end summary of the level of attainment
for checking inspiratory flow and observing
inhaler technique
• Overall higher rates of achievement than last
year
• All practices surpassed last year’s 50% target

5

6

Prescribing Data to end Feb 15
• Improved overall position since the January
data, although one peer group remains
overspent.
• However, there are still pending year‐end
adjustments (e.g.list size, charges to local
authority) and incorrect allocation of out of
area prescribing
• Final figures due next month, with
adjustments
7

8

GP Practice Prescribing Service
2015‐16
Scheme or no scheme?!
Final year of such a service
£1pppp investment retained
Prescribing budget component reduced from 70p to
20p
• Budgetary target is now for CCG outturn rather than
practice or peer group
• 50p has been redirected towards MMT engagement
• Final 30p relates to quality areas for antibiotic
stewardship
•
•
•
•

9

Medicines Management Engagement
and Prescribing Budget Managemnet
• Each practice has a nominated GP prescribing lead to
meet with the MMT pharmacist/technician regularly to
develop and update the plan
• Attendance at GP prescribing lead meetings ± other
educational meetings relating to prescribing
• Engagement in prescribing initiatives at peer group
level where appropriate
• Practice engagement to deliver the pieces of work
agreed relating to quality, safety and cost effectiveness
• Continued reporting of medicines safety incidents to
enable learning to be shared and systems improved.
10

Antibiotic Prescribing
Improving antibiotic prescribing is s a mandatory part of
the national CCG Quality Premium . This requires:
• Reduction in the number of antibiotics prescribed‐
overall CCG target is to achieve an annual antibiotic
prescribing rate of 1132 items per STAR PU
• Reduction in the proportion of antibiotics prescribed as
broad spectrum (cephalosporins, co‐amoxiclav and
quinolones)‐ CCG target is to maintain the proportion
of broad‐spectrum antibiotics items to below England
average of 11.3%
11

12

13
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Development of Stroke services in
Eastern Cheshire
(Hospital Services and Rehabilitation)

The History…
• Ability of East Cheshire NHS Trust to meet national
standards
• Introduction of “hyper acute centres” (Salford,
Stockport and North Staffordshire)
• National Evidence around “Centres of Excellence” –
Study of London and Greater Manchester
• Lack of Community Rehabilitation Capacity
• Transport between sites

The development so far…
• All suspected acute stroke patients now transferred
directly to hyper acute centres:
• Stockport/Salford
• Royal Stoke

• Robust repatriation protocols in place to support
return when stable
• Plans for an integrated stroke rehabilitation
service….

Integrated Stroke rehab service
Working with social care partners and using a pooled resource to commission
an integrated pathway which includes:
• Supported early discharge
Daily short sessions for 6 weeks, linked to individual and personal goals
• Community Rehabilitation
Patients and carers agree a longer term rehabilitation plan which aims to
optimise recovery. Personal goals will be set and choice offered to people.
Support will include help with activities of daily living and access to
information, advice and support.
• Psychological therapy
Access to psychological therapy will to help people regain confidence and
adapt to their changing lifestyle post stroke. Support will be tailored to
individual needs and aligned community integration schemes to improve the
quality of life for stroke survivors and their carer’s

Progress to date and next steps…
•
•
•

•

specification agreed (based on greater Manchester
specification)
business case development in progress aiming to complete
by end of May for presentation to the June GB
expectation that this will be delivered through a process
of service redesign although there may be some external
procurement to meet existing gaps in service provision
implementation plans and timescales will need to be
agreed within the final business plan

GOVERNING BODY MEETING held in public
27 May 2015
Report Title

Agenda Item 2.4.2

Eastern Cheshire HealthVoice

Purpose of report
This report provides the Governing Body with an overview of discussions that have taken
place at the patient and carer advisory committee “Eastern Cheshire HealthVoice”.

Key points
Since the last report to the Governing Body meeting, the group has met in April 2015 and
key discussions focused on the following:
 sub group reports on Systems resilience, marketing and commissioning intentions
 a presentation and discussion about the Cheshire Integrated Digital Care Record
 an update on stoke service development for Eastern Cheshire residents
 a presentation and discussion about the CCG complaints service
Future Meeting Date:
Thursday 18th June 2015, 6:15 - 8:15pm at Capesthorne Room, Macclesfield Town Hall

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve
Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information



Benefits / value to our population / communities
Eastern Cheshire Community HealthVoice provides members of the Eastern Cheshire
population with a formalised approach to raising concerns, issues or suggestions in how the
CCG can continue to ensure that the commissioning decisions it makes involves its
population.

Report Author
Matthew Cunningham

Contributors

Head of Corporate Services

Date of report

11 May 2015
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MINUTES
Thursday 23rd April 2015, 10.00-12.00
New Life Church, Congleton
Attendees Name
Trevor Lerman
Andrew Blain
Barrie Towse
Brian Taylor
Chris Godfrey
Cyril Towse
Diane Walton
Eileen Talbot
Jacquie Grinham
Joan Teggart
Jo Rose
John Adams
John Teggart
Loreen Chikwira
Mabel Taylor
Milka Podsiedlik
Patrick H Heywood
In Attendance
ECCCG
Neil Evans
Matthew Cunningham
Charles Makin
Bill Swann
Dawn Wayne

.TL
.AB
.BT
.BrT
.CG
.CT
.DW
.ET
.JG
.JT
.JR
.JA
.JoT
.LC
.MT
.MP
.PH

Chair and Handforth Health Centre PPG
Kenmore PPG

NE
MC
CM
BS
DaW

Commissioning Director
Head of Corporate Services
Communications Manager
Governing Body Lay Member
Notetaker

Jackie Millar
Rosie Kendrew
Chris Clegg

JM
RK
CC

Programme Manager, Cheshire Care Record
Complaints, Incidents and Governance Manager
Governance Officer

KAFKA
Toft Road PPG
Lawton House PPG
Senior Voice for Macclesfield
Citizens Advice Bureau (CAB)
Manchester Road PPG
Annandale PPG
Action for Sick Children
Manchester Road PPG
Healthwatch Cheshire East
KAFKA
Pathways CIC
Toft Road PPG

Action

Item

Minutes of the last meeting and Matters Arising
 Photo Consent forms – some are still outstanding from the last
meeting, if you did attend the March meeting and have not yet
returned your consent form, please return to Charles Malkin as soon
as possible.
photography
consent form.doc
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TL referred to the upcoming GP Practice review and asked whether it
was intended that Patients were to be included. NE agreed to find
out when future sessions were being held and how patients were
being involved.



TL also referred to a recent CCG e mail invitation to a major Carers
event, which was received by HealthVoice members with only 24
hours notice. The invitations had been sent out well in advance to all
other invitees.
He made the plea that HealthVoice not be seen as an ‘afterthought’
but is considered by all to be an active entity/partner.

Action: NE to confirm dates of future GP Practice review sessions
and how patients were being involved in the review.




NE

Feedback on Care Homes listening events (Page 4). It was advised
that the date on which Julia Curtis would update the group around
‘What good care looks like’ would need to be revised in line with the
new HealthVoice meeting dates and would be advised at the next
meeting.
Audiology Services (Page 5) DW requested that the minutes be
amended to reflect her query as to whether the decision to withdraw
hearing aid supply for those with mild hearing loss at North
Staffordshire hospital would have any influence on the strategic plans
for audiology.
DaW

Action: DaW to amend minutes.
The minutes were agreed as an accurate record subject to the above
amendment.
TL commented on the lack of Agenda items forthcoming from HealthVoice
members. Requests for agenda items for discussion are circulated two
weeks before each meeting. The return is always NIL.
He reiterated his desire that the MEMBERS drive the Agenda………and
redoubled his request for members to endeavour to submit Agenda items
for discussion at future meetings.
CG/AB suggested a separate ‘workshop/brain storming’ session could be
arranged to consider discussion topics for future meetings.
MP offered to share a report on Eastern Cheshire BME (Black and
Minority Ethnic) community engagement. PathwaysCIC was contracted to
provide community engagement around Caring Together, Think Pharmacy
and Choose Well, as well as supporting local BME communities in
accessing appropriate health services. MP will update
on this work and share some tips for working with BME communities as
well as with ‘seldom heard’.
Page 2 of 7
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CG

Action: TL &MP to agree which meeting agenda to include the BME
update in.
Future Meeting Dates
The Chair proposed that the frequency of HealthVoice meetings be
changed from every 6 weeks to every 8 weeks and it was also proposed
to vary the day and time.
Agreement: It was agreed that the main HealthVoice group will meet
every 8 weeks but that the sub group meetings and activities should
still continue to meet in between. Days and times of the meetings to
vary to allow for greater inclusion.
Systems Resilience Sub Group Report – John Adams
1.
Accident & Emergency
The believed cause of the poor performance for December was not related
to the volume of patients treated. We care for between 900/1,000 per
week in A& E and that applied to December. The believed cause was a big
shift up the age scale and patients arriving in a condition such that they
needed a bed straight away. If caught earlier many could have been
treated at home. Bed capacity has been a key problem since then and
that, affected also by Delayed Transfers of Care, has knocked the planned
side of the hospital into substantial difficulty. A recovery plan was agreed
in January but we have not pulled back to the standard being achieved
pre-December. The impact of the recovery plan has yet to be felt. Our
performance has been erratic and from January has weekly ranged from
as low as 70.2% to 94.8% but below the objective. The number of
emergency admissions through A &E is now on a downward trend which
will help elective patients by freeing up bed capacity.
2. Friends and Family
Should not be discounted but there is a wide variation in the number of
people interviewed to achieve the reported results.
4.
Acute
We are going to be cancelling planned operations and missing the 18
week objective for a while. The figures in the report show our performance
is below the objective mainly because of the lack of bed space. The impact
of A&E bed requirements has been substantial. Delayed Transfers of Care
is indicating an upward trend which will decrease bed capacity.
5.
Issues
We are currently short of bed capacity and nurses. On beds every effort is
being made to find additional capacity. On nurses you are aware that 20
Italian nurses arrived in Dec/Jan. The government has applied a ban on
recruiting nurses outside the EEC so we cannot do what Addenbrooks
hospital did in the last year, bring in 100 nurses from the Far East, about
half of them from the Philippines. You are aware that our Trust spends in
excess of £500,000 / month on contract staff. In December it was close to
£1million. The Trust Director of HR is expected to attend the May Systems
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Resilience Group meeting when we may have a better idea of recruitment.
From a personal point of view there is a shortage of accurate, up-to-date
information to show that the recovery plan is working through to our 18
week pathways.
6.
111 Contract
This had been awarded to NWAS and will in operation from 1st October
2015
7.
Patient Transport Service contract is up for renewal this year –
NWAS currently operate the contract for the North West apart from
Greater Manchester which is contracted to Arriva.
Link to report:
http://www.echealthvoice.info/Downloads/Systems%20Resilience%20%20HV%20Sub-group%20report.pdf
Communications & Marketing Sub Group Report – Trevor Lerman
TL confirmed that the HealthVoice website www.echealthvoice.info was
now up and running and thanked, CM, DW and JR for their help with this.
Unfortunately the press release failed to generate any interest with the
local press or radio stations and HealthVoice was not featured. Further
work will be done to try and find a suitable ‘hook’ to base a new release
around. There was some debate as to the efficacy of posters to advertise
the existence of HealthVoice. Some members felt that it was important to
get the logo in the public domain especially for minority groups who may
not know where to look for the website, and it was a relatively cheap and
easy way to provide information.
Action: MT indicated that she had some contacts at the Knutsford
Guardian and CM will liase with her to discuss.
CM advised that it was important to be aware of the importance of social
media. The CCG currently has 2,500 followers on Twitter and it is hoped
that the HealthVoice account will generate a similar following.
A question was raised about whether HealthVoice could be promoted on
the screens in GP waiting rooms and TL advised that this was one of
many ideas the subgroup was looking into with practices.
Commissioning Intentions Sub Group Report – Andrew Blain
AB reported that the group had spent a lot of time trying to understand a
very complicated process and were now in a position to provide support to
the CCG. The group has agreed to be involved in the monitoring and
review process for three different contracts in the community and acute
trust, and between now and November will be looking to collect ideas for
where money might be spent most effectively in 2016/17.
Cheshire Integrated Digital Care Record
Jackie Millar, Programme Manager for the Cheshire Shared Care Record,
was introduced to the group and presented some slides outlining the
introduction of the Shared Care Record into Eastern Cheshire following a
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MT/CM

successful trial period in Western Cheshire. The system will be fully
operational in about 6 months’ time and will enable selected health care
providers to view and share high level patient data across the Cheshirewide health footprint. The information will not be used for data reporting or
statistical purposes and will be ‘view only’. Unfortunately the infrastructure
is not available to allow the records to be viewed nationally and the
ambulance service is not able to view it but the out of hours services do
have access.
Link to the presentation:
http://www.echealthvoice.info/healthvoice-meetings/healthvoice-meeting23/8043
Stroke Services Update
NE updated the group on progress for commissioning an integrated stroke
rehabilitation service. Eastern Cheshire currently has a very hospital
based rehabilitation model which the CCG recognises is a fairly oldfashioned approach to stroke rehabilitation. Recent data has shown that
outcomes can be better and recovery more effective if rehabilitation takes
place in a community setting. The CCG are working with health partners
and the Stroke Association to develop the new service. Nikki Hotchin at
the CCG is leading the development of the business case and service
specification and would welcome input from HealthVoice to help refine and
review the draft document. Nikki can be contacted by email
Nikki.hotchin@nhs.net
Document can be viewed at:
http://www.echealthvoice.info/healthvoice-meetings/healthvoice-meeting23/8043
A question was asked regarding any intentions by East Cheshire Trust to
reduce the number of stroke beds on ward 11. NE advised that this
initiative was about improving care but the strategy would be implemented
and proved to be working before any decision was made around bed
reduction.
A question was raised about the level of support patients would receive on
discharge. NE stressed that part of the team developing this service was
the existing rehabilitation team and the services patients currently receive
on the ward would be transferred to the community. It is the same heavily
therapy led model. He assured the group that the scheme had not been
developed by management but by the clinicians currently delivering the
service on the ward.
In reply to a question relating to mental health services and input from
Cheshire & Wirral Partnership, NE advised that resource for mental health
has been ring-fenced as part of the multi-disciplinary team and would be
provided either at pre-discharge from ward 11 or in the patients home via
the multi-disciplinary team. Details will be in the business case which will
be freely available.
CCG Complaints Service
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Rosie Kendrew, Complaints, Incidents and Governance Manager, and
Chris Clegg, Governance Officer, presented slides to the group to explain
the new public friendly CCG complaints service. RK explained that the
emphasis for the new service would be on:


Accessibility – despite being a small team they would try and
ensure the telephone was answered personally within office hours
and will always return calls left on the voicemail.



Responsive – providing clarity about what services the CCG can
respond to complaints about and help with the complaints
procedures from other services. Being an active partner in a
complaint to help facilitate and feedback updates.



Outcomes – ensuring the complaint is dealt with in a professional,
courteous way and all parties are aware of the outcome



Improvements – learning from past cases, aim to be positive and
change the ethos towards complaints leading to service
improvement.

In response to a query about the complaints service having the necessary
authority to ensure that change happens, RK advised that all providers
have to adhere to complaints legislation. Service providers are required to
report complaints to the CCG. Commissioners have influence over service
providers through their contracts and all complaints are brought before the
Quality & Performance Committee which is chaired by a lay member of the
Governing Body. The complaints team and committees they report into
are held to account by the CCG Governing Body.
A question was asked about how the team will respond when a complaint
is made against a member of the NHS staff. RK explained that, by being
open and honest with everyone, they would work with the staff member to
reflect on their behaviour and learn from the experience so that mistakes
are not repeated.
RK agreed that some members of the public had the perception that their
care may be compromised if they make a complaint and it was a barrier
that they would try to break down over time.
When asked whether consideration was being given to what other CCG’s
and NHS Trusts were doing with regard to complaints, RK advised that
they had good links already with the our partner CCGs and were looking to
widen this scope in future.
Link to presentation: http://www.echealthvoice.info/Downloads/YourViews/HealthVoice/23%20April%202015/CCG%20Complaints%20and%2
0Concerns%20Team.pdf
Implementation of CCG Annual Plan
Due to time restrictions this item was deferred to the next meeting.
Any Other Business
Replacement for Rebecca – MC advised that Rebecca’s replacement,
Usman Nawaz, would be starting in post on 11th May and another new
addition to the communications and engagement team, Kate Banks would
be starting on 6th May as Comms & Engagement Officer to support
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Charles and Usman.
Elections for Officers of HealthVoice
TL advised that the time had come round again to elect a Chair and
Deputy Chair of HealthVoice. Anyone interested in either position should
contact Matthew Cunningham – matthew.cunningham@nhs.net . Matthew
will send round details of the nomination and election process once it has
been finalised.
Use of Microphone at Meetings
Members were politely asked to remember to use the microphones when
speaking during the meetings as the hearing loop system will only work
effectively when people speak directly into the microphones. Anyone
using the hearing loop system is distinctly disadvantaged if people try and
talk without the microphone, no matter how loudly they shout.
Date and Time of Next Meeting:
Thursday 18th June, 6.15-8.15 pm, Capesthorne Room, Macclesfield
Town Hall, Market Place, Macclesfield SK10 1EA
PLEASE NOTE TIME
(NB: Multi Storey Car Park on Jordangate is locked at 8.00pm)
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GOVERNING BODY MEETING
27 May 2015
Report Title

Agenda Item

3.1

Annual Report and Accounts 2014-15

Purpose of report
This report introduces to the Governing Body the final draft of second Annual Report and
Accounts of NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG), covering the
financial year period 1 April 2014 to 31 March 2015.

Key points
All CCGs are required to publish annually a suite of documents outlining the performance of
the organisation in the previous financial year. The key elements are:
 Annual Report, including Remuneration Report;
 Statements by the membership, Accountable Officer, including an Annual Governance
Statement
 Annual Accounts
The Governing Body is required to review and approval the final draft version and take into
account external audit opinion.

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve

Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information

Benefits / value to our population / communities
The annual report and accounts is the key way in which CCGs demonstrate their effective
stewardship of public money and discharge their accountability to tax payers.

Report Author
Alex Mitchell

Contributors
Matthew Cunningham

Chief Finance Officer

Head of Corporate Services

Niall O’Gara
Date of report

Technical Accountant
19 May 2015
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Annu
ual Repo
ort and Accoun
nts 2014
4-15
1.

E
Executiv
ve Summ
mary

1.1

C
Clinical Co
ommissioniing Groupss (CCGs) have a sta
atutory dutty1 to prod
duce an an
nnual
rreport and accounts.

1.2

T
The annua
al report a
and accounts is the key way in which CCGs demonstrate their
e
effective sttewardship
p of public m
money and
d discharge
e their acco
ountability to tax paye
ers.

1.3

T
The Annua
al Report and Acco
ounts 2014
4-15 for N
NHS Easte
ern Cheshire CCG, once
ffinalised a
and approvved, will b
be publishe
ed and made publiccly availab
ble as a single
s
d
document. The documents pressent the sttory of the CCGs activities during the previous
ffinancial ye
ear, from 1 April 2014
4 and endin
ng 31 Marcch 2015.

1.4

T
The CCGs annual rep
port and acccounts co
ontain:
 a strateg
gic report
 a memb
bership report
 a remun
neration rep
port
 stateme
ent of the acccountable
e officer’s rresponsibiliities
 a govern
nance state
ement
 four prim
mary financcial stateme
ents
 notes to
o the accou
unts
 a report and opinio
on from an independe
ent auditor

1.5

It is the re
esponsibilitty of the A
Accountablle Officer of the CC
CG to prep
pare the an
nnual
rreport and accounts o
on behalf o
of the CCG
G and to co
omply with tthe submisssion date of 29
M
May 2015.

1.6

E
External A
Audit will a
also present to the Governing
g Body itss conclusio
ons around
d the
A
Annual Rep
port and Accounts 20
014-15 wh
hich need to be considered whe
en reviewin
ng the
rreports.

1.7

In approvin
ng the Ann
nual Repo
ort and Acccounts, the
e memberrs of the Governing
G
Body
cconfirm th
hat they are satissfied they present CCGs year
y
in a
an approp
priate,
ccomprehen
nsive, balan
nced and coherent
c
w
way.

1.8

T
The CCG w
would like to
t formallyy thank all tthose involved for the
eir input an
nd effort intto the
p
preparation
n of the atta
ached Ann
nual Reportt and Acco
ounts.

2.

R
Recomm
mendation
n(s)

2.1

T
The Goverrning Body is asked:
 note Exxternal Aud
dit’s opinio
on
 approvve the final draft for pu
ublication tthe 2014-15:
 Annual Reportt
 Annual Accoun
nts

1

Paragrap
ph 17 of Schedule 2 of the Healtth and Social Ca
are Act 2012 (‘th
he 2012 Act’).
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Delega
ate to the G
Governancce and Aud
dit Committtee (GAC) the authorrity to make
e and
approvve minor am
mendmentts to the An
nnual Repo
ort and Acccounts sho
ould any isssues
be raissed by the Governing
G
Body.

3.

R
Reasons
s for reco
ommenda
ation(s)

3.1

C
CCGs havve a statuto
ory duty to
o produce an
a annual report and
d accountss, publish it and
ccommunica
ate its pub
blication to members of the pub
blic and keyy stakehold
ders. To en
nable
iits publicattion, the Go
overning Body is requ
uired to consider and approve the final dra
aft.

4.

P
Peer Gro
oup Area / Town A
Area Affe
ected

4.1

A
All

5.

P
Populatio
on affectted

5.1

A
All

6.

C
Context

6.1

T
This is the
e second a
annual repo
ort and acccounts forr NHS Easstern Chesshire CCG as a
sstatutory N
NHS body.

7.

F
Finance

7.1

T
The annua
al report an
nd accountts presentss the final view of ho
ow NHS Ea
astern Che
eshire
C
CCG has d
discharged
d its financcial duties in the financial year 1 April 2014 to 31 March
M
2
2015.

8.

Q
Quality a
and Patie
ent Experrience

8.1

T
The annua
al report and accountss provides a statement from NH
HS Eastern
n Cheshire CCG
o
on how it iss meeting iits duties around
a
qua
ality and pa
atient experrience.

9.

C
Consulta
ation and
d Engage
ement

(prreviously co
onsidered by
y or needs to be consiidered

b
by Public/Pa
atient/Carer//Clinical/Sta
aff)

9.1

C
CCG Stafff, Governin
ng Body m
members a
and repressentatives of our me
ember pracctices
h
have been
n engaged in and in
nvolved in the produ
uction of th
he contentt of this an
nnual
rreport and accounts.

10.

E
Equality

10.1

T
The
annua
al report a
and accounts provide
es a state
ement from
m NHS Ea
astern Che
eshire
C
CCG on ho
ow it is mee
eting its Pu
ublic Secto
or Duty.

11.

L
Legal

11.1

T
The annua
al report and accoun
nts provide
es evidencce that add
dresses a number o
of key
llegal dutiess required of NHS Ea
astern Cheshire CCG
G.

12.

C
Commun
nication

12.1

T
The annua
al report an
nd accountss will be a publicly avvailable do
ocument an
nd thereforre will
n
need to be
e presented
d in an acccessible forrmat for pa
atients and carers. Up
pon approvval of
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tthe final drraft by the Governing
g Body, the
e annual re
eport and a
accounts w
will be form
matted
a
and design
ned to furth
her improve
e its accesssibility and readabilityy.
12.2

F
Following approval the
t
CCG must publlish / makke available the ann
nual reportt and
a
accounts o
on its webssite by 5 Ju
une 2015. The unform
matted verrsion of thiss documen
nt will
b
be publish
hed by th
his date w
with a vie
ew for it to be rep
placed witth an upd
dated
fformatted/d
designed vversion befo
ore the CC
CG Annual General Meeting
M
(AG
GM).

12.3

B
Before 30 Septembe
er 2015 the
e CCG mu
ust present its annua
al report and
a
accoun
nts to
sstakeholde
ers, includin
ng membe
ers of the p
public, at itss AGM. Th
he CCG ha
as schedule
ed 29
JJuly 2015 a
as the date
e of its 2015 AGM.

13.

B
Background and Options
s

13.1

T
The form a
and conten
nt of the an
nnual repo
ort and acccounts is directed
d
by NHS Eng
gland2
a
and CCGss must me
eet the requirementss of the D
Departmen
nt of Healtth’s manua
al for
a
accounts.3

13.2

IIn practice
e, this is acchieved byy following
g NHS Eng
gland’s Annual Repo
orting Guid
dance
4
((ARG). Th
his guidancce was rele
eased last yyear and in
n the absen
nce of an u
updated ve
ersion
tthis year, the
t
CCG h
has chosen to adoptt these guidelines to
o inform the
e structure
e and
ccontent requirementss for the Annual
A
Re
eport and Accounts 2014-15. The CCG also
rreferred to
o an Annua
al Report a
and Accou
unts bench
hmarking re
eport5 prod
duced by G
Grant
T
Thornton U
UK LLP – which high
hlighted be
est practice
e and how
w the CCG Annual R
Report
a
and Accou
unts 2013-14 compared to thosse reports from com
mparative o
organisation
ns. A
ssummary o
of these findings can be seen in
n Appendix A.

13.3

T
The first d
draft of the
e Annual Report and Accountts 2014-15
5 was sub
bmitted to NHS
E
England an
nd Grant T
Thornton UK
U LLP - th
he external auditors for
f NHS Ea
astern Che
eshire
C
CCG - on
n Friday 24 April 20
015. The CCG
C
rece
eived feedb
back from NHS Eng
gland
((Appendix B) which
h highlighted areas for impro
ovement, w
which wass subsequ
uently
a
addressed and includ
ded within tthe final drraft for approval.

13.4

F
Following approval o
of the drafft Annual Report (Appendix C
C) and Acccounts 201
14-15
((Appendix D) by the
e Governin
ng Body th
he two reports will be combine
ed as one.. The
C
CCG is the
en required
d to submitt the reportt and accou
unts to NH
HS England
d by 12.00 noon
2
29 May 2015.

13.5

T
The CCG m
must publish / make available tthe annual report and accountss on its we
ebsite
b
by 5 June 2015
2

13.6

B
Before 30 Septembe
er 2015 the
e CCG mu
ust present its annua
al report and
a
accoun
nts to
sstakeholde
ers, includin
ng membe
ers of the p
public, at itss AGM. Th
he CCG ha
as schedule
ed 29
JJuly 2015 a
as the date
e of its 2015 AGM.

2
3
4
5

http://www.england.nhs.uk/w
wp-content/uploadss/2013/03/b-directtions-ccgs.pdf
https://www
w.gov.uk/governm
ment/uploads/syste
em/uploads/attachm
ment_data/file/389
9082/FRAB__122_
__09_-_2014-15_
_MfA_untracked.pd
df
http://www.england.nhs.uk/w
wp-content/uploadss/2014/04/ccg-ann
n-rep-guid.pdf
http://www.easterncheshireccg.nh
hs.uk/downloads/pub
blications/annual-repo
ort-and-accounts/Gra
ant%20Thornton%20A
Annual%20Report%2
20Benchmarking%20
0Report.pdf
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14.

A
Access to
t furtherr informa
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14.1 F
For further informatio
on relating to
t this repo
ort contact::
Name
e
Alex Mitchell
Desig
gnation
Chief Fina
ance Office
er
Date
20 May 2015
Telephone
01625 66
63456
Email
alex.mitch
hell@nhs.n
net

15.
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Appendic
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Appen
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Goverrnance
Prior Committee Approva
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n/a
CCG F
Five Year Strategic Plan prog
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s report is linked to
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g Togetherr
Q
Quality Imp
provement
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al Health & Alcohol



O
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CCG F
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g a positive
e experiencce of care
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nage their condition
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ality of life
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o
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more long
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S
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Summary of NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG benchmarking position
This section sets out how the disclosures in your Annual Report rank against the chosen population:
• "Compared to the overall population" means in the context of all the entities including all CCGs, FTs and non-FTs
• "Compared to your peer group" means in the context of just the entities of your type
Each topic is placed in one of three categories:
• You are ahead on: your score was substantially above the population average score, or you gave the expected answer whereas the majority of the
population did not, and your RAG-rating [red/amber/green rating] is therefore green
• You are with the pack on: your score was close to the population average score, or your answer was in line with the majority of the population, and
your RAG-rating is therefore amber
• You are trailing on: your score was substantially below the population average score , or you did not give the expected answer whereas the majority of
the population did, and your RAG-rating is therefore red
These RAG-ratings also appear in the next section, which contains your individual benchmark data.
Your relationship with the population average does does not necessarily denote the adequacy of your disclosure in the Annual Report. Your individual
benchmark data sets out our specific findings.
[Please note that some topics that appear in the next section do not involve ranking against the population as it is not appropriate to do so, and therefore
those topics are not included in this section]

© 2015 Grant Thornton UK LLP. All rights reserved.
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Summary of NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG benchmarking position
Compared to the overall population…..

You are ahead on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

description of Going Concern status/financial
resilience
coverage of different pathways
coverage of mergers, partnerships and/or joint
ventures
coverage of learning and clinical networks
disclosure on Joint/Co-commissioning
Local Authority overview and scrutiny
committee
independent governance review
the level of detail on the appraisal of the chief
operating officer
disclosure of strategic risks in AGS
NHS England assessment of the assurance
framework

You are with the pack on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

disclosure of compliance/assurance control
gaps against the framework
fair, balanced & understandable
rating for Corporate Governance
Statement/AGS
understanding & learning from views of staff
consultation with local groups and
organisations
clear and concise representation of stewardship
matters affecting the ability to create value
risks/opportunities to financially sustainable
future
production of integrated plan
sign posting to social media usage
sign posting to face to face engagement
ease of website access & navigation

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

You are trailing on:
•
•
•
•
•

IH&SC what the strategy seeks to do
IH&SC collaboration with others
IH&SC financial impact
IH&SC governance and risks
whether lay members appraise the Chair in
his/her absence

•
•
•
•
•

© 2015 Grant Thornton UK LLP. All rights reserved.

whether lay members appraise the chief
operating officer in his/her absence
Governing body & committee performance
evaluation
disclosure on staff engagement survey score
communication of value creation
focus on stakeholders' needs, interests &
expectations

•
•
•
•
•

voting balance of governing
body lies with lay and GP
members
a statement on governing body
diversity
a statement on staff diversity
sickness absence %
value of productivity lost per
employee
alternative service delivery
coverage of hospital franchises
and/or hospital chain
coverage of incentivising
teams/providers
coverage of extending
buddying & mentoring
schemes
coverage of use of new
technologies
coverage of use of medical
advancements
disclosure on integrated health
and social care agenda
joint commissioning - finance
joint commissioning operations
joint commissioning - people
joint commissioning -

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

reputation
Overview & Scrutiny
Committee activity & impact
governing body effectiveness
review
the level of detail on the
appraisal of the Chair
financial experience on audit
committee
quality experience on audit
committee
audit committee monitors &
reviews clinical audit
effectiveness
audit committee effectiveness
self-review
disclosure of risk appetite
understanding the views of
major stakeholders
sign posting to alternative
engagement documents
sign posting to summary
reports
sign posting to website-enabled
reports
sign posting to integrated
reporting
1
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14‐15 Annual Report & Annual Governance Statement ‐ Regional Team Assurance Template ‐ DRAFT
CCG Name

Eastern Cheshire

Reviewer

Richard Freeman, Head of Delivery, North Region ‐ Cheshire & Merseyside

Question

Free Text Response

Annual Report Narrative: Does the CCG's annual report
contain all the required statutory sections as dictated by the
Health & Social Care Act 2012:

A Foreword by the Chair is provided, together with an Introduction from the GP Locality Leads. The Chair's
Foreword sets out the challenges facing the CCG and includes reference to the problems concerning access to
A&E services. Section 2 provides the context to the CCG.The methodology for Figure Two on p.11 is not user‐
friendly and does not make the point at a glance.

(2)An annual report must, in particular—.
(a)explain how the clinical commissioning group has
discharged its duties under sections 14R (Duty to improve
quality), 14T (Duty to reduce inequalities) and 14Z2 (Duty
to involve the public), and.
(b)review the extent to which the group has contributed to
the delivery of any joint health and wellbeing strategy to
which it was required to have regard under section
116B(1)(b) of the Local Government and Public Involvement
in Health Act 2007..
(3)In preparing the review required by subsection (2)(b), the
clinical commissioning group must consult each relevant
Health and Wellbeing Board..

Red/Green Rating
(insert block colour)

If Red, please set out planned
action

There is a considerable section on improving quality, including approach to quality, specific objectives &
intitiativesembedding the 6C's, working in partnership and Safeguarding.
Section 2.27 is the Equality Report and refers to the CCG's duty to reduce inequalities. However, the report is
brief concerning actions to reduce inequalities, one example given is the use of Community Development
Workers and the other is to require service providers to undertake the Equality Delivery System (EDS)
assessment and to set equality objectives. The CCG also undertook an EDS assessment and was classified as
'Developing" in 2013.

More detail should be provided
on how actions the CCG has
taken to reduce health
inequalities.

P.10 refers to supporting Eastern Cheshire HealthVoice and that views and work have been fed back at each
Governing Body meeting. HealthVoice members have also "been instrumental in the prioritisation of the CCG
commissioning intentions and provide public/patient represention on a variety of CCG meetings and groups"
and "provided insight and support to a number of work areas and the day to business of the CCG"
Reference is made to the HWB refreshed strategy. The link goes to a joint statement and this is sufficient to
meet (b) and (c)

Annual Report Narrative: What issues of performance or
The Chair's Foreword included reference to "poor access to hospital Accident and Emergency care and to
failure to discharge statutory duties has the CCG identified in
Emergency
its annual report?
Ambulance services". Section 2.25 and Figure 7 provides the detail of which targets were hit or missed and sets
out reasons/action where targets were missed.

Annual Report Narrative: Are there any instances whereby
the CCG's performance or discharge of duties has not been
reflected in the way the regional team would expect, or is
not backed up by regional intelligence/assessment of the
CCG?

In recent months, considerable scrutiny has been on Delayed Transfers of Care, but there is no mention of this
in the report.
Whilst infection control is mentioned as a key objective in 2.19 there does not appear to be any mention of
performance on this. Data shows that C Diff trajectory was missed and there was 1 MRSA infection, although
that was complex and no fault would be identified. In addition, Eastern Cheshire CCG had two patients who
waited over 52 weeks and we would expect this to be included, but we found no mention.

‐ Consider adding information
on DTOCs
‐ Add infection control
performance measures
‐ Add information on 52 week
waiters

Annual Governance Statement: Does the statement include
an introduction and context section, that is consistent with
your knowledge, experience and understanding of the CCG
and is otherwise appropriate? Have any
conditions/directions that the CCG is subject to been
appropriately explained in the introduction?
The introduction, context and authorisation information is appropriate
Annual Governance Statement: Does the Scope of
Responsibility section exactly mirror the guidance provided?
If not explain any variance.

This mirrors the standard wording

Annual Governance Statement: Does the statement include
a section on Compliance with the UK Corporate Governance
Code? Describe any information/disclosures contained
within it or variance from your own assessment of the CCG
that give cause for concern
Standard wording is used. However, the standard wording also asks for details and no details are given.

Section 6 is the Annual Governance Statement. Reference is made to the CCG's constitution. However, the link
to this on an earlier page does not give a result, although it can be obtained from the CCG website. Reference is
made to committees and sub‐committees and that Terms of Reference are included in the CCG Constitution.
Annual Governance Statement: Does the statement include This emphasises the need for a working link to that document. There is information on attendance at Governing
a Governance Framework section, that is consistent with
Body, but no record is provided on attendance at committees other than the Renumeration Committee. This
your knowledge, experience and understanding of the CCG could be obtained by reviewing documents on the website but it should be included in the report. Highlights are
and is otherwise appropriate? Describe any
not provided on the work of the committees and there is no assessment of the effectiveness of their work. The
information/disclosures within it or variance from your own report does not set out which committee has responsibility for the following areas: IG, SUI, Health & safety, Risk
assessment of the CCG that gives cause for concern.
management, Governing Body assurance framework, Controlled drugs.
"The performance of the Governing Body, its sub‐committees and employed staff is routinely assessed for their
effectiveness both internally and externally. In‐house assessment and appraisal are done through Personal
Development Reviews, self‐appraisal and internal audit. External audit and appraisal of effectiveness and
appropriateness is also provided though arrangements with organisations such as Grant Thornton LLP and NHS
England."
Whilst this statement is welcome, it would be useful to state the results of these assessments, altohugh it is
accepted that the Internal Audit assessment is included. There is no assessment of the effectiveness of the
Membership Body or of the Governing Body.

Provide details of compliance
with UK Corporate Governance
Code

‐ Fix link to CCG Constitution
‐ Provide information on which
committee is responsible for
which area
‐ Provide information on
attendance at committees
‐ Provide more information on
external assessments of
performance
‐ Provide assessments of the
effectiveness of committees,
the Membership Body and the
Governing Body

Annual Governance Statement: Does the statement include
a Risk Management section, that is consistent with your
Section 6.1 is the Risk Management Framework section. Assurance Framework document is available from the
knowledge, experience and understanding of the CCG and is CCG website. Risk handling appears appropriate on reading the document from the website. It would be useful
otherwise appropriate? What risks are described in this
for the statement to provide a link to the website document.
section and do they, or any of their risk handling
arrangements give cause for concern?
Significant risks are set out in 6.10. The report states that the risk to delivery of the operational plan will be
mitigated by a recovery plan via the SRG, which will be monitored. However, it is not clear as to what level of
confidence should be given to this plan.

Add to significant risks section
whether the CCG is confident
that the significant risks will be
mitigated.
It would be preferable if a link
could be provided to the latest
version of the Assurance
Framework

Section 6.7 briefly describes the CCG's approach to Internal Control. This appears cursory and it would be useful
to compare it with other CCGs. It refers to the Assurance Framework previously decribed in 6.6. No reference is
made to whether any breaches occurred of the control environment but The Head of Internal Audit concluded
that • Significant Assurance can be given that that there is a generally sound system of internal control esigned
Annual Governance Statement: Does the statement include
to meet the organisation’s objectives, and that controls are generally being applied consistently. However,
a Internal Control Framework section that adequately
some weaknesses in the design or inconsistent application of controls put the achievement of particular
explains how the CCG's control mechanisms work? Does it
objective at risk.
identify any instances where the control environment was
During the year the Internal Audit issued six audit reports, five gave “Significant Assurance”, and one was
breached? Please describe this and any actions taken.
categorised as “Limited Assurance”, detailed below: Personal Health Budgets: As part of the agreed Internal
Audit Plan for 2014 ‐ 2015, MIAA conducted a review of the developing processes within the CCG to support
personal health budgets (PHBs). The national roll out of PHBs commenced in November 2012 and a number of
cases were transferred from the NHS Central and Eastern Cheshire Primary Care Trust to the CCG. Following the
transfer Cheshire and Merseyside Commissioning Support Unit (now part of NWCSU) were contracted by the
CCG to provide administration and clinical oversight of the PHB and continuing healthcare schemes. A review of
these services is now in progress with an intention to restructure the service as a hosted service between a
number of CCGs. MIAA produced an Audit Report with recommendations based on this background of change,
increasing demand and shifting responsibilities. An action plan was agreed to implement its seven
recommendations.
Overall, the report reasonably sets out control mechanisms and reasonably concludes "no significant control
issues have been identified".
Annual Governance Statement: Does the statement include
a Information Governance section? Were any IG or data
breaches identified which give cause for concern? Please
describe this and any actions taken.

Annual Governance Statement: Does the statement include
a section on Business Critical Models that is consistent with
your knowledge, experience and understanding of the CCG
and is otherwise appropriate?

An IG section is included at 6.8. Reference is made to compliance with the toolkit and to key staff roles. "We
have submitted a satisfactory level of compliance with the information governance toolkit assessment and
there were no matters relating to Serious Untoward Incidents that were reported to the Information
Commissioners Office"

The report states that it has a number of business modelsto support delivery but does not set out what these
are.

Annual Governance Statement: What assurance is provided
by the Head of Internal Audit Opinion? Were any audits
identified that give rise to serious concerns? Please describe
The Head of Internal Audit provided Significant Assurance. There were 6 reports, 5 providing significant
this and any actions taken
assurance and 1 providing limited assurance, of which details are provided. The reprot states that an action plan
was developed but does not provide information on this or on progress.

Annual Governance Statement: Given your knowledge and
understanding of the CCG, to what extent does the
statement give assurance as their overall governance and
effectiveness?
The report concludes that no significant control issues have been identified and, given the Internal Audit view
and the Assurance Framework system, it appears reasonable to be assured.
*please indicate red if there is cause for concern and green if there is no obvious cause for concern

Set out business critical models
in more detail

If applicable, set out progress in
implementing action planon
Personal Health Budgets

Audit effectiveness and review
of committees. Individual
committees expected to
formally report on a regular /
annual basis this will be used to
underpin the AOs effectivness
on governance
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Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure
for the year ended 31 March 2015

Note
Total Income and Expenditure
Employee benefits
Operating Expenses
Other operating revenue
Net operating expenditure before interest
Finance costs
Total Net Expenditure for the year
Of which:
Administration Income and Expenditure
Employee benefits
Operating Expenses
Other operating revenue
Net administration costs before interest
Programme Income and Expenditure
Employee benefits
Operating Expenses
Other operating revenue
Net programme expenditure before interest

Total comprehensive net expenditure for the year

2014-15
£000

2013-14
£000

4.1.1
5
2

2,803
227,429
(344)
229,888

2,164
220,119
(217)
222,066

10

0
229,888

1
222,067

4.1.1
5
2

2,236
2,307
(59)
4,484

1,912
2,600
(15)
4,497

4.1.1
5
2

567
225,122
(285)
225,404

252
217,519
(202)
217,569

229,888

222,067

The notes on pages XX to XX form part of these financial statements.
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Statement of Financial Position
for the year ended 31 March 2015
31 March 2015
Note

£000

31 March 2014
£000

Non-current assets:
Property, plant and equipment
Total non-current assets

11

118
118

0
0

Current assets:
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Total current assets

12
13

2,522
144
2,666

341
459
800

2,784

800

(12,601)
(713)
(13,314)

(11,927)
0
(11,927)

Non-Current Assets plus/less Net Current Assets/Liabilities

(10,530)

(11,127)

Assets less Liabilities

(10,530)

(11,127)

Financed by Taxpayers’ Equity
General fund
Total taxpayers' equity:

(10,530)
(10,530)

(11,127)
(11,127)

Total assets
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Provisions
Total current liabilities

14
15

The financial statements on pages 63 to 91 were approved and authorised for issue by
the Governing Body on XX May and signed on its behalf by:

Jerry Hawker
Accountable Officer
XX May 2015
The notes on pages XX to XX form part of these financial statements.
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Statement of Changes in Taxpayers’ Equity
for the year ended 31 March 2015

General
fund
£000

Total
reserves
£000

Changes in taxpayers’ equity for 2014-15
Balance at 1 April 2014
Changes in NHS Clinical Commissioning Group taxpayers’ equity for 2014-15
Net operating expenditure for the financial year

(11,127)

(11,127)

(229,888)

(229,888)

Net Recognised NHS Clinical Commissioning Group Expenditure for the Financial Year(241,015)

(241,015)

Net funding

230,485

230,485

Balance at 31 March 2015

(10,530)

(10,530)

General
fund
£000

Total
reserves
£000

Changes in taxpayers’ equity for 2013-14
Balance at 1 April 2013
Changes in NHS Commissioning Board taxpayers’ equity for 2013-14
Net operating costs for the financial year
Net Recognised NHS Commissioning Board Expenditure for the Financial Year

0

0

(222,067)
(222,067)

(222,067)
(222,067)

Net funding

210,940

210,940

Balance at 31 March 2014

(11,127)

(11,127)

The notes on pages XX to XX form part of these financial statements.
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Statement of Cashflows
for the year ended 31 March 2015

Note
Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Net operating expenditure for the financial year
(Increase)/decrease in trade & other receivables
Increase/(decrease) in trade & other payables
Increase/(decrease) in provisions
Net Cash Inflow (Outflow) from Operating Activities

2014-15
£000

2013-14
£000

(229,888)
(2,181)
674
713
(230,682)

(222,067)
(341)
11,927
0
(210,481)

(118)
(118)

0
0

(230,800)

(210,481)

230,485
230,485

210,940
210,940

(315)

459

Cash & Cash Equivalents at the Beginning of the Financial Year

459

0

Cash & Cash Equivalents (including bank overdrafts) at the End
of the Financial Year

144

459

12
14
15

Cash Flows from Investing Activities
(Payments) for property, plant and equipment
Net Cash Inflow (Outflow) from Investing Activities
Net Cash Inflow (Outflow) before Financing
Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Grant in Aid Funding Received
Net Cash Inflow (Outflow) from Financing Activities
Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash & Cash Equivalents

13

The notes on pages XX to XX form part of these financial statements.
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Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 31 March 2015
1
Accounting Policies
NHS England has directed that the financial statements of Clinical Commissioning
Groups shall meet the accounting requirements of the Manual for Accounts issued by the
Department of Health. Consequently, the following financial statements have been
prepared in accordance with the Manual for Accounts 2014-15 issued by the Department
of Health. The accounting policies contained in the Manual for Accounts follow
International Financial Reporting Standards to the extent that they are meaningful and
appropriate to Clinical Commissioning Groups, as determined by HM Treasury, which is
advised by the Financial Reporting Advisory Board. Where the Manual for Accounts
permits a choice of accounting policy, the accounting policy which is judged to be most
appropriate to the particular circumstances of the Clinical Commissioning Group for the
purpose of giving a true and fair view has been selected. The particular policies adopted
by the Clinical Commissioning Group are described below. They have been applied
consistently in dealing with items considered material in relation to the accounts.
1.1

Going Concern

These accounts have been prepared on the going concern basis.
Public sector bodies are assumed to be going concerns where the continuation of the
provision of a service in the future is anticipated, as evidenced by inclusion of financial
provision for that service in published documents.
Where a clinical commissioning group ceases to exist, it considers whether or not its
services will continue to be provided (using the same assets, by another public sector
entity) in determining whether to use the concept of going concern for the final set of
Financial Statements. If services will continue to be provided the financial statements
are prepared on the going concern basis
1.2

Accounting Convention

These accounts have been prepared under the historical cost convention modified to
account for the revaluation of property, plant and equipment, intangible assets,
inventories and certain financial assets and financial liabilities.
1.3

Acquisitions & Discontinued Operations

Activities are considered to be ‘acquired’ only if they are taken on from outside the public
sector. Activities are considered to be ‘discontinued’ only if they cease entirely. They are
not considered to be ‘discontinued’ if they transfer from one public sector body to
another.
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Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 31 March 2015
1.4

Movement of Assets within the Department of Health Group

Transfers as part of reorganisation fall to be accounted for by use of absorption
accounting in line with the Government Financial Reporting Manual, issued by HM
Treasury. The Government Financial Reporting Manual does not require retrospective
adoption, so prior year transactions (which have been accounted for under merger
accounting) have not been restated. Absorption accounting requires that entities account
for their transactions in the period in which they took place, with no restatement of
performance required when functions transfer within the public sector. Where assets and
liabilities transfer, the gain or loss resulting is recognised in the Statement of
Comprehensive Net Expenditure, and is disclosed separately from operating costs.
Other transfers of assets and liabilities within the Department of Health Group are
accounted for in line with IAS 20 and similarly give rise to income and expenditure
entries.
1.5

Pooled Budgets

Where the Clinical Commissioning Group has entered into a pooled budget arrangement
under Section 75 of the National Health Service Act 2006 the Clinical Commissioning
Group accounts for its share of the assets, liabilities, income and expenditure arising
from the activities of the pooled budget, identified in accordance with the pooled budget
agreement.
If the Clinical Commissioning Group is in a “jointly controlled operation”, the Clinical
Commissioning Group recognises:

The assets the Clinical Commissioning Group controls;

The liabilities the Clinical Commissioning Group incurs;

The expenses the Clinical Commissioning Group incurs; and,

The Clinical Commissioning Group’s share of the income from the pooled
budget activities.
If the clinical commissioning group is involved in a “jointly controlled assets”
arrangement, in addition to the above, the Clinical Commissioning Group recognises:

The Clinical Commissioning Group’s share of the jointly controlled assets
(classified according to the nature of the assets);

The Clinical Commissioning Group’s share of any liabilities incurred jointly;
and,

The Clinical Commissioning Group’s share of the expenses jointly incurred.
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Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 31 March 2015
1.6

Critical Accounting Judgements & Key Sources of Estimation Uncertainty

In the application of the Clinical Commissioning Group’s accounting policies,
management is required to make judgements, estimates and assumptions about the
carrying amounts of assets and liabilities that are not readily apparent from other
sources. The estimates and associated assumptions are based on historical experience
and other factors that are considered to be relevant. Actual results may differ from those
estimates and the estimates and underlying assumptions are continually reviewed.
Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is
revised if the revision affects only that period or in the period of the revision and future
periods if the revision affects both current and future periods.
1.6.1

Critical Judgements in Applying Accounting Policies

The following are the critical judgements, apart from those involving estimations (see
below) that management has made in the process of applying the Clinical
Commissioning Group’s accounting policies that have the most significant effect on the
amounts recognised in the financial statements. Key judgements in the preparation of the
financial statements are:

ensuring that appropriate estimates are made for areas of estimation
uncertainty as set out below,

ensuring that appropriate policies are in place for recognising contractual
liabilities,

ensuring that appropriate policies are in place for considering any claims
legal or for continuing health care.
1.6.2 Key Sources of Estimation Uncertainty
The following are the key estimations that management has made in the process of
applying the Clinical Commissioning Group’s accounting policies that have the most
significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial statements:




Claims for continuing health care from 1 April 2013 are provided to the extent
that a reasonable estimate can be made for the amount of the claim and the
potential success of any claim. As NHS England has assumed responsibility
for claims received prior to 31 March 2013, the CCG is responsible only for
claims received since that date. The estimated amount in respect of
previously unassessed periods of care is of such claims at the year end is
£713,000 (2013/14 - £Nil).
Data in respect of prescribing costs are usually received two months in
arrears and it is necessary to estimate the amount that will be payable for the
last two months of the year. This estimate is based on a prescribing spend
profile issued by NHS England. The amount estimated at the year end is
£4,975,000 (2013/14 - £4,943,000).
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Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 31 March 2015


1.7

Partially completed spells are periods of care for which the provider of those
services has not billed their costs. The providers provide an estimate of the
costs that need to be billed and this estimate is checked to ensure it is
reasonable in the light of data in relation to stays. The amount is agreed
between the provider and the CCG. The total amount accrued at the year
end is £1,091,000 (2013/14 - £918,000).

Revenue

Revenue in respect of services provided is recognised when, and to the extent that,
performance occurs, and is measured at the fair value of the consideration receivable.
Where income is received for a specific activity that is to be delivered in the following
year, that income is deferred.
1.8

Employee Benefits

1.8.1 Short-term Employee Benefits
Salaries, wages and employment-related payments are recognised in the period in which
the service is received from employees, including bonuses earned but not yet taken.
The cost of leave earned but not taken by employees at the end of the period is
recognised in the financial statements to the extent that employees are permitted to carry
forward leave into the following period. As leave is not carried forward, the estimate
amounts to £Nil
1.8.2 Retirement Benefit Costs
Past and present employees are covered by the provisions of the NHS Pensions
Scheme. Details of the benefits payable under these provisions can be found on the NHS
Pensions website at www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/pensions. The scheme is an unfunded, defined
benefit scheme that covers NHS employers, General Practices and other bodies, allowed
under the direction of the Secretary of State, in England and Wales. The scheme is not
designed to be run in a way that would enable NHS bodies to identify their share of the
underlying scheme assets and liabilities. Therefore, the scheme is accounted for as if it
were a defined contribution scheme: the cost to the Clinical Commissioning Group of
participating in the scheme is taken as equal to the contributions payable to the scheme
for the accounting period.
For early retirements other than those due to ill health the additional pension liabilities
are not funded by the scheme. The full amount of the liability for the additional costs is
charged to expenditure at the time the Clinical Commissioning Group commits itself to
the retirement, regardless of the method of payment.
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Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 31 March 2015
1.9

Other Expenses

Other operating expenses are recognised when, and to the extent that, the goods or
services have been received. They are measured at the fair value of the consideration
payable.
Expenses and liabilities in respect of grants are recognised when the Clinical
Commissioning Group has a present legal or constructive obligation, which occurs when
all of the conditions attached to the payment have been met.
1.10

Property, Plant & Equipment

Recognition
Property, plant and equipment is capitalised if:

It is held for use in delivering services or for administrative purposes;

It is probable that future economic benefits will flow to, or service potential
will be supplied to the clinical commissioning group;

It is expected to be used for more than one financial year;

The cost of the item can be measured reliably; and,

The item has a cost of at least £5,000; or,

Collectively, a number of items have a cost of at least £5,000 and individually
have a cost of more than £250, where the assets are functionally
interdependent, they had broadly simultaneous purchase dates, are
anticipated to have simultaneous disposal dates and are under single
managerial control; or,

Items form part of the initial equipping and setting-up cost of a new building,
ward or unit, irrespective of their individual or collective cost.
Where a large asset, for example a building, includes a number of components with
significantly different asset lives, the components are treated as separate assets and
depreciated over their own useful economic lives.
Valuation
All property, plant and equipment are measured initially at cost, representing the cost
directly attributable to acquiring or constructing the asset and bringing it to the location
and condition necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner intended by
management. All assets are measured subsequently at fair value.
Fixtures and equipment are carried at depreciated historic cost as this is not considered
to be materially different from fair value.
Subsequent Expenditure
Where subsequent expenditure enhances an asset beyond its original specification, the
directly attributable cost is capitalised. Where subsequent expenditure restores the asset
to its original specification, the expenditure is capitalised and any existing carrying value
of the item replaced is written-out and charged to operating expenses.
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Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 31 March 2015

1.11

Government Grants

The value of assets received by means of a government grant are credited directly to
income. Deferred income is recognised only where conditions attached to the grant
preclude immediate recognition of the gain.
1.12

Leases

Leases are classified as finance leases when substantially all the risks and rewards of
ownership are transferred to the lessee. All other leases are classified as operating
leases.
1.12.1 The Clinical Commissioning Group as Lessee
Property, plant and equipment held under finance leases are initially recognised, at the
inception of the lease, at fair value or, if lower, at the present value of the minimum lease
payments, with a matching liability for the lease obligation to the lessor. Lease payments
are apportioned between finance charges and reduction of the lease obligation so as to
achieve a constant rate on interest on the remaining balance of the liability. Finance
charges are recognised in calculating the Clinical Commissioning Group’s surplus/deficit.
Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over
the lease term. Lease incentives are recognised initially as a liability and subsequently as
a reduction of rentals on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
Contingent rentals are recognised as an expense in the period in which they are
incurred.
Where a lease is for land and buildings, the land and building components are separated
and individually assessed as to whether they are operating or finance leases.
1.13

Cash & Cash Equivalents

Cash is cash in hand and deposits with any financial institution repayable without penalty
on notice of not more than 24 hours. Cash equivalents are investments that mature in 3
months or less from the date of acquisition and that are readily convertible to known
amounts of cash with insignificant risk of change in value.
In the Statement of Cash Flows, cash and cash equivalents are shown net of bank
overdrafts that are repayable on demand and that form an integral part of the Clinical
Commissioning Group’s cash management.
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for the year ended 31 March 2015
1.14

Provisions

Provisions are recognised when the clinical commissioning group has a present legal or
constructive obligation as a result of a past event, it is probable that the Clinical
Commissioning Group will be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable estimate can
be made of the amount of the obligation. The amount recognised as a provision is the
best estimate of the expenditure required to settle the obligation at the end of the
reporting period, taking into account the risks and uncertainties. Where a provision is
measured using the cash flows estimated to settle the obligation, its carrying amount is
the present value of those cash flows using HM Treasury’s discount rate as follows:
·
·
·
·

Timing of cash flows (0 to 5 years inclusive): Minus 1.50%
Timing of cash flows (6 to 10 years inclusive): Minus 1.05%
Timing of cash flows (over 10 years): Plus 2.20%
All employee early departures: 1.30%

When some or all of the economic benefits required to settle a provision are expected to
be recovered from a third party, the receivable is recognised as an asset if it is virtually
certain that reimbursements will be received and the amount of the receivable can be
measured reliably.
A restructuring provision is recognised when the Clinical Commissioning Group has
developed a detailed formal plan for the restructuring and has raised a valid expectation
in those affected that it will carry out the restructuring by starting to implement the plan or
announcing its main features to those affected by it. The measurement of a restructuring
provision includes only the direct expenditures arising from the restructuring, which are
those amounts that are both necessarily entailed by the restructuring and not associated
with on-going activities of the entity.
1.15

Clinical Negligence Costs

The NHS Litigation Authority operates a risk pooling scheme under which the Clinical
Commissioning Group pays an annual contribution to the NHS Litigation Authority which
in return settles all clinical negligence claims. The contribution is charged to expenditure.
Although the NHS Litigation Authority is administratively responsible for all clinical
negligence cases the legal liability remains with the Clinical Commissioning Group.
1.16

Non-clinical Risk Pooling

The Clinical Commissioning Group participates in the Property Expenses Scheme and
the Liabilities to Third Parties Scheme. Both are risk pooling schemes under which the
Clinical Commissioning Group pays an annual contribution to the NHS Litigation
Authority and, in return, receives assistance with the costs of claims arising. The annual
membership contributions, and any excesses payable in respect of particular claims are
charged to operating expenses as and when they become due.
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Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 31 March 2015
1.17

Continuing healthcare risk pooling

In 2014-15 a risk pool scheme has been introduced by NHS England for continuing
healthcare claims, for claim periods prior to 31 March 2013. Under the scheme clinical
commissioning group contribute annually to a pooled fund, which is used to settle the
claims.
1.18

Contingencies

A contingent liability is a possible obligation that arises from past events and whose
existence will be confirmed only by the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more
uncertain future events not wholly within the control of the Clinical Commissioning Group,
or a present obligation that is not recognised because it is not probable that a payment
will be required to settle the obligation or the amount of the obligation cannot be
measured sufficiently reliably. A contingent liability is disclosed unless the possibility of a
payment is remote.
A contingent asset is a possible asset that arises from past events and whose existence
will be confirmed by the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future
events not wholly within the control of the Clinical Commissioning Group. A contingent
asset is disclosed where an inflow of economic benefits is probable.
Where the time value of money is material, contingencies are disclosed at their present
value.
1.19

Financial Assets

Financial assets are recognised when the Clinical Commissioning Group becomes party
to the financial instrument contract or, in the case of trade receivables, when the goods
or services have been delivered. Financial assets are derecognised when the contractual
rights have expired or the asset has been transferred.
Financial assets are classified into the following categories:

Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss;

Held to maturity investments;

Available for sale financial assets; and,

Loans and receivables.
The classification depends on the nature and purpose of the financial assets and is
determined at the time of initial recognition.
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1.19.1 Financial Assets at Fair Value Through Profit and Loss
Embedded derivatives that have different risks and characteristics to their host contracts,
and contracts with embedded derivatives whose separate value cannot be ascertained,
are treated as financial assets at fair value through profit and loss. They are held at fair
value, with any resultant gain or loss recognised in calculating the Clinical
Commissioning Group’s surplus or deficit for the year. The net gain or loss incorporates
any interest earned on the financial asset.
1.19.2 Held to Maturity Assets
Held to maturity investments are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or
determinable payments and fixed maturity, and there is a positive intention and ability to
hold to maturity. After initial recognition, they are held at amortised cost using the
effective interest method, less any impairment. Interest is recognised using the effective
interest method.
1.19.3 Available For Sale Financial Assets
Available for sale financial assets are non-derivative financial assets that are designated
as available for sale or that do not fall within any of the other three financial asset
classifications. They are measured at fair value with changes in value taken to the
revaluation reserve, with the exception of impairment losses. Accumulated gains or
losses are recycled to surplus/deficit on de-recognition.
1.19.4 Loans & Receivables
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable
payments which are not quoted in an active market. After initial recognition, they are
measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method, less any impairment.
Interest is recognised using the effective interest method.
Fair value is determined by reference to quoted market prices where possible, otherwise
by valuation techniques.
The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash receipts
through the expected life of the financial asset, to the initial fair value of the financial
asset.
At the end of the reporting period, the Clinical Commissioning Group assesses whether
any financial assets, other than those held at ‘fair value through profit and loss’ are
impaired. Financial assets are impaired and impairment losses recognised if there is
objective evidence of impairment as a result of one or more events which occurred after
the initial recognition of the asset and which has an impact on the estimated future cash
flows of the asset.
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For financial assets carried at amortised cost, the amount of the impairment loss is
measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the present value
of the revised future cash flows discounted at the asset’s original effective interest rate.
The loss is recognised in expenditure and the carrying amount of the asset is reduced
through a provision for impairment of receivables.
If, in a subsequent period, the amount of the impairment loss decreases and the
decrease can be related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment was
recognised, the previously recognised impairment loss is reversed through expenditure
to the extent that the carrying amount of the receivable at the date of the impairment is
reversed does not exceed what the amortised cost would have been had the impairment
not been recognised.
1.20

Financial Liabilities

Financial liabilities are recognised on the statement of financial position when the Clinical
Commissioning Group p becomes party to the contractual provisions of the financial
instrument or, in the case of trade payables, when the goods or services have been
received. Financial liabilities are de-recognised when the liability has been discharged,
that is, the liability has been paid or has expired.
Loans from the Department of Health are recognised at historical cost. Otherwise,
financial liabilities are initially recognised at fair value.
1.20.1 Financial Guarantee Contract Liabilities
Financial guarantee contract liabilities are subsequently measured at the higher of:

The premium received (or imputed) for entering into the guarantee less
cumulative amortisation; and,

The amount of the obligation under the contract, as determined in
accordance with IAS 37: Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent
Assets.
1.20.2 Financial Liabilities at Fair Value Through Profit and Loss
Embedded derivatives that have different risks and characteristics to their host contracts,
and contracts with embedded derivatives whose separate value cannot be ascertained,
are treated as financial liabilities at fair value through profit and loss. They are held at fair
value, with any resultant gain or loss recognised in the Clinical Commissioning Group’s
surplus/deficit. The net gain or loss incorporates any interest payable on the financial
liability.
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1.20.3 Other Financial Liabilities
After initial recognition, all other financial liabilities are measured at amortised cost using
the effective interest method, except for loans from Department of Health, which are
carried at historic cost. The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts
estimated future cash payments through the life of the asset, to the net carrying amount
of the financial liability. Interest is recognised using the effective interest method.
1.21

Value Added Tax

Most of the activities of the Clinical Commissioning Group are outside the scope of VAT
and, in general, output tax does not apply and input tax on purchases is not recoverable.
Irrecoverable VAT is charged to the relevant expenditure category or included in the
capitalised purchase cost of fixed assets. Where output tax is charged or input VAT is
recoverable, the amounts are stated net of VAT.
1.22

Losses & Special Payments

Losses and special payments are items that Parliament would not have contemplated
when it agreed funds for the health service or passed legislation. By their nature they are
items that ideally should not arise. They are therefore subject to special control
procedures compared with the generality of payments. They are divided into different
categories, which govern the way that individual cases are handled.
Losses and special payments are charged to the relevant functional headings in
expenditure on an accruals basis, including losses which would have been made good
through insurance cover had the Clinical Commissioning Group not been bearing its own
risks (with insurance premiums then being included as normal revenue expenditure).
1.22 Accounting Standards That Have Been Issued But Have Not Yet Been
Adopted
The Government Financial Reporting Manual does not require the following Standards
and Interpretations to be applied in 2014-15, all of which are subject to consultation:





IFRS 9: Financial Instruments
IFRS 13: Fair Value Measurement
IFRS 14: Regulatory Deferral Accounts
IFRS 15: Revenue for Contract with Customers

The application of the Standards as revised would not have a material impact on the
accounts for 2014-15, were they applied in that year.
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2

Other Operating Revenue

Charitable and other contributions to revenue
expenditure: non-NHS
Non-patient care services to other bodies
Other revenue
Total other operating revenue

2014-15
Total

2014-15
Admin

2014-15
Programme

2013-14
Total

£000

£000

£000

£000

43
261
41
344

18
41
59

43
243
0
286

200
17
217

Admin revenue is revenue received that is not directly attributable to the provision of healthcare
or healthcare services.
Revenue in this note does not include cash received from NHS England, which is drawn down
directly into the bank account of the CCG and credited to the General Fund.

3

Revenue

From rendering of services
Total

2014-15
Total
£000
344
344

2014-15
2014-15
Admin
Programme
£000
£000
59
285
59
285

2013-14
Total
£000
217
217

Revenue is totally from the supply of services. The Clinical Commissioning Group
receives no revenue from the sale of goods.
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4

Employee benefits and staff numbers

4.1.1 Employee benefits

Employee Benefits
Salaries and wages
Social security costs
Employer Contributions to NHS Pension scheme
Gross employee benefits expenditure

2014-15

Total

Admin

Programme

Total
£000

Permanent
Employees
£000

Other
£000

Total
£000

Permanent
Employees
£000

Other
£000

Total
£000

Permanent
Employees
£000

Other
£000

2,411
167
225
2,803

2,229
167
225
2,621

182
182

1,844
167
225
2,236

1,842
167
225
2,234

2
2

567
567

387
387

180
180
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4.2 Average number of people employed
2014-15
Permanently
employed
Number

Other
Number

47

40

7

43

-

-

-

-

Total Days Lost
Total Staff Years
Average working Days Lost

2014-15
Number
118
36
3.28

2013-14
Number
111
43
2.58

Number of persons retired early on ill health grounds

2014-15
Number
0

2013-14
Number
0

£000
0

£000
0

Total
Number
Total
Of the above:
Number of whole time equivalent people
engaged on capital projects

2013-14
Total
Number

4.3 Staff sickness absence and ill health retirements

Total additional Pensions liabilities accrued in the year

4.4 Pension costs
Past and present employees are covered by the provisions of the NHS Pension Scheme. Details
of the benefits payable under these provisions can be found on the NHS Pensions website at
www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/Pensions. The Scheme is an unfunded, defined benefit scheme that covers
NHS employers, GP practices and other bodies, allowed under the direction of the Secretary of
State, in England and Wales. The Scheme is not designed to be run in a way that would enable
NHS bodies to identify their share of the underlying scheme assets and liabilities. Therefore, the
Scheme is accounted for as if it were a defined contribution scheme: the cost to the clinical
commissioning group of participating in the Scheme is taken as equal to the contributions
payable to the Scheme for the accounting period.
In order that the defined benefit obligations recognised in the financial statements do not differ
materially from those that would be determined at the reporting dare by a formal actuarial
valuation, the FReM requires that “the period between formal valuations shall be four years, with
approximate assessments in the intervening years”. An outline of these follows:
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4.4.1 Accounting valuation
A valuation of the scheme liability is carried out annually by the scheme actuary as at the end of
the reporting period. This utilises an actuarial assessment for the previous accounting period in
conjunction with updated membership and financial data for the current reporting period, and are
accepted as providing suitably robust figures for financial reporting purposes. The valuation of
the scheme liability as at 31 March 2015, is based on valuation data at 31 March 2014, updated
to 31 March 2015 with summary global member and accounting data. In undertaking this
actuarial assessment, the methodology prescribed in IAS 19, relevant FReM interpretations, and
the discount rate prescribed by HM Treasury have also been used.
The latest assessment of the liabilities of the Scheme is contained in the scheme actuary report,
which forms part of the annual NHS Pension Scheme (England and Wales) Pensions Accounts,
published annually. These accounts can be viewed on the NHS Pensions website. Copies can
also be obtained from The Stationery Office.
4.4.2 Full actuarial (funding) valuation
The purpose of this valuation is to assess the level of liability in respect of the benefits due under
the Scheme (taking into account its recent demographic experience), and to recommend the
contribution rates.
The last published actuarial valuation undertaken for the NHS Pension Scheme was completed
for the year ended 31 March 2012.
The Scheme Regulations allow contribution rates to be set by the Secretary of State for Health
with the consent of HM Treasury, and consideration of the advice of the Scheme Actuary and
appropriate employee and employer representatives as deemed appropriate.
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4.4.3 Scheme Provisions
The NHS Pension Scheme provides defined benefits, which are summarised below. This list is
an illustrative guide only, and is not intended to detail all the benefits provided by the Scheme or
the specific conditions that must be met before these benefits can be obtained:
•

The Scheme is a “final salary” scheme. Annual pensions are normally based on 1/80th for
the 1995 section and of the best of the last three years pensionable pay for each year of
service, and 1/60th for the 2008 section of reckonable pay per year of membership.
Members who are practitioners as defined by the Scheme Regulations have their annual
pensions based upon total pensionable earnings over the relevant pensionable service;

•

With effect from 1 April 2008 members can choose to give up some of their annual
pension for an additional tax free lump sum, up to a maximum amount permitted under
HM Revenue & Customs rules. This new provision is known as “pension commutation”;

•

Annual increases are applied to pension payments at rates defined by the Pensions
(Increase) Act 1971, and are based on changes in retail prices in the twelve months
ending 30 September in the previous calendar year. From 2011-12 the Consumer Price
Index (CPI) has been used and replaced the Retail Prices Index (RPI);

•

Early payment of a pension, with enhancement, is available to members of the Scheme
who are permanently incapable of fulfilling their duties effectively through illness or
infirmity. A death gratuity of twice final year’s pensionable pay for death in service, and
five times their annual pension for death after retirement is payable;

•

For early retirements other than those due to ill health the additional pension liabilities are
not funded by the scheme. The full amount of the liability for the additional costs is
charged to the employer; and,

•

Members can purchase additional service in the Scheme and contribute to money
purchase AVC’s run by the Scheme’s approved providers or by other Free Standing
Additional Voluntary Contributions (FSAVC) providers.
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5.

Operating expenses
2014-15
Total
£000

Gross employee benefits
Employee benefits excluding governing body members
Executive governing body members
Total gross employee benefits

2014-15
Admin
£000

2014-15
Programme
£000

2013-14
Total
£000

2,523
280
2,803

1,956
280
2,236

567
567

1,974
190
2,164

Other costs
Services from other CCGs and NHS England
Services from foundation trusts
Services from other NHS trusts
Services from other NHS bodies
Purchase of healthcare from non-NHS bodies
Chair and Non Executive Members
Supplies and services – clinical
Supplies and services – general
Consultancy services
Establishment
Transport
Premises
Audit fees
Prescribing costs
GPMS/APMS and PCTMS
Other professional fees excl. audit
Grants to other public bodies
Research and development (excluding staff costs)
Education and training
Provisions
CHC Risk Pool contributions
Other expenditure
Total other costs

1,326
51,135
103,655
35,590
183
253
835
845
11
673
72
30,618
906
131
53
50
55
713
323
2
227,429

1,180
2
35
183
49
128
261
9
214
72
131
1
40
2
2,307

146
51,133
103,620
35,590
204
707
584
2
459
30,618
906
0
52
50
15
713
323
225,122

1,441
47,983
102,830
59
32,833
296
249
30
1,780
554
9
275
73
30,701
730
256
20
220,119

Total operating expenses

230,233

4,543

225,689

222,283

-

Admin expenditure is expenditure incurred that is not a direct payment for the provision of
healthcare or healthcare services.
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6.1

Better Payment Practice Code

Measure of compliance

2014-15
Number

2014-15
£000

2013-14
Number

2013-14
£000

Non-NHS Payables
Total Non-NHS Trade invoices paid in the Year
Total Non-NHS Trade Invoices paid within target
Percentage of Non-NHS Trade invoices paid within target

7,686
7,413
96.4%

48,206
46,664
96.8%

6,036
5,297
87.8%

32,876
27,855
84.7%

NHS Payables
Total NHS Trade Invoices Paid in the Year
Total NHS Trade Invoices Paid within target
Percentage of NHS Trade Invoices paid within target

2,251
2,151
95.6%

159,263
159,008
99.8%

2,020
1,334
66.0%

154,096
141,636
91.9%

The Better Payment Practice Code requires the CCG to aim to pay all valid invoices by the due
date or within 30 days of receipt of a valid invoice, whichever is later.

6.2 The Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998

Amounts included in finance costs from claims made under this legislation
Compensation paid to cover debt recovery costs under this legislation
Total

7

2014-15
£000

2013-14
£000

-

1
0
1

Income Generation Activities

The Clinical Commissioning Group does not undertake any income generation activities.

8.

Finance costs

2014-15
£000
Interest on late payment of commercial debt
Total finance costs

9.

-

2013-14
£000
1
1

Net gain/(loss) on transfer by absorption
No Gain or loss arose on transfer of assets by absorption.
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10.

Operating Leases

10.1

As lessee

10.1 As lessee
10.1.1 Payments recognised as an Expense
Land
£000
Payments recognised as an expense
Minimum lease payments
Total

Buildings
£000
-

2014-15
Total
£000

Other
£000

629
629

(6)
(6)

10.1.2 Future minimum lease payments
Land
£000
Payable:
No later than one year
Between one and five years
After five years
Total

Buildings
£000
-

629
629

622
622

2014-15
Total
£000

Other
£000
(6)
(6)

622
622

2013-14
Total
£000
271
271

2013-14
Total
£000
271
271

The increased cost of leases arises because CCGs are liable for any shortfall between the rent
paid by NHS Trusts and the costs of the property incurred by NHS Property Services (who
manage NHS properties).

11 Property, plant and equipment

Cost or valuation at 1 April 2014

Information
technology
£000
-

Additions purchased
Cost/Valuation At 31 March 2015

118
118

118
118

Depreciation 1 April 2014

-

-

Depreciation at 31 March 2015

-

-

Net Book Value at 31 March 2015

118

118

Purchased
Total at 31 March 2015

118
118

118
118

Owned

118

118

Total at 31 March 2015

118

118

2014-15

Total
£000
-

Asset financing:
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12 Trade and other receivables

Current
2014-15
£000

NHS receivables: Revenue
NHS prepayments and accrued income
Non-NHS receivables: Revenue
Non-NHS prepayments and accrued income
VAT
Other receivables
Total Trade & other receivables

1,917
418
175
8
1
4
2,522

Total current and non current

2,522

Non-current
2014-15
£000

Current
2013-14
£000
-

Non-current
2013-14
£000

23
74
150
79
10
5
341

-

341

The great majority of trade is with NHS England. As NHS England is funded by Government to
provide funding to Clinical Commissioning Groups to commission services, no credit scoring of
them is considered necessary. There are no other receivables that are either past due or
impaired.

13

Cash and cash equivalents
2014-15
£000
459
(315)
144

Balance at 1 April 2014
Net change in year
Balance at 31 March 2015

2013-14
£000
459
459

Made up of:
Cash with the Government Banking Service
Cash with Commercial banks
Cash and cash equivalents as in statement of financial position

144
144

150
309
459

Balance at 31 March 2015

144

459

14 Trade and other payables

Current
2014-15
£000

NHS payables: revenue
NHS accruals and deferred income
Non-NHS payables: revenue
Non-NHS accruals and deferred income
Social security costs
Tax
Other payables
Total Trade & Other Payables

1,544
1,380
1,769
7,793
27
29
59
12,601

Total current and non-current

12,601

Non-current
2014-15
£000
-

Current
2013-14
£000

Non-current
2013-14
£000

240
1,607
1,943
6,890
20
23
1,204
11,927

-

11,927

Other payables include £38k (2013/14 - £32k) for outstanding pension contributions.
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15 Provisions

Continuing care
Total
Total current and non-current

2014-15
£000
713
713

-

713
Continuing
Care
£000s

Balance at 1 April 2014

2013-14
£000

-

Total
£000s

-

-

Arising during the year
Balance at 31 March 2015

713
713

713
713

Expected timing of cash flows:
Within one year
Balance at 31 March 2015

713
713

713
713

Continuing care provision relates to claims made by third parties for Continuing
Healthcare Funding for unassessed periods of care. The provision is an estimate of the
amount that is payable in respect of periods of care since 1 April 2013 as NHS England
has accounted for provisions related to periods prior to that date (see note 16.2).
16

Commitments

16.1

Capital commitments
The Clinical Commissioning Group had no capital commitments at 31 March 2015

16.2

Other financial commitments
The Clinical Commissioning Group has not entered into other non-cancellable contracts.
Under the Accounts Direction issued by NHS England on 12 February 2014, NHS
England is responsible for accounting for liabilities relating to NHS Continuing Healthcare
claims relating to periods of care before establishment of the Clinical Commissioning
Group. However, the legal liability remains with the CCG. The total value of legacy NHS
Continuing Healthcare provisions accounted for by NHS England on behalf of this CCG at
31 March 2015 is £1,893k (2013/14 £1,761k).
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17

Financial instruments

17.1

Financial risk management

Financial reporting standard IFRS 7 requires disclosure of the role that financial instruments have
had during the period in creating or changing the risks a body faces in undertaking its activities.
Because the Clinical Commissioning Group is financed through parliamentary funding, it is not
exposed to the degree of financial risk faced by business entities. Also, financial instruments play
a much more limited role in creating or changing risk than would be typical of listed companies, to
which the financial reporting standards mainly apply. The Clinical Commissioning Group has
limited powers to borrow or invest surplus funds and financial assets and liabilities are generated
by day-to-day operational activities rather than being held to change the risks facing the Clinical
Commissioning Group in undertaking its activities.
Treasury management operations are carried out by the finance department, within parameters
defined formally within the Clinical Commissioning Group’s standing financial instructions and
policies agreed by the Governing Body. Treasury activity is subject to review by the Clinical
Commissioning Group’s internal auditors.

17.1.1 Currency risk
The Clinical Commissioning Group is principally a domestic organisation with the great majority
of transactions, assets and liabilities being in the UK and sterling based. The Clinical
Commissioning Group has no overseas operations. The Clinical Commissioning Group therefore
has low exposure to currency rate fluctuations.

17.1.2 Interest rate risk
The Clinical Commissioning Group borrows from government for capital expenditure, subject to
affordability as confirmed by NHS England. The borrowings are for 1 to 25 years, in line with the
life of the associated assets, and interest is charged at the National Loans Fund rate, fixed for the
life of the loan. The Clinical Commissioning Group therefore has low exposure to interest rate
fluctuations.

17.1.3 Credit risk
Because the majority of the Clinical Commissioning Group’s revenue comes parliamentary
funding, the Clinical Commissioning Group has low exposure to credit risk. The maximum
exposures as at the end of the financial year are in receivables from customers, as disclosed in
the trade and other receivables note.

17.1.3 Liquidity risk
The Clinical Commissioning Group is required to operate within revenue and capital resource
limits agreed with NHS England, which are financed from resources voted annually by
Parliament. The Clinical Commissioning Group draws down cash to cover expenditure, from NHS
England, as the need arises. The Clinical Commissioning Group is not, therefore, exposed to
significant liquidity risks.
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17

Financial instruments cont'd

17.2

Financial assets
At ‘fair value
through profit Loans and
and loss’
Receivables
2014-15
2014-15
£000
£000

Receivables:
·
NHS
·
Non-NHS
Cash at bank and in hand
Other financial assets
Total at 31 March 2015

Receivables:
·
NHS
·
Non-NHS
Cash at bank and in hand
Other financial assets
Total at 31 March 2015

17.3

Available
for Sale
2014-15
£000

Total
2014-15
£000

-

1,917
175
144
4
2,240

-

At ‘fair value
through profit
and loss’
2013-14
£000

Loans and
Receivables
2013-14
£000

Available for
Sale
2013-14
£000

-

23
150
459
5
637

-

Other
2014-15
£000

Total
2014-15
£000

1,917
175
144
4
2,240

Total
2013-14
£000
23
150
459
5
637

Financial liabilities
At ‘fair value
through profit
and loss’
2014-15
£000

Payables:
·
NHS
·
Non-NHS
Total at 31 March 2015

At ‘fair value
through profit
and loss’
2013-14
£000

Payables:
·
NHS
·
Non-NHS
Total at 31 March 2015

-

2,924
9,621
12,545

Other
2013-14
£000
1,847
8,833
10,680

2,924
9,621
12,545

Total
2013-14
£000
1,847
8,833
10,680
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18

Operating segments

The Clinical Commissioning Group considers it has only one segment: commissioning of
healthcare services.

19

Pooled budgets

The Clinical Commissioning Group has entered into a pooled budget with Cheshire East Council.
The pool is hosted by Cheshire East Council.
The Clinical Commissioning Group’s and consolidated group’s shares of the income and
expenditure handled by the pooled budget in the financial year were:
2014-15
£000
Income
Expenditure

20

0
(351)

Balances with:
·
Local Authorities
Balances with NHS bodies:
·
NHS bodies outside the Departmental Group
·
NHS Trusts and Foundation Trusts
Total of balances with NHS bodies:
Bodies external to Government

Total balances at 31 March 2015

Balances with:
·
Local Authorities
Balances with NHS bodies:
·
NHS Trusts and Foundation Trusts
Total of balances with NHS bodies:
·

0
(3,951)

Intra-government and other balances
Current
Non-current
Receivables Receivables
2014-15
2014-15
£000
£000

·

2013-14
£000

Bodies external to Government

Total balances at 31 March 2014

Current
Payables
2014-15
£000

Non-current
Payables
2014-15
£000

39

-

484

-

511
1,823
2,334

-

2,923
2,923

-

149

-

9,194

-

2,522

-

12,601

-

Current
Receivables
2013-14
£000

Non-current
Receivables
2013-14
£000

Current
Payables
2014-15
£000

Non-current
Payables
2014-15
£000

150

-

1,711

-

97
97

-

1,847
1,847

-

94

-

8,294

-

341

-

11,927

-
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21

Related party transactions

The CCG makes payments to practices for services provided under clinical schemes agreed by
the Governing Body. The following represents the gross costs of those services paid to practices
and other organisations where a member of the Governing Body or a close family member exerts
significant control over that practice or organisation:
Payments
to Related
Party
£000

2014/15
McIlvride Medical Practice - Dr Paul Bowen Partner
High Street Surgery - Dr Mike Clark , Partner
Handforth Health Centre - Dr James Milligan - Partner
Toft Road Surgery - Dr Jennifer Lawn, Partner
Cumberland House - Spouse of Dr Bowen, Partner
Vernova Healthcare - Joint Venture of Member Practices
CLS Healthcare - Chaired by Gill Boston

94
79
49
93
171
476
284

Receipts
from
Related
Party
£000

Amounts Amounts
owed to due from
Related
Related
Party
Party
£000
£000
-

11
11
16
22
12

-

Payments to Handforth Health Centre are for the period when Dr Milligan was a member of the
Governing Body and hence a related party. Gill Boston has no beneficial interest in CLS
Healthcare, a not for profit organisation, and consequently does not benefit from payments made
to that organisation which were in respect of clinical services.
For the year ended 31 March 2014, related party transactions were as follows:
Payments
to Related
Party

`

£000
McIlvride Practice - Dr Paul Bowen - Partner
High St Surgery - Dr Mike Clark - Partner
Handforth Health Centre - Dr James Milligan - Partner
Toft Road Surgery - Dr Jennifer Lawn - Partner
Cumberland House - Spouse of Dr Paul Bowen - Partner
Vernova Healthcare - Joint venture of member practices
CLS Healthcare - Chaired by Gill Boston

71
68
166
106
170
415
168

Receipts
from
Related
Party
£000
-

Amounts Amounts
owed to due from
Related
Related
Party
Party
£000
£000
13
17
33
20
10
-

The Department of Health is regarded as a related party. During the year the Clinical
Commissioning Group has had a significant number of material transactions with entities for
which the Department is regarded as the parent Department. For example:
•
•
•

NHS England;
NHS Foundation Trusts;
NHS Trusts;

•
•

NHS Litigation Authority; and,
NHS Business Services Authority.

In addition, the CCG works closely with other NHS Organisations such as NHS Cheshire and
Merseyside Clinical Commissioning Support Unit which provides many of our services and Vale
Royal CCH which hosts or medicines management team. NHS Organisations where the CCG
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has had significant transactions above £3m or where we worked closely with those organisations
were:

21

Related party transactions (continued)

Payments
to Related
2014/15
Party
£000
NHS England
East Cheshire NHS Trust
93,975
Cheshire and Wirral Partnership NHS Foundation Trust
14,511
Universtity Hospitals of South Manchester NHS Foundation Trust
12,141
Stockport NHS Foundation Trust
10,275
Central Manchester Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
5,893
North West Ambulance NHS Trust
6,091
Mid Cheshire NHS Foundation Trust
4,078
NHS Cheshire and Merseyside Clinical Commissioning Support Unit 1,707
NHS Vale Royal CCG
1,078

Receipts Amounts Amounts
from
owed to due from
Related
Related
Related
Party
Party
Party
£000
£000
£000
230,485
1,836
414
2
803
274
79
42
183
81
9
14
13
62
6

For the year ended 31 March 2014, NHS Organisations where the CCG has had significant
transactions above £3m or where we worked closely with those organisations were:
Payments
to Related
Party

`

£000
NHS England
East Cheshire NHS Trust
Cheshire and Wirral Partnership NHS Foundation Trust
University Hospital of South Manchester Foundation Trust
Stockport NHS Foundation Trust
Central Manchester Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
North West Ambulance NHS Trust
Mid Cheshire NHS Foundation Trust
NHS Cheshire and Merseyside Clinical Commissioning Support
Unit
NHS Vale Royal CCG

94,760
13,027
10,776
9,794
6,221
5,821
4,097

Receipts Amounts Amounts
from
owed to due from
Related
Related
Related
Party
Party
Party
£000
£000
£000
210,940
954
3
27
146
35
40
58
-

1,590

-

30

-

730

-

32

-

The Clinical Commissioning Group has also had a number of material transactions with other
government departments and other central and local government bodies. Most of these
transactions have been with Cheshire East Local Authority in respect of joint enterprises as set
out in notes 19.

22

Events after the end of the reporting period

There are no post balance sheet events which will have a material effect on the financial
statements of the Clinical Commissioning Group or consolidated group.
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Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 31 March 2015
23

Losses and special payments

The Clinical Commissioning Group made ex-gratia payment for £1k.

24

Financial performance targets

Clinical Commissioning Groups have a number of financial duties under the NHS Act 2006 (as
amended).
The Clinical Commissioning Group’s performance against those duties was as follows:

Expenditure not to exceed income
Capital resource use does not exceed the amount specified in Directions
Revenue resource use does not exceed the amount specified in Directions
Capital resource use on specified matter(s) does not exceed the amount
specified in Directions
Revenue resource use on specified matter(s) does not exceed the amount
specified in Directions
Revenue administration resource use does not exceed the amount
specified in Directions

2014-15
Target
230,078
118
230,078

2014-15
Performance
229,888
118
229,888

2013-14
Target
222,271
222,271

2013-14
Performance
222,067
222,067

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5,647

4,484

4,930

4,498

Based on the above, the Clinical Commissioning Group can confirm that it fulfilled its financial
duties.
Note: For the purposes of 223H(1); expenditure is defined as the aggregate of gross expenditure
on revenue and capital in the financial year; and, income is defined as the aggregate of the
notified maximum revenue resource, notified capital resource and all other amounts accounted
as received in the financial year (whether under provisions of the Act or from other sources, and
included here on a gross basis).
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GOVERNING BODY MEETING
27 May 2015
Paper Title

Agenda Item 3.2

2015/16 Financial Plan

Purpose of paper / report
To seek the Governing Body’s approval of NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group’s (ECCCG’s) 2015/16 Financial Plan.

Key points
• This report outlines how ECCCG’s 2015/16 Financial Plan has been compiled along with
the key assumptions.
• The 2015/16 Financial Plan contains an analysis of key budgets which will be used to
monitor ECCCG’s performance throughout the year both internally and externally.
• ECCCG is delivering a year end surplus of 0.6% (£1.413m) which is below NHS
England’s required 1% surplus and may result in increased scrutiny over our finances.
• In reducing its planned surplus to 0.6%, ECCCG has been able to create a “Pump
Priming Fund” of £2.7m which can be used to deliver the transformation schemes as
agreed from its Caring Together (CT) programme. This is in line with its 5 Year Strategic
Plan to deliver a clinically and financially sustainable health economy.
The Governing Body is requested to:
• Approve ECCCG’s 2015/16 Financial Plan
•

Delegate to the Chief Finance Officer the ability to make any minor revisions to the
Financial Plan following the confirmation of outstanding contracts; noting that this
will not impact on our planned surplus.

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve

Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information

Benefits / value to our population / communities
The report outlines that ECCCG is commissioning a range of services on behalf of its
population, recognising that in doing so it is breaching its statutory financial duties by
commissioning a range of services outside of its allocated resources, but within an overall
envelope as agreed with NHS England.
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Report Author
Alex Mitchell
Chief Finance Officer

Contributors
Elizabeth Insley
Finance Manager

Date of Report

Niall O’Gara
Technical Accountant
22 May 2015
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2015/16 Financial Plan
1.

Executive Summary

1.1

This report provides an overview for the Governing Body of NHS Eastern Cheshire
Clinical Commissioning Group’s (ECCCG’s) 2015/16 Financial Plan. The Financial
Plan is continuing to support the aims and objectives of ECCCG’s current 5 Year
Strategic Plan and plays an integral part in assisting with the delivery of its aims.

1.2

The detailed Financial Plan sets out the final proposed budget for 2015/16, building on
the papers already submitted to the Governing Body meetings from February 15
through to April 15.

1.3

ECCCG has submitted plans to NHS England that are realistic, credible and
deliverable. The final submission is based on the financial assumptions included
within Appendix One of this report. It is acknowledged that ECCCG is not complying
with NHS England’s business rules with a planned surplus of 0.6%; which is below the
1% required nationally. NHS England has noted the reasons around ECCCG’s
requirement to invest in transformation as part of its 5 Year Strategy, although this
decision may result in a greater level of scrutiny for the financial year.

1.4

Table One provides a summary of ECCCG’s 2015/16 Financial Plan.

Table One: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group’s (ECCCG’s) 2015/16
Financial Plan Summary
Recurrent
£000s
Allocation
Programme
Running Costs
Better Care Fund (Additional Allocation)
2014/15 Surplus (Subject to Audit)
Sub Total
Expenditure
Programme
Running Costs
Better Care Fund
QIPP
CHC Restitution
Pump Priming Reserve
Contingency (Programme Pump Priming)
Sub Total
(Surplus)/Deficit

(233,248)
(4,400)
(3,466)
(241,114)
230,462
4,400
3,466
(2,148)

236,180
(4,934)

Non
Recurrent
£000s
(519)

(190)
(709)
366

(400)
1,209
1,462
1,210
4,231
3,521

Total
£000s
(233,767)
(4,400)
(3,466)
(190)
(241,824)
231,212
4,400
3,466
(2,548)
1,209
1,462
1,210
240,411
(1,413)
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1.5

Appendix One details the 2015/16 Financial Plan which outlines the key
commissioned services and will be used to set the annual budgets for the financial
year once approved by the Governing Body.

2.

2015/16 Financial Plan Overview

2.1

The 2015/16 Financial Budget is based on year 2 of ECCCG’s 5 Year Strategy and
provides detailed analysis across various areas of expenditure that ECCCG either
commissions or incurs on behalf of its population.

2.2

The Financial Plan has been set against an agreed control surplus of £1.4m (rounded)
following discussion between ECCCG and NHS England Cheshire and Merseyside as
detailed in Appendix One.

2.3

Table Two outlines the key changes when taking the 2014/15 outturn as a starting
position and comparing this to the 2015/16 Financial Plan. The chart tracks the
material increases/decreases in planned expenditure that have resulted in the creation
of the 2015/16 Financial Plan as detailed in Appendix 1

Table Two: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Analysis of Movement from 2014/15 Outturn to 2015/16 Plan

2014/15 -Turnover £230m & £191k Surplus
Decrease
Non Recurrent Allocations / Spend

Increase

£4.7m

Non Recurrent Spend

£2.5m

Tariff Deflator (ETO)

£0.7m

Demographic Growth

£1.7m

Non Demographic Growth

£4.2m

Recurrent Investments

£2.8m

BCF - Performance Fund

£1.1m

Systems Resilience Funding

£1.2m

Continuing Healthcare

£1.0m

Running Costs

£0.5m

QIPP

£2.5m

BCF

£3.5m

Continuing Health Care Restitution
Contingency
Transformation Reserve
Caring Together
Surplus

£1.2m
£1.2m

Non Recurrent
£4.6m

£1.4m
£0.75m
£1.2m

2015/16 Plan -Turnover £240m & £1.4m Surplus

Transformation
£2.7m

Business Rules
2 √ 1 X
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3.

Financial Plan Underlying Assumptions

3.1

Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) Allocations: The allocation formula was revised
in 2013/14 and has been used to set the allocations for CCGs for the current and
previous financial years. Included within the revision was the drive to have all CCGs
funded at its notional target level; with CCGs being either above or below their
notional target. For ECCCG, its 2014/15 allocation remained 5.49% below its notional
target and was in the top 30 nationally on its distance from target in terms of
percentage.

3.2

For 2015/16, NHS England had set a differential tariff uplift in order to reduce the gap
for CCGs between their current allocations and their target notional allocation,
commonly known as Pace of Change. ECCCG therefore received an uplift of 5.8%
(minimum uplift was 1.4%) which has narrowed the gap to now be 4.1% (circa £10m)
below its notional target income level.

3.3

The 2015/16 Financial Plan has been created against the following key criteria:
• Confirmed revenue allocations (income) for ECCCG.
• Provider contracts have been set on the 2015/16 agreed contract values or
estimated values derived from 2014/15 outturn, adjusted for the impact of
changes to the national tariff plus any agreed amendments to the services or
values historically commissioned.
• Prescribing budget set at 2014/15 outturn.
• Continuing Healthcare (CHC) and Funded Nursing Care (FNC) set at 2014/15
outturn.
• Known pressures that are arising, although not clarified at the point of finalising
the Financial Plan.
• Expected growth in contracts (overperformance against agreed baseline
contracts) to reflect either increases in complexity, case mix or planned contract
amendments. Table Three outlines the percentage assumptions used both in
terms of growth rates and values.
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Table Three: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's
(ECCCG's) 2015/16 Investment in Growth

Acute Contracts
Mental Health Contracts
Community Contracts
Ambulance Contracts
Commercial Sector Contracts
Other
Continuing Health Care
NHS Funded Care
Learning Disabilities
Prescribing
Total

Demographic
Growth
0.8%
£000s
889
114
132
42
68
30
106
42
17
257
1,697

•

Total
Growth

Non-Demographic
Growth
£000s
1,566
199
231
416
119
53
662
263
32
706
4,247

% Uplift
1.4%
1.4%
1.4%
8.0%
1.4%
1.4%
5.0%
5.0%
1.4%
3.0%
0

£000s
2,455
313
363
458
187
83
768
305
49
963
5,944

Removal of any non recurrent allocations received in 2014/15 and associated
expenditure in order to get to a recurrent baseline as outlined in Table Four.

Table Four: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) 2014/15
Non-Recurrent Allocations/Expenditure
£000s
B/fwd Surplus 2013/14
Quality Premium
Systems Resilience (Winter) Funding
18 weeks Referral to Treatment Target
Overseas Visitors - Central Deduction
GP IT
Capital Grants (IT)
Other
Non Recurrent Allocations

203
740
2,454
809
(174)
516
52
130
4,730
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• Removal of non recurrent expenditure incurred in 2014/15 as outlined in Table
Five. This expenditure is not applicable for 2015/16 or was part year in nature
and has been taken account of in the full year investments included within the
Financial Plan.

Table Five: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) 2014/15
Non-Recurrent Expenditure/Funding
Non-Recurrent Expenditure Budgets

CAMHS
Visyon
Caring Together
Primary Care Co-ordinators
IAPT
Big White Wall
Reablement
Other
Total

2014/15
Budget
£000s
128
64
1,442
100
120
35
335
237
2,461

• As part of the planning process, a number of additional pressures and
investments have been identified and included within the Financial Plan. Table
Twelve in Appendix One summarises all the pressures and investments which
have either been included within the agreed contracts or have been set aside
awaiting further refinement, noting that some of the values are estimates.

4.

Key Issues

4.1

Section Four highlights the key areas for the Governing Body in relation to the
2015/16 Financial Plan.

4.1.1

Business Rules: In setting the Financial Plan, ECCCG is compliant with two out of
the three business rules that NHS England has set. The decision to miss the 1%
surplus was based on the need to continue with our 5 Year Strategy to deliver a
clinically and financially sustainable local health economy. This required the
identification of funding to assist with this process and the Governing Body agreed to
reduce its surplus in order to generate additional funding.
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NHS England

ECCCG Plan

Surplus

1%

0.6%

Non Recurrent Expenditure

1%

1.2%

Contingency

0.5%

0.5%

4.1.1.1

ECCCG’s Constitution: The financial obligations of the Governing Body, as
defined by ECCCG’s Constitution, is that it is required to:
• Ensure its expenditure does not exceed the aggregate of its allotments for
the financial year.
• Ensure its use of resource (capital and revenue) does not exceed the
amount specified by NHS England for the financial year.
• Take account of any directions issued by NHS England in respect of
specified types of resource used in a financial year, to ensure the group
does not exceed an amount specified by NHS England.

4.1.1.2

Although this is a breach in terms of the 3 bullet point in section 4.1.1.1, we
have been in constant dialogue with NHS England Cheshire & Merseyside
team who has noted our plan and has raised that the decision may result in
increased scrutiny.

4.1.2

Running Costs: In line with NHS England’s policy, ECCCG’s running costs have
been reduced by circa 10%; which have equated to a reduction of £400k. Due to
ECCCG’s phased approach to its running costs and mindful of the future reduction,
the costs, ie, staffing and related non pay, remain within the reduced financial
envelope.

4.1.3

Pump Priming Reserve: In line with the Governing Body’s proposal, the Financial
Plan reflects the requirement for ECCCG to deliver its 5 Year Strategic Plan.
Therefore, it has maximised available funding in order to pump prime the system
transformation. This is derived from the two following areas:

4.1.4

Business Rules 0.5% Contingency

£1,210k

Pump Priming Reserve

£1,462k

Total Pump Priming Reserve

£2,672k

Contracts: The 2015/16 Financial Plan reflects either the agreed contract for 2015/16
or the estimated position arising out of latest discussions. Overall 78% or £129m of
our contracts are agreed, with the remaining 28% or £35m to be finalised. The values
contained within Appendix One for each provider reflect either of the two previous
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statements. It is not expected that the remaining contracts that are yet to be finalised
will materially alter the position contained within this report.
4.1.5

Quality, Improvement, Productivity & Prevention (QIPP): The Financial Plan
includes a requirement to deliver circa £2.5m worth of QIPP savings in order to be
able to spend up to the levels outlined within the Financial Plan and still deliver a
surplus of £1.4m. The details are outlined in Section Five.

5.

Quality, Innovation, Productivity & Prevention (QIPP)

5.1

In order to achieve the reported surplus, ECCCG has to deliver QIPP initiatives of
£2.5m. During the past few months, work has been underway to quantify the areas on
which QIPP will be focused in order to deliver the required level of service
improvements and reduction in costs.

5.2

In setting the QIPP schemes, it is recognised that investment may be required to
provide capacity or pump prime changes in order to realise the full savings. The QIPP
programme is intended to be monitored via the Finance Committee and reported
routinely back to the Governing Body.

5.3

In identifying the QIPP opportunities, national sources, including Commissioning for
Value packs, have been used which already highlight that ECCCG is, in general,
relatively efficient; however there remain some immediate opportunities to generate
reductions in unnecessary expenditure.

5.4

The nature of the QIPP schemes are consistent with our strategic direction through
the Caring Together (CT) Programme. It is this programme which will deliver more
fundamental changes to the health and social care system and generate longer term
efficiencies. As a result, the QIPP schemes are phased over two years with a
requirement to progress the schemes in year. This will enable the recurrent
opportunities, ie, second year, to be in place by 1 April 2016.

5.5

This builds on the work currently underway around the CT transformation initiatives
which are currently being finalised, with the aim of being in place by 1 April 2016, ie,
Shared Care Record, Short Term Assessment, Intervention, Recovery and
Rehabilitation Services (STAIRRS), Community Integrated Teams.

5.6

Table Seven outlines the level of QIPP initiatives that need to be undertaken during
2015/16.
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Table Seven: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Quality,
Innovation, Productivity & Prevention (QIPP) Requirements for 2015/16
Recurrent

2015/16 Delivery

£000s
2,148

2016/17 Delivery

3,500

Total

5,648

5.7

Non
Recurrent
£000s
400

Total
£000s
2,548
3,500

400

6,048

Proposed QIPP Initiative Areas.
The following QIPP initiatives have been
developed in support of delivering the required efficiencies. Table Eight summarises
QIPP initiatives for 2015/16.

Table Eight: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Quality,
Innovation, Productivity and Prevention (QIPP) Initiatives
QIPP Initiative

2015/16 QIPP
Recurrent

Prescribing Savings Schemes
Pro-active Care
Contract Management
Tender Service
Elective Variation
Continuing Healthcare
Caring Together Transformational
Totals

£000s
(248)
(700)
(600)
(400)
(200)

Non
Recurrent
£000s

(400)
(2,148)

(400)

2016/17
Total
£000s
(248)
(700)
(600)
(400)
(200)
(400)
0
(2,548)

Recurrent
£000s

(3,500)
(3,500)
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5.7.1

Initiative Area 1 - Prescribing Savings £248k Recurrent
5.7.1.1
The practice schemes will be based around engagement in medicines
optimisation, supporting the delivery of good outcomes for patients
(efficacy), minimising risk of harm (safety) and delivering value for money
for the prescribing budget (productivity).
5.7.1.2

5.7.2

Initiative Area 2 – Proactive Care £700k Recurrent
5.7.2.1
This initiative is aimed at reducing our non elective admissions in line with
our 5 Year Strategy and the Better Care Fund. ECCCG will review all
existing internal and external benchmarking data to focus on areas where
our utilisation is higher than our peers, ie, Commissioning for Value
Packs.
5.7.2.2

5.7.3

This will be achieved by the following key initiatives:
• Reviewing patients prescribed higher doses of opioids for chronic pain.
• Reviewing patients who have risk factors identified in the National
Review of Asthma Deaths (eg, unplanned admissions, over-use of
reliever inhalers).
• Switching to preferred cost-effective alternative agents in specified
drug classes such as triptans, blood glucose testing strips,
contraceptives where appropriate.
• Managing the repeat prescription process.
• Practices will be supported to optimise the volume of antibiotic
prescribing and appropriate use of broad-spectrum agents.

In addition, the implementation of our 5 Year Strategy re CT has
implemented a number of initiatives, ie, Risk Stratification, Proactive Care
Coordinators, which will help deliver this reduction.

Initiative Area 3 – Contract Management £600k Recurrent
5.7.3.1
As with previous years, ECCCG has performed well in ensuring the
contracts are being managed as tightly as possible. It is recognised that
there are always further opportunities around the management of our
contracts by making use of all available data, ensuring that providers
comply with guidance which can be verified via Clinical Audits, closer
working with commissioners who are the host (lead) for some of our
contracts.
5.7.3.2

This will be supported by the recent recruitment of additional contracting
staff along with the availability of contract data in a more ready to use and
available format via a recent procurement of an additional Business
Information Tool for a one year period.
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5.7.4

Initiative Area 4 – Tender Service AMD Services £400k Recurrent
5.7.4.1
The Wet Age Related Macular Degeneration (AMD) service was tendered
during the latter stages of 2014/15 in order to increase the number of
providers and improve patient choice. The tender also specified rates for
each relevant procedure which was considerably less than the current
rates. This new contract went live from 1 February 15 although most
providers came on board during 2015/16. The identified savings target is
conservative and will be closely monitored throughout the year.

5.7.5

Initiative Area 5 – Elective Variation £200k Recurrent
5.7.5.1
ECCCG’s own internal benchmarking has identified variations between
General Practice referrals for elective care. It is intended that a few key
areas will be identified and taken forward with the practices to understand
the reason for variations and where possible implement best practice.
5.7.5.2

5.7.6

Initiative Area 6 – Continuing Health Care Restitution £400k Non Recurrent
5.7.6.1
Currently, NHS England holds financial responsibility for any claims
arising from applications for costs associated with CHC restitution cases.
This responsibility only applies to those claims submitted as at the end of
31 March 2013 following a national campaign. Any such claims post 1
April 2013 are the responsibility of ECCCG.
5.7.6.2

5.7.7

This will also be supported by the use of external data to focus on areas
where our utilisation is higher than our peers, ie, Commissioning for Value
Packs.

The process as defined nationally, is to be completed by March 2017 and
ECCCG is refining its plan to ensure that all cases are completed by
December 2016. The funding identified by NHS England does not reflect
the timing of the potential claims materialising and as such, in line with
2014/15, any slippage will be returned to individual CCGs. Discussion
with NHS England has suggested a return of circa £400k should be
anticipated.

Initiative Area 7 – Caring Together Transformation £3.5m Recurrent (April 16
onwards)
5.7.7.1
This is a significant initiative and builds on the investment all partners
have undertaken over the last two years around the concept and
feasibility of CT. This would be our third year of the 5 Year Strategy and
we are currently in line to start the transformational change.
5.7.7.2

A number of initiatives are being finalised, ie, STAIRRS, Community
Integrated Teams, Shared Care Record, Primary Care Enhanced
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Contract, which will combine throughout 2015/16 to deliver anticipated
savings that are realised next year. The benefits and resulting efficiencies
have yet to be quantified as the business cases are currently being
completed. ECCCG’s approach to create a pump priming fund will help
facilitate the transformation and progress against its 5 year strategic plan.

6

Recommendation(s)

6.1

The Governing Body is requested to:
• Approve ECCCG’s 2015/16 Financial Plan
• Delegate to the Chief Finance Officer the ability to make any minor revisions to
the Financial Plan following the confirmation of outstanding contracts. Noting that
this will not impact on our planned surplus.

7

Reasons for Recommendation(s)

7.1

The recommendations are asking the Governing Body to agree the 2015/16 Financial
Plan so that the planning submissions to NHS England reflect the plans approved by
the Governing Body. In addition, the approval of the plan enables ECCCG to set its
budget from which it will monitor its performance throughout the year. The 2015/16
Financial Plan will also be used to update the 5 Year Financial Plan which will be
submitted to a future Governing Body.

8

Peer Group Area / Town Area Affected

8.1

This relates to all of NHS Eastern Cheshire’s geographical areas.

7.

Population Affected

7.1

This relates to all of NHS Eastern Cheshire’s population.

8.

Context

8.1

The 2015/16 Year Financial Plan is prepared by the Chief Finance Officer on behalf of
ECCCG as part of the internal and external planning requirements. The Financial
Plan also highlights to the Governing Body how it is discharging its financial duties for
2015/16 to ensure the Governing Body is informed and where necessary takes
appropriate decisions concerning ECCCG’s financial performance.

8.2

The 2015/16 Financial Budget sets out in detail how ECCCG will set its annual budget
on which it will be monitored throughout the year.

9.

Finance

9.1

Refer to Appendix One.

10.

Quality and Patient Experience

10.1

Not applicable.
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11.

Consultation and Engagement (Public/Patient/Carer/Clinical/Staff)

11.1

Not applicable.

12.

Equality

12.1

Not applicable.

13.

Legal

13.1

Not applicable.

14.
14.1

Communication
Communication with the public and other interested parties via the publication of the
2015/16 Financial Plan as part of the public Governing Body meeting.

15.

Background and Options

15.1

Not applicable.

16.

Access to further information

16.1

For further information relating to this report contact:

Name
Designation
Date
Telephone
Email

17.

Glossary of Terms

CHC
CT
ECCCG
FNC
QIPP
STAIRRS

18.

Alex Mitchell
Chief Finance Officer
22 May 2014
01625 663456
Alex.mitchell@nhs.net

Continuing Healthcare
Caring Together
NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
Funded Nursing Care
Quality, Innovation, Productivity and Prevention
Short Term Assessment and Intervention for Recovery and Rehabilitation
Services

Appendices Table

Appendix One

2015/16 Financial Plan
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Prior Committee Approval / Link to other Committees
Not applicable.

CCG 5 Year Strategic Plan programme of work this report is linked to 
Caring Together
Quality Improvement


Mental Health & Alcohol



Other

CCG 5 Year Strategic Plan ambitions addressed by this report 
Increase the number of our citizens 
Increase the proportion of older people 
having a positive experience of care
Reduce the inequalities in health
and social care across Eastern
Cheshire



Ensure our citizens access care to
the highest standard and are
protected from avoidable harm



Ensure that all those living in
Eastern
Cheshire
should
be
supported by new, better integrated
community services



living independently at home and who
feel supported to manage their condition
Improve the health-related quality of life
of our citizens with one or more long
term conditions, including mental health
conditions
Secure additional years of life for the
citizens of Eastern Cheshire with
treatable mental and physical health
conditions





Key Implications of this report – please indicate 
Strategic
Consultation & Engagement

Finance
Equality

Quality & Patient Experience
Legal

Staff / Workforce

CCG Values supported by this report – please indicate 
Valuing People
Working Together
Investing Responsibly




Innovation
Quality




NHS Constitution Values supported by this report – please indicate 
Working together for patients
Compassion

Respect and dignity
Commitment to quality of care



Improving lives
Everyone counts
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Table One: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) 2015/16 Financial Summary
Income and Expenditure Breakdown

Table
Reference

Financial
Plan
£000s

Income
Programme
Running Costs
2014/15 Surplus b'f
Sub Total - Total Income
Expenditure
Acute Contracts
Mental Health Contracts
Community Contracts
Ambulance Contracts
Commercial Sector Contracts
Voluntary Sector
Better Care Fund
NCAs / OATS
Systems Resilience
Continuing Health Care
NHS Funded Care
Primary Care & Out of Hours
Prescribing
Other
QIPP
Contingency
Pump-priming Reserve
Sub Total Programme Expenditure
Running Costs
Sub Total - Total Expenditure
2015/16 Financial Plan - Deficit/(Surplus)
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Table Two
Table Three
Table Four
Table Five
Table Six
Table Seven

Table Eight

Table Nine

Table Ten

Cost
Per
Head
£'s

(237,234)
(4,400)
(190)
(241,824)

(£1,163)
(£22)
(£1)
(£1,098)

113,656
17,837
17,232
6,454
8,784
522
4,580
2,315
1,198
15,990
5,556
5,297
33,454
3,013
(2,548)
1,210
1,463
236,011

£557
£87
£84
£32
£43
£3
£22
£11
£11
£78
£27
£26
£164
£15
(£12)
£6
£7
£17

4,400

£22

240,411

£1,178

(1,413)

(£7)
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Table Two: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Acute
Contracts
Acute Contracts

Aintree Hospital NHSFT
Alder Hey Childrens NHSFT
BMI
Central Manchester NHSFT
Countess of Chester Hospital NHSFT
East Cheshire NHS Trust
Mid Cheshire Hospitals NHSFT
Pennine Acute NHST
Royal Liverpool Broadgreen NHST
Robert Jones & Agnes Hunt NHSFT
Salford Royal NHSFT
Spire
St Helens & Knowsley NHST
Staffs & SOT Partnership NHST
Stockport NHSFT
University Hospital of South Manchester NHSFT
Warrington & Halton NHSFT
Wirral University Hospital NHSFT
Wrightington Wigan Leigh NHSFT
University Hospital of North Midlands NHST
Other
Performance Reserve *
Total
* This represents performance reserve for all contract areas.

Financial Plan 2015/16: Table 2 of 12

Annual
Contract
£000s
66
112
44
6,172
163
71,770
4,220
327
261
310
1,681
62
62
292
10,482
12,049
307
132
638
1,679
281
2,546
113,656

%

0.1%
0.1%
0.0%
5.4%
0.1%
63.1%
3.7%
0.3%
0.2%
0.3%
1.5%
0.1%
0.1%
0.3%
9.2%
10.6%
0.3%
0.1%
0.6%
1.5%
0.2%
2.2%
100%
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Table Three: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's
(ECCCG's) Mental Health Contracts
Mental Health Contracts

Cheshire & Wirral MH Partnership NHSFT
Other
Total

Annual
Contract
£000s
15,607
2,230
17,837

%

87.5%
12.5%
100%
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Table Four: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's
(ECCCG's) Community Contracts
Community Contracts

Derbyshire Community
East Cheshire NHST
NHS Property Services
Other
Total

Annual
Contract
£000s
132
16,232
590
278
17,232

%

0.8%
94.2%
3.4%
1.6%
100%
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Table Five: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's
(ECCCG's) Ambulance Contracts
Ambulance Contracts

Northwest Ambulance Service NHST
Other inc ERS Medical Patient Transport
Total
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Annual
Contract
£000s
6,189
265
6,454

%

95.9%
4.1%
100%
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Table Six: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's)
Independent Sector Contracts
Commercial Sector Contracts

Spire Healthcare
Eyecare Medical
Healthcare at Home - High cost drugs
South Manchester Private Clinic
Specsavers
Virgin Care Provider Services Ltd
Other
Total

Annual
Contract
£000s
2,494
2,668
1,427
158
250
175
1,612
8,784

%

28.4%
30.4%
16.2%
1.8%
2.8%
2.0%
18.4%
100%
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Table Seven: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's
(ECCCG's) Grants and Voluntary Sector
Voluntary Sector Grants

Age UK
Alzheimer's Society
Cheshire East UA (Domestic Violence Partnership)
Citizens Advice Bureau
Mind
Neuromuscular Centre
Stroke Association
Other
Total
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Annual
Contract
£000s
101
17
18
18
40
41
72
215
522

%

19.4%
3.2%
3.5%
3.4%
7.7%
7.9%
13.8%
41.1%
100%
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Table Eight: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's
(ECCCG's) Primary Care Services
Services

Annual
Contract
£000s

%

Annandale Medical Centre
Bollington Medical
Broken Cross Surgery
Chelford Surgery
Cumberland House Macclesfield
George Street
Handforth Medical Centre
High Street Medical Practice Macclesfield
Kenmore Medical Centre
Lawton House Surgery
Manchester Road Medical Centre
McIlvride Medical Centre
Meadowside Medical Centre
Park Green Surgery
Park Lane House Medical Centre
Priorslegh Medical Centre
Readesmoor Group Practice
South Park Surgery
The Health Centre Holmes Chapel
The Schoolhouse Surgery
Toft Road Surgery
Vernova
Wilmslow Health Centre
Total Enhanced Services

61
74
34
19
124
72
91
37
60
62
41
66
42
68
49
119
76
63
78
43
65
501
116
1,961

3.1%
3.8%
1.7%
1.0%
6.3%
3.7%
4.6%
1.9%
3.0%
3.2%
2.1%
3.4%
2.1%
3.5%
2.5%
6.1%
3.9%
3.2%
4.0%
2.2%
3.3%
25.5%
5.9%
100%

Clinics in Primary Care Settings
Out of Hours/NHS 111
Total Other Services
Total Primary Care

608
2,728
3,336
5,297

18.2%
81.8%
100%
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Table Nine: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Quality, Innovation,
Productivity and Prevention (QIPP) Initiatives
QIPP Initiative

Approach and Supporting Activities

2015/16 QIPP
Recurrent

Prescribing Savings
Schemes

Budgetary Control, Specific Schemes,
Medicines Management Support

Pro-active Care

Agreed reduction trajectory with ECT (Target
3.1% non-elective admissions), continue proactive care work in Primary Care, Primary
Care Coordinators, Risk Stratification,
Systems Resilience funding

£000s
(248)

Non
Recurrent
£000s

2016/17
Total

Recurrent

£000s
(248)

(700)

(700)

Contract Management Validation and Data quality checks, moving
towards local use of national datasets, service
audits, work with other commissioners where
not the contract host

(600)

(600)

Tender Service

Completed tender for Wet AMD services
takes effect with locally negotiated prices
following NICE guidance

(400)

(400)

Elective Variation

Practice-level reporting with benchmarking
data: identify priority areas and work on
variation from Best Practice

(200)

(200)

Continuing Healthcare Management of National Risk Pool for old
CHC cases ("Restitution"): QIPP represents
estimated funding to be returned to CCG in
2015/16.
Caring Together
Transformational

(400)

Implementation of Community Based Coordinated Care:
Phase 1 - STAIRRS, Phase 2 - Community
Teams.
Better Care Fund: pooled monies with Social
Care to facilitate these changes.

Totals

Financial Plan 2015/16: Table 9 of 12

(2,148)

(400)

£000s

(400)

0

(3,500)

(2,548)

(3,500)
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Table Ten: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) 2015/16 Running
Costs
Directorate

Budgets

Team
Pay

Corporate

Commissioning

Transformation

Board
Corporate
Finance
Commissioning
Continuing Healthcare
Safeguarding
Transformation
Programme Management Office

Total

Non-Pay *

Total

£000s

£000s
55
605
503
1,087
268
62
394
216

5
8
11
23
4
4
7
5

4
956
8
232
1
5
4

£000s
59
1,561
511
1,319
268
63
399
220

3,190

67

1,210

4,400

* The actual split of non-pay budgets between directorate is still being finalised.
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Supplementary Tables
Table Eleven: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's
(ECCCG's) 2015/16 Investment in Growth

Acute Contracts
Mental Health Contracts
Community Contracts
Ambulance Contracts
Commercial Sector Contracts
Other
Continuing Health Care
NHS Funded Care
Learning Disabilities
Prescribing

Demographic
Growth
0.8%
£000s
889
114
132
42
68
30
106
42
17
257

Total

Financial Plan 2015/16: Table 11 of 12

1,697

Non-Demographic
Growth
£000s
1,566
199
231
416
119
53
662
263
32
706
4,247

Total
Growth

% Uplift
1.4%
1.4%
1.4%
8.0%
1.4%
1.4%
5.0%
5.0%
1.4%
3.0%
0

£000s
2,455
313
363
458
187
83
768
305
49
963
5,944
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Table Twelve: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) 2015/16 Planned Investments
Service Area

Investment Item

Recurrent
Investment
£000s

Acute

High Cost Drugs and Devices anticipated price/activity
pressures
Hyper-acute Stroke Pathway - impact of Greater
Manchester Tariff
Impact of changes to Marginal Rate for Unscheduled Care

Sub Total
Mental Health Autism/ADHD service improvement plus SEN reform costs
Big White Wall
IAPT for Veterans hosted by Bury
Rebalancing CWP contract across old PCT footprint (final
instalment)
Year 2 of 2 additional CAMHS funding - Third Sector
(Visyon)
Year 2 of 2 additional CAMHS funding - NHS (CWP)
IAPT, 2nd of 2 years funding.
Sub Total
Community
Stroke early supported discharge part-year pump-priming
Sub Total
Continuing
Restitution Risk Pool contribution
Healthcare
Continuing Healthcare: cost of processing restitutions
Continuing Healthcare- Projected Growth Rate
Sub Total
Primary Care Enhanced Services budget increased to outturn
Pro-active care co-ordinators
Other Primary care Pressures
Sub Total
Other
Caring Together Programme
Independent Domestic Violence Advisor
Increase in NHS Property Services re-charge (excluding
running cost)
Caring Together IT Enablers: CICDR, MPLS/ Wifi
Systems Resilience Funding made recurrent by NHS
England
Better Care Fund Performance Fund
Contingency (Pump Priming Reserve)
Pump Priming Reserve
Sub Total
Total All Investments
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NonRecurrent
Investment
£000s

Total
Investment

119

£000s
119

253

253

(100)
272
190
35
20
600

100
100

0
372
190
35
20
600

85

85

170
120
1,220
100
100

20
145

170
120
1,220
100
100
1,209
250
980
2,439
125
201
179
505
400
20
145

591
1,198

591
1,198

980
980
125
201
179
505

0
0
1,209
250
1,459

0
400

1,114

3,068
6,145

1,210
1,462
3,072
4,631

1,114
1,210
1,462
6,140
10,776
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NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning
Group Operational Plan 2015-16

Purpose of Report
This report provides the Governing Body with the details of the CCG
Operational Plan 2015-16 which has been submitted to NHS England.
Key points
The report details:
 The CCG submission to NHS England in relation to delivery of national and local quality
priorities. This includes the NHS Quality Premium priorities and NHS Constitutional
Standards.
 Challenges in achieving NHS Constitutional Standards in Accident and Emergency four
hour access and 18 Week Referral to Treatment Standards are highlighted. In addition
the improvement required in access to Mental Health Services are shown to be a
significant risk to the CCG plan delivery.
 The secondary care activity projections for the year which includes a reduction in the
number of Emergency Admissions, in line with Better Care Funding Plans.

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve

Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information



Benefits / value to our population / communities
The development of the CCG Operational Plan details the strategic focus and direction that
will be undertaken by the Clinical Commissioning Group to improve and maintain high
quality, patient centred, financially sustainable services for the population of Eastern
Cheshire.

Report Author
Neil Evans

Contributors

Commissioning Director

Date of report

18th May 2015
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NHS E
Eastern Cheshire Clinical Com
mmissio
oning Group
Operattional P
Plan 2015–16
1.

Executive Summ
mary

1.1

NHS Ea
astern Cheshire Clinical Commissionin
ng Group
p (CCG) submitted the
Operation
nal Plan co
ommitmentss to NHS E
England on
n 14 May 2015.

1.2

The comp
ponents of the submisssion inclu
ude:
 projeccted perforrmance aga
ainst national prioritie
es, for exam
mple NHS Constitutio
on
Stand
dards
 trajecctories to im
mprove perrformance against Ke
ey Nationall Outcome Indicators
 targetts for the coming
c
yea
ar in relation to delivery of the National Quality Premiium
meassures, inclu
uding subm
mission of tw
wo local prriority indicators and a number o
of
option
nal indicato
ors in relatiion to Mental Health and Urgen
nt Care
care (hosp
 trajecctories for secondary
s
pital) based
d activity le
evels
 comm
missioning intentions for the com
ming year (2015-16)
(
 the C
CCG Prospe
ectus 2015
5-16

1.3

The CCG
G is forecassting that n
neither of the
t NHS Constitution
C
nal Standarrds for Acccident
and Emerrgency four hour access nor 18
8 week Refferral to Tre
eatment Sttandards will
w be
achieved during Qu
uarter One 2015–16. This is a direct ressult of challenges for East
Cheshire NHS Tru
ust in mee
eting the Accident and Emergency Standard, and a
recovery plan for 18
8 weeks wh
hich is focu
ussing on reducing long waits.

1.4

pid action by the CCG in relatio
on to impro
oving
Mental Health Standards will require rap
) and
o
and
the
q
quality
of,
I
mproving
A
Access
to
ical
Therap
pies
(IAPT
access to
Psycholog
Dementia
a identifica
ation. From
m the end
d of 2015–
–16 six we
eek accesss and 18 week
treatmentt timescale
es are introd
duced for IIAPT.

1.5

The Operrational Pla
an ‘Plan on
n a Page’ h
has been shared prevviously with
h the Gove
erning
Body and
d is consistent with the CCG Fivve Year Strrategy.1

1.6

The appro
oach taken
n when settting the exxpected reduction in secondaryy care (hosspital)
activity iss consisten
nt with those include
ed in the Five
F
Year Strategy
S
a
and Better Care
Fund.

1.7

an will be
e monitore
ed by the Clinical Q
Quality and Perform
mance
Delivery of the pla
ee, with co
oncerns esscalated to
o the Gove
erning Bod
dy. They key suppo
orting
Committe
areas of tthe plan on
n a page ha
ave had ma
anagerial a
and clinical resource assigned.

1

http://www
w.easternchesh
hireccg.nhs.uk/downloads/publiccations/Strategie
es/NHSECCCG
G5YearStrategicP
Plan.pdf
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2.

Recomm
mendatio
ons

2.1

The Gove
erning Body is asked to:
 Endo
orse the ap
pproach takken by the CCG in terms of:
o the
e trajectorie
es used an
nd containe
ed within th
he appendices
o our local/optional Qualitty Premium
m indicatorss.


Cons
sider how tthe Govern
ning Body wishes
w
to e
engage in overseeing
g delivery o
of the
plan

3.

Reason
ns for rec
commend
dation(s))

3.1

The CCG
G will use th
he program
mmes of wo
ork outlined
d within the
e Plan on a Page in order
to deliverr the contents of the Operatio
onal Plan. To supp
port this delivery
d
wo
ork is
ately:
ongoing to
t appropria
 assign human re
esources;
nd delivery of project plans and milestoness;
 development an
 development an
nd negotiattion of contractual levvers to sup
pport delive
ery for exa
ample
es with our service pro
oviders;
CQUIIN scheme
 development o
of corpora
ate reporting to up
pdate the
e Governin
ng Body, sub
mittees and
d programm
me deliveryy groups on
n progress in deliverin
ng the Plan
n
comm

4.

Peer Grroup Area / Town
n Area Afffected

4.1

All areas of Eastern
n Cheshire.

5.

Populattion Affected

5.1

All.

6.

Contextt

6.1

Submissio
on of an O
Operationa
al Plan is a statutoryy requirem
ment of the
e CCG and
d has
been devveloped to support de
elivery of the
t
CCG Five
F
Year Strategy a
and the nattional
priorities outlined in ‘The NHS
S Five Yearr Forward View’. Developmentt of our stra
ategy
2
is informe
ed by the Cheshire East Jointt Strategic Needs Asssessment and Che
eshire
East Join
nt Health and Wellbeing Strateg
gy.3 The C
CCG will a
also need tto seek support
from the C
Cheshire East
E
Health
h and Wellb
being Boarrd for the content of th
his Plan.

6.2

um measures have b
been deve
eloped with
h the Syste
ems Resilience
The Quality Premiu
nd Mental Health Boa
ard, prior to
t being ag
greed at th
he CCG’s Clinical Quality
Group an
and Perfo
ormance Committee.

2
3

www.ch
heshireeast.go
ov.uk/jsna
http://w
www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/council_and_democracy/you
ur_council/heelth_and_wellb
being_board.aaspx
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7.

Finance
e

7.1

There will be significant financial conssiderations resulting from the p
programme
es of
ulting from the implem
mentation o
of the Five
e Year Stra
ategic Plan
n. Any cha
anges
work resu
to the CC
CG Financia
al Plan will be brough
ht to the Go
overning Body for approval.

8.

Quality and Patiient Expe
erience

8.1

The Operrational Pla
an and Co
ommissioning Intentio
ons have been,
b
and will continue to
be, inform
med by patient experiience. Upo
on implementation off the work indicated w
within
the Two Y
Year Plan,, quality an
nd patient experience
e will conttinue to be
e vital indiccators
and drivers for impro
ovement.

9.

Consulttation an
nd Engag
gement (P
Public/Pa
atient/Carrer/Clinica
al/Staff)

9.1

The CCG
G undertakkes significcant engag
gement and
d commun
nication acctivities with the
public of tthe key sta
akeholders within Easstern Chesshire. The views and
d experiencces of
clinicians, staff, pattients, care
ers and oth
her key sta
akeholderss in part ha
as informed the
ment of the Five Yearr Plan and sub group of Eastern
n Cheshire
e HealthVoice is
developm
working w
with the C
CCG to support deve
elopment a
and delivery of our Commissio
oning
Intentionss.

9.2

The Syste
em Resilie
ence Group
p and Menttal Health Board are responsible form delivery
of a larg
ge proportiion of the
e plan; both groups include public
p
reprresentative
es as
standing members. Both gro
oups are re
equired to provide up
pdates on progress to
t the
CCG Qua
ality and Pe
erformance
e Committe
ee.

10.

Equality
y

10.1

An Equality Impact Analysis w
will be und
dertaken on
n the sche
emes conta
ained within the
Plan on a Page to ensure
e
theyy support re
eduction in
n inequalityy.

11.

Legal

11.1

The CCG
G is require
ed to assu
ure NHS E
England tha
at it has a robust Op
perational Plan.
The Hea
alth and Social
S
Carre Act 201
12 establisshed CCG
Gs with th
he mandate to
commissiion healthccare servicces for local people. This includes the developme
d
ent of
Strategic and Operational Plans. The
e requirem
ment to un
ndertake Equality
E
Im
mpact
Analysis is
i also neccessary in o
order for th
he CCG to deliver on its Public S
Sector Duty.

12.

Commu
unication
n

12.1

Once approved the
e Operatio
onal Plan will be pu
ublished on the CCG website
e and
and key sta
akeholderss. The con
ntent of the
e Five
communiccated to itss member practices a
Year Stra
ategic Plan
n and Operrational Pla
an will form
m the basis of the CCG Prospe
ectus
2015–16 which will be written in a plain E
English pub
blic-friendlyy style.

13.

Backgro
ound and
d Option
ns

13.1

The CCG
G is required
d to submit operation
nal plans to
o NHS Eng
gland. These are linkked to
the Five Year
Y
Strate
egic Plan, B
Better Care
e Fund and
d Finance Plans.
P
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13.2

The natio
onally defined requirements contained with
hin two tem
mplate base
ed submisssions
include:
 projeccted performance ag
gainst national prioriities for exxample NH
HS Constittution
Stand
dards
 trajecctories to im
mprove perrformance against Ke
ey Nationall Outcome Indicators
 targetts for the coming
c
yea
ar in relatio
on to delive
ery of the National Q
Quality Prem
mium
meassures, inclu
uding subm
mission of a local priorrity indicato
or
 trajecctories for secondary
s
care (hosp
pital) based
d activity le
evels.

13.3

In additio
on to thesse predefin
ned submissions the
e CCG iss required to develo
op its
Commisssioning Inte
entions for tthe coming
g year (201
15-16).

13.4

The CCG
G submitte
ed its firstt draft plans in Feb
bruary with
h an iterattive updatte on
14th May 2015.

13.5

C
nts
Operational Plan Componen
Priorities The CCG ha
as self-certtified that the plan supports:
13.5.1 National P
 deliverry of the N
NHS Consstitution co
ommitmentts, for example treattment
within 18 weeks of referral
 manag
gement of healthcare associatted infectio
ons in ord
der to avo
oid C.
Difficile
e
 increased rates o
of Dementiia diagnosiis
 improvved accesss and outco
omes for p
people nee
eding Impro
oving Acce
ess to
Psychological Th
herapies (IA
APT);
 improvved accesss and experience of P
Primary Ca
are (Genera
al Practice)).
13.5.2

The CCG is forecastting that ne
either of th
he NHS Co
onstitutiona
al Standard
ds for
access no
or 18 wee
ek Referrral to
Accident and Emergency four hour a
er One 201
15-16. This is a
Treatmentt Standardss will be acchieved during Quarte
direct resu
ult of challenges fo
or East Ch
heshire NH
HS Trust in meeting
g the
Accident a
and Emergency Standard, and a recoveryy plan for 18
1 weeks w
which
is focussin
ng on reduccing long waits.
w

13.5.3

Mental He
ealth Stand
dards will rrequire rap
pid action by
b the CCG in relation to
improving access to, and the quality of, Improving
g Access to
o Psycholo
ogical
Therapies (IAPT) and Dementiia identifica
ation. From
m the end of 2015–1
16 six
week acce
ess and 18 week trea
atment time
escales are
e introduced from IAP
PT.

13.5.4

Appendix
x One show
ws the subm
mission.
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13.6

Quality Premium
P
M
Measures
13.6.1 The table below sho
ows the co
ontents of tthe CCG 2
2015–16 Quality
Q
Prem
mium
al scheme
e designed
d to rewa
ard CCGs who
priorities. This is a nationa
ate they h
have impro
oved the quality of care ava
ailable for their
demonstra
population
n. The ma
aximum fin
nancial payment ava
ailable is £
£5 per hea
ad of
population
n In addition to th
he scheme
es below there are
e a numbe
er of
“exclusion criteria” re
elating to tthe CCG ffailing to fu
ulfil its statutory duties or
key NHS C
Constitution
n commitm
ments.
13.6.2

e schemes listed belo
ow, a num
mber are mandatory
m
a
national areas,
Within the
some werre derived
d from na
ational pickk lists, in relation to Urgent and
Emergenccy Care and
d Mental Health
H
and ttwo relate to local priorities.

13.6.3

The CCG Clinical Qu
uality and Performan
nce Commiittee will m
monitor prog
gress
in deliveryy of thesse improve
ements, a
alongside other con
nstitutional and
improveme
ent prioritie
es.
Me
easure

y
of life lostt
1 Reduccing potential years
2 Urgen
nt and emergen
ncy care menu
2a Avoidable emergencyy admissions
c
which are an
a NHS responsibility
2b Delayyed transfers of care
dmitted for non‐elective reasonss, who are disch
harged at weekends or
Increaase in the numbeer of patients ad
2c bank holidays.
u
3 Menttal health menu
mber of patients attending
a
an A&
&E department fo
or a mental heallth‐related needs who
Reducction in the num
wait more
m
than four hours
h
to be treatted and dischargged, or admitted, together with a defined improvvement
3a in thee coding of patients attending A&
&E.
3b Reducction in the num
mber of people with
w severe mental illness who are currently smo
okers
n contact with seecondary mental health servicess who are in paid
Increaase in the proportion of adults in
No emplo
oyment.
No Impro
ovement in the health related qu
uality of life for people
p
with a long term mental health condition
n
4 Impro
oving antibioticc prescribing
5 Reducce ALL Pressure
e Sore incidence
e by 10%

Propo
ortionProjects Contributing
C
orkstreams
All wo
10
0%
con
ntribute

30
0%

Quality Improvement
and Inteegrated Care
(System
ms Resilience
and Amb
bulatory Care)

30
0%

MenttaL Health
Programme Board
(Crisis Caare Concordat)

10
0%
10
0%
0%
10

6 Impro
oving Physical Healthcare,
H
to reduce
r
prematu
ure mortality, in
n people with Severe
S
Mental Illness

13.7

Quality Improvement
Quality Improvement
Quality Improvement
Menttal Health
Programme Board

Seconda
ary Care (h
hospital) A
Activity Pla
anning Assumptions
13.7.1 One of th
he plannin
ng assump
ptions included with
hin the Caring Together
Programm
me is that th
here will be
e a shift in care from a hospital to a comm
munity
setting. In defining the trajecctories req
quired with
hin the 201
15–16 plan
nning
n, a conssistent app
proach hass been ussed to refllect that. The
submission
assumptio
on is that non-elective activityy will conttinue to fa
all but witth an
increasing rate of 3.1%. Thiss will be driven by th
he develop
pment of o
out of
hospital se
ervices to ssupport thiss shift. A stable
s
assu
umption ha
as been ap
pplied
in relation
n to attendance at Accident and Eme
ergency, O
Outpatients and
Elective Care.
13.7.2

x Two show
ws the subm
mitted information.
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14.

Access to Furth
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For furthe
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g to this rep
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15.
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egic Plan
n program
mme of w
work this
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Caring
g Togetherr
Q
Quality Imp
provement


Menta
al Health an
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O
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CCG Five Yea
ar Strategic Plan ambition
ns addre
essed by this repo
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Increa
ase the num
mber of ou
ur citizens 
IIncrease th
he proportion of olde
er people 
having
g a positive
e experiencce of care
Reducce the ine
equalities in health
and ssocial carre acrosss Eastern
Chesh
hire



Ensure our citizzens accesss care to
the highest
and are
h
s
standard
proteccted from a
avoidable h
harm



living independently at home and who
ffeel supporrted to man
nage their condition
IImprove th
he health-re
elated qua
ality of life
o
of our citizzens with one or m
more long
tterm conditions, inclu
uding mental health
cconditions
S
Secure ad
dditional ye
ears of life
e for the
ccitizens o
of Easterrn Chesh
hire with
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orted by ne
ew, better integrated
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L
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Workin
ng togethe
er for patien
nts
Compassio
on


Respe
ect and dignity
Improving lives
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Appendix 1: Eastern Cheshire CCG Operational Plan Trajectories and Priorities
E.B.1

RTT ‐ The
percenta
ge of
admitted
pathways
within 18
weeks for
admitted
patients
whose
clocks
stopped
during
the
period,
on an
adjusted
basis

Completed pathways <
18 weeks
2013‐
14

Total Completed
Pathways

2014‐
15

%
Completed pathways <
18 weeks
Total Completed
Pathways

2015/
16
Plan

%
Completed pathways <
18 weeks
Total Completed
Pathways

%

APR

MAY

JUN

JULY

AUG

SEPTE

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

836

935

934

100
0

876

955

887

985

770

1024

858

1005

918
91.1
%

1009
92.7
%

100
5
92.9
%

107
8
92.8
%

936

1018

1093

1058

832

1096

931

93.6%

93.8%

81.2%

93.1%

92.5%

93.4%

92.2%

1075
93.5
%

883

942

926

936

734

954

1004

913

903

741

-

-

963
91.7
%

1003
93.9
%

998
92.8
%

102
8
91.1
%

852

1060

1092

1026

964

797

-

-

86.2%

90.0%

91.9%

89.0%

93.7%

93.0%

-

-

615

586

446

942

772

960

1010

929

908

745

943

1105

969

1009

100
4

103
4

857

1066

1099

1032

970

802

1024

1182

72.8
%

75.5
%

74.9
%

91.1
%

90.1%

90.1%

91.9%

90.0%

93.6%

92.9%

92.1%

93.5
%

E.B.2

RTT ‐ The
percenta
ge of
non‐
admitted
pathways
within 18
weeks for
non‐
admitted
patients
whose
clocks
stopped
during
the
period.

2013‐
14

Completed pathways <
18 weeks
Total Completed
Pathways

2014‐
15

%
Completed pathways <
18 weeks
Total Completed
Pathways

2015/
16
Plan

%
Completed pathways <
18 weeks
Total Completed
Pathways
%

APRI
L

3029

JUN
E
274
9
284
5
96.6
%
326
5
337
1
96.9
%
328
5
339
1

MAY

JULY
319
3
328
0
97.3
%
320
6
332
5
96.4
%
322
5
334
5

3035

2979

3115
97.4
%

3053
97.6
%

3009

2914

3112
96.7
%

3011
96.8
%

3027

2931

3131
96.7
%

96.8
%

96.9
%

96.4
%

AUGU
ST

SEPTEM
BER

OCTOB
ER

NOVEM
BER

DECEM
BER

JANUA
RY

FEBRU
ARY

MAR
CH

2631

3009

3340

3189

2867

3387

2868

2947

2724

3114

3433

3285

2929

3475

2959

96.6%

96.6%

97.3%

97.1%

97.9%

97.5%

96.9%

3044
96.8
%

2506

3262

3491

3243

3164

3111

‐

‐

2589

3384

3627

3405

3300

3199

‐

‐

96.8%

96.4%

96.3%

95.2%

95.9%

97.2%

‐

‐

2521

3282

3512

3262

3183

3130

2960

3042

2605

3404

3649

3425

3320

3218

3079

3167

96.8%

96.4%

96.2%

95.2%

95.9%

97.3%

96.1%

96.1
%

E.B.3

RTT ‐ The
percenta
ge of
incomple
te
pathways
within 18
weeks for
patients
on
incomple
te
pathways
at the
end of
the
period.

2013‐
14

Incomplete Pathways <
18 weeks
Total Incomplete
Pathways

2014‐
15

%
Incomplete Pathways <
18 weeks
Total Incomplete
Pathways

2015/
16
Plan

%
Incomplete Pathways <
18 weeks
Total Incomplete
Pathways
%

APRI
L

9651

JUN
E
803
2
858
3
93.6
%
901
3
947
0
95.2
%
888
7
952
7

MAY

JULY
795
3
850
3
93.5
%
881
1
924
9
95.3
%
886
4
930
4

7700

8029

8295
92.8
%

8602
93.3
%

8909

9151

9373
95.0
%

9593
95.4
%

8780

8989

9429
93.1
%

93.1
%

93.3
%

95.3
%

AUGU
ST

SEPTEM
BER

OCTOB
ER

NOVEM
BER

DECEM
BER

JANUA
RY

FEBRU
ARY

MAR
CH

8181

8305

8687

8488

8514

8494

8457

8828

8694

8810

9052

8843

8906

8929

8925

94.1%

94.3%

96.0%

96.0%

95.6%

95.1%

94.8%

9267
95.3
%

9214

9355

9453

9398

9049

9296

‐

‐

9644

9772

9930

9835

9509

9953

‐

‐

95.5%

95.7%

95.2%

95.6%

95.2%

93.4%

‐

‐

9269

9411

9510

9454

9103

9352

9465

9702

9831

9990

9894

9566

10013

9916

9880
1029
6

95.5%

95.7%

95.2%

95.6%

95.2%

93.4%

95.5%

96.0
%

APRI
L

MAY

7

13

Total Number waiting

2049

1999

%
Number waiting > 6
weeks

0.3%

0.7%

43

20

Total Number waiting

2581

2727

%
Number waiting > 6
weeks

1.7%

0.7%

25

27

Total Number waiting

2581

2727

%

1.0%

1.0%

E.B.4
Number waiting > 6
weeks
2013‐
14

Diagnosti
cs Test
Waiting
Times

2014‐
15

2015/
16
Plan

JUN
E

JULY

19
209
1
0.9
%

9
208
1
0.4
%

13
267
1
0.5
%

14
277
9
0.5
%

26
267
1
1.0
%

27
277
9
1.0
%

AUGU
ST

SEPTEM
BER

OCTOB
ER

NOVEM
BER

DECEM
BER

JANUA
RY

FEBRU
ARY

MAR
CH

24

31

20

18

29

45

60

36

2223

2471

2650

2518

2432

2888

3267

3087

1.1%

1.3%

0.8%

0.7%

1.2%

1.6%

1.8%

1.2%

33

37

31

23

36

45

‐

‐

2946

2513

2589

2593

2413

2433

‐

‐

1.1%

1.5%

1.2%

0.9%

1.5%

1.8%

‐

‐

29

25

25

25

24

24

22

25

2946

2513

2589

2593

2413

2433

2283

2593

1.0%

1.0%

1.0%

1.0%

1.0%

1.0%

1.0%

1.0%

E.B.6

2WW

2013‐
14

Cancer‐
All
Cancer
two
week
wait

2014‐
15

2015/
16
Plan

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

Number waiting < 2
weeks

1019

1091

1200

1143

Total number waiting

1043

1113

1226

1177

%
Number waiting < 2
weeks

97.7%

98.0%

97.9%

97.1%

1228

1291

1391

‐

Total number waiting

1255

1326

1412

‐

%
Number waiting < 2
weeks
Total number waiting
%

97.8%

97.4%

98.5%

‐

1228
1255
97.8%

1291
1326
97.4%

1391
1412
98.5%

1350
1390
97.1%

E.B.7

Cancer ‐
Two
week
wait for
breast
symptom
s (where
cancer
not
initially
suspecte
d)

2WW‐
BR
2013‐
14

2014‐
15

2015/
16
Plan

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

190
198
96.0%

162
166
97.6%

171
177
96.6%

187
201
93.0%

210

180

225

‐

Total number waiting

224

191

227

‐

%
Number waiting < 2
weeks
Total number waiting
%

93.8%

94.2%

99.1%

‐

210
224
93.8%

180
191
94.2%

225
227
99.1%

214
229
93.4%

Number waiting < 2
weeks
Total number waiting
%
Number waiting < 2
weeks

62‐GP
E.B.12

Cancer ‐
All cancer
62 day
urgent
referral
to first
treatmen
t wait

2013‐
14

2014‐
15
2015/
16
Plan

Number waiting < 62
days
Total number waiting
%
Number waiting < 62
days
Total number waiting
%
Number waiting < 62
days
Total number waiting
%

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

98
114
86.0%

106
122
86.9%

133
151
88.1%

118
135
87.4%

120
132
90.9%

125
138
90.6%

103
120
85.8%

‐
‐
‐

120
132
90.9%

125
138
90.6%

103
120
85.8%

122
135
90.4%

E.B.13

Cancer ‐
62 day
wait for
first
treatmen
t
following
referral
from an
NHS
cancer
screening
service

62‐
SCR
2013‐
14

2014‐
15

2015/
16
Plan

Number waiting < 62
days
Total number waiting
%
Number waiting < 62
days
Total number waiting
%
Number waiting < 62
days
Total number waiting
%

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

20
20
100.0%

22
24
91.7%

21
26
80.8%

13
13
100.0%

26
26
100.0%

22
23
95.7%

31
33
93.9%

‐
‐
‐

26
26

22
23

31
33

23
24

100.0%

95.7%

93.9%

95.8%

E.B.14

Cancer ‐
62 day
wait for
first
treatmne
t for
cancer
following
a
consultan
t's
decision
to
upgrade
the
patients
priority

62‐UP
2013‐
14

2014‐
15

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

15
17
88.2%

13
13
100.0%

20
21
95.2%

19
20
95.0%

22
23

7
12

7
8

‐
‐

%
Number waiting < 62
days
Total number waiting

95.7%

58.3%

87.5%

‐

22
23

11
12

7
8

15
17

%

95.7%

91.7%

87.5%

88.2%

Number waiting < 62
days
Total number waiting
%
Number waiting < 62
days
Total number waiting

2015/
16
Plan

E.B.8

Cancer ‐
Percenta
ge of
patients
receiving
first
definitive
treatmen
t within
31 days
of a
cancer
diagnosis
.

31‐1ST
2013‐
14

2014‐
15

2015/
16
Plan

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

246
253
97.2%

282
285
98.9%

283
289
97.9%

263
268
98.1%

255

260

270

‐

Total number waiting

257

264

276

‐

%
Number waiting < 31
days
Total number waiting

99.2%

98.5%

97.8%

‐

255
257

260
264

270
276

255
258

%

99.2%

98.5%

97.8%

98.8%

Number waiting < 31
days
Total number waiting
%
Number waiting < 31
days

E.B.9

Cancer ‐
31 Day
standard
for
subseque
nt cancer
treatmen
ts ‐
surgery

31‐
SURG
2013‐
14

2014‐
15

2015/
16
Plan

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

53
54
98.1%

49
49
100.0%

53
53
100.0%

44
44
100.0%

44

56

44

‐

Total number waiting

46

57

44

‐

%
Number waiting < 31
days
Total number waiting
%

95.7%

98.2%

100.0%

‐

44
46
95.7%

56
57
98.2%

44
44
100.0%

41
41
100.0%

Number waiting < 31
days
Total number waiting
%
Number waiting < 31
days

E.B.10

Cancer ‐
31 Day
standard
for
subseque
nt cancer
treatmen
ts ‐anti
cancer
drug
regimens

31‐
DRUG
2013‐
14

2014‐
15

2015/
16
Plan

Number waiting < 31
days
Total number waiting
%
Number waiting < 31
days
Total number waiting
%
Number waiting < 31
days
Total number waiting
%

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

89
89
100.0%

64
64
100.0%

55
55
100.0%

57
57
100.0%

42
42

34
34

41
41

‐
‐

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

‐

42
42
100.0%

34
34
100.0%

41
41
100.0%

32
32
100.0%

E.B.11

Cancer ‐
31 Day
standard
for
subseque
nt cancer
treatmen
ts ‐
radiother
apy

31‐RT
2013‐
14

2014‐
15

2015/
16
Plan

Number waiting < 31
days
Total number waiting
%
Number waiting < 31
days
Total number waiting
%
Number waiting < 31
days
Total number waiting
%

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

86
86
100.0%

65
65
100.0%

58
58
100.0%

78
78
100.0%

75
75

50
50

24
24

‐
‐

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

‐

75
75
100.0%

50
50
100.0%

24
24
100.0%

56
56
100.0%

E.B.5

A&E Waiting times ‐ Total time in the A&E department
Note: Plans are to be submitted by lead commissioners of Type 1 Trusts. Plan submitted should be for all attendances to
A&E.
Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

385

602

788

617

Total Attendances

13814

13672

12773

12755

% < 4 hours
Number waiting > 4
hours

97.2%

95.6%

93.8%

95.2%

629

655

707

‐

Total Attendances

13709

14005

13020

‐

% < 4 hours
Number waiting > 4
hours
Total Attendances

95.4%

95.3%

94.6%

‐

823
13709

490
14005

650
13020

501
12211

94.0%

96.5%

95.0%

95.9%

Number waiting > 4
hours
2013‐14
Provider
1

EAST CHESHIRE NHS TRUST

2014‐15
RJN

2015/16
Plan

% < 4 hours

E.A.S.
5
HCAI
measu
re
(C.Diff
icile
infecti
ons)

2013‐14

APRI
L
5

MAY
3

JUN
E
1

JULY
1

AUG
UST
8

SEPTE
MBER
3

OCTO
BER
4

NOVE
MBER
4

DECE
MBER
4

JANU
ARY
5

FEBRU
ARY
4

MAR
CH
5

2014‐15

2

6

4

5

6

7

2

3

6

3

‐

‐

44

2015‐
16
Objecti
ve

2015‐16 Plan

2

5

4

5

6

5

3

3

5

3

3

6

50

50

190
0

191
2

192
4

193
6

1948

1960

1972

1984

1996

2008

2020

202
8

303
9
62.5
2%

303
9
62.9
2%

303
9
63.3
1%

303
9
63.7
1%

3039
64.1
0%

3039

3039
64.89
%

3039

3039
65.68
%

3039
66.07
%

3039
66.47
%

303
9
66.7
3%

E.A.S.
1

Deme
ntia ‐
Estima
ted
diagno
sis
rate

Total
47

2015‐16
Plan

Numb
er of
People
diagno
sed
(65+)
Estima
ted
demen
tia
preval
ence
(65+
Only
(CFAS
II))
%

64.49%

65.28%

E.A.3

2013‐14

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

The number of people who receive psychological therapies

Quarter 1
Incomplete
Data

355

393

790

The number of people who have depression and/or anxiety
disorders (local estimate based on Adult Psychiatric
Morbidity Survey 2000).

20469

20469

20469

20469

1.73%

1.92%

3.86%

% per quarter (e.g. 3.75%)

2014‐15
IAPT
Access ‐
Roll Out

2015‐16
Previous
plan (from
year 2 of
14/15 to
18/19
planning
round)

The number of people who receive psychological therapies

570

415

‐

‐

The number of people who have depression and/or anxiety
disorders (local estimate based on Adult Psychiatric
Morbidity Survey 2000).

20469

20469

‐

‐

2.78%

2.03%

‐

‐

% per quarter (e.g. 3.75%)
The number of people who receive psychological therapies

3100

The number of people who have depression and/or anxiety
disorders (local estimate based on Adult Psychiatric
Morbidity Survey 2000).

20469

% annual

15.14%

The number of people who receive psychological therapies
The number of people who have depression and/or anxiety
2015‐16 Plan disorders (local estimate based on Adult Psychiatric
Morbidity Survey 2000).
% per quarter (e.g. 3.75%)

693

634

826

947

20469

20469

20469

20469

3.39%

3.10%

4.04%

4.63%

E.A.S.2

Quarter 1

2013‐14

IAPT
Recovery
Rate

2014‐15

The number of people who have completed treatement
having attended at least two treatment contacts and are
moving to recovery (those who at initial assessment
achieved 'caseness' and at final session did not)
The number of people who finish treatement having
attended at least two treatment contacts and coded as
discharged) minus (The number of people who finish
treatment not at clinical caseness at initial assessment)

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

‐

60

93

130

‐

147

208

345

44.7%

37.7%

%
The number of people who have completed treatement
having attended at least two treatment contacts and are
moving to recovery (those who at initial assessment
achieved 'caseness' and at final session did not)
The number of people who finish treatement having
attended at least two treatment contacts and coded as
discharged) minus (The number of people who finish
treatment not at clinical caseness at initial assessment)

40.8%

210

190

‐

‐

435

335

‐

‐

%

48.3%

56.7%

‐

‐

2015‐16
Previous
plan (from
year 2 of
14/15 to
18/19
planning
round)
IAPT
Recovery
Rate

The number of people who finish
treatement having attended at least two
treatment contacts and are moving to
recovery (those who at initial assessment
achieved 'caseness' and at final session
did not)
The number of people who finish
treatement having attended at least two
treatment contacts and coded as
discharged) minus (The number of people
who finish treatment not at clinical
caseness at initial assessment)

%
The number of people who finish
treatement having attended at least two
treatment contacts and are moving to
recovery (those who at initial assessment
achieved 'caseness' and at final session
did not)
2015‐16 Plan The number of people who finish
treatement having attended at least two
treatment contacts and coded as
discharged) minus (The number of people
who finish treatment not at clinical
caseness at initial assessment)
%

910

1750
52.0%

161

226

239

284

501

453

367

429

32.1%

49.9%

65.1%

66.2%

Mental Health Access
E.H.1 ‐ A1
The proportion of
people that wait 6
weeks or less from
referral to entering a
course of IAPT
treatment against
the number of
people who finish a
course of treatment
in the reporting
period.

2015‐16 Plan

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

The number of ended referrals that
finish a course of treatment in the
reporting period who received their
first treatment appointment within 6
weeks of referral

60

111

296

353

The number of ended referrals that
finish a course of treatment in the
reporting period.1

578

439

394

470

10.4%

25.3%

75.1%

75.1%

%

E.H.2 ‐ A2
The
proportion of
people that
wait 18 weeks
or less from
referral to
entering a
course of
IAPT
treatment
against the
number of
people who
finish a
course of
treatment in
the reporting
period.

2015‐16
Plan

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

The number of ended
referrals that finish a course
of treatment in the reporting
period who received their first
treatment appointment
within 18 weeks of referral

443

374

375

447

The number of ended
referrals who finish a course
of treatment in the reporting
period.1

578

439

394

470

%
76.6%
85.2%
95.2%
95.1%
1. The denominators in measures E.H.1 ‐ A1 and E.H.2 ‐ A2 are identical. Given this, the values entered for E.H.1 ‐ A1
are automatically used to populate the denominator in E.H.2 ‐ A2.

Satisfaction with the quality
of consultation at GP
practices

E.D.1

This is a score out of 500
The aggregated percentage of
patients who gave positive answers
to five selected questions in the GP
survey about the quality of
appointments at the GP practice

2015/16

Satisfaction with the overall
care received at the surgery

E.D.2

The percentage of patients who gave
positive answers to the GP survey
question ‘Overall, how would you
describe your experience of your GP
surgery?’

2015/16

Numerator - The number of patients who answered
‘very good’ or ‘fairly good’ to the question, ‘Overall,
how would you describe your experience of your GP
surgery?’
Denominator - The number of patients responding to
the question ‘Overall, how would you describe your
experience of your GP surgery?’
%

3015

3424

88.1%
Satisifcation with access to
primary care

E.D.3

The percentage of patients who gave
positive answers to the GP survey
question ‘Overall, how would you
describe your experience of making
an appointment?’

409

2015/16

Numerator - The number of patients answering ‘’Very
good’ or ‘Fairly Good’ to the question ‘Overall, how
would you describe your experience of making an
appointment?’
Denominator - The number of patients responding to
the question ‘Overall, how would you describe your
experience of making an appointment?
%

2481

3380

73.4%

Appendix 2: Eastern Cheshire CCG Activity Planning Assumptions 2015-16

14/15
Activity

RJN
RXA
RM2
RWJ
RW3

Trust

East Cheshire NHS Trust
Cheshire And Wirral Partnership
NHS FT
University Hospital Of South
Manchester NHS FT
Stockport NHS FT
Central Manchester University
Hospitals NHS FT
Other Contracts (less than £5m)

Ordina
ry
Electiv
e
Spells
‐ G&A
E.C.1

All First
Outpatie
nt
Attendan
ces ‐ all
specialtie
s E.C.24

All First
Outpatie
nt
Attendan
ces ‐ G&A
E.C.5

First
Outpatie
nt
Attendan
ces
following
GP
Referrals
‐ all
specialtie
s E.C.25

First
outpatie
nt
attenda
nce
followin
g a GP
referral ‐
G&A
E.C.12

All
subseque
nt
outpatie
nt
attendan
ces ‐ all
specialiti
es E.C.6

A&E
attedan
ces all
types
E.C.8

Daycase
Elective
Spells ‐
all
specialti
es
E.C.32

Non‐
elective
spells ‐
all
specialti
es
E.C.23

Non‐
elective
spells ‐
G&A
E.C.4

Daycase
Elective
Spells ‐
G&A
E.C.2

Ordinar
y
Elective
Spells ‐
all
specialt
ies
E.C.21

10,506

15,056

14,322

10,442

1,276

1,225

40,904

33,438

27,122

27,121

71,411

43,797

‐

34

‐

‐

123

‐

1,688

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

2,094
2,009

2,079
2,106

1,806
1,959

2,093
2,009

830
648

830
648

6,765
5,184

6,427
5,075

3,023
2,479

2,981
2,461

12,912
7,901

4,251
3,928

1,339
4,348

509
2,197

396
2,029

1,339
4,301

330
1,144

328
1,134

3,861
13,840

3,711
13,307

1,211
6,376

1,198
6,355

9,212
19,259

2,173
5,659

15/16
activity

RJN
RXA
RM2
RWJ
RW3

Trust

East Cheshire NHS Trust
Cheshire And Wirral Partnership
NHS FT
University Hospital Of South
Manchester NHS FT
Stockport NHS FT
Central Manchester University
Hospitals NHS FT
Other Contracts (less than £5m)

Totals

Ordina
ry
Electiv
e
Spells
‐ G&A
E.C.1

All First
Outpatie
nt
Attendan
ces ‐ all
specialtie
s E.C.24

All First
Outpatie
nt
Attendan
ces ‐ G&A
E.C.5

First
Outpatie
nt
Attendan
ces
following
GP
Referrals
‐ all
specialtie
s E.C.25

First
outpatie
nt
attenda
nce
followin
g a GP
referral ‐
G&A
E.C.12

All
subseque
nt
outpatie
nt
attendan
ces ‐ all
specialiti
es E.C.6

A&E
attedan
ces all
types
E.C.8

Daycase
Elective
Spells ‐
all
specialti
es
E.C.32

Non‐
elective
spells ‐
all
specialti
es
E.C.23

Non‐
elective
spells ‐
G&A
E.C.4

Daycase
Elective
Spells ‐
G&A
E.C.2

Ordinar
y
Elective
Spells ‐
all
specialt
ies
E.C.21

10,706

14,589

13,878

10,640

1,209

1,161

40,904

33,438

27,122

27,121

71,411

43,797

‐

33

‐

‐

117

‐

1,688

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

2,134
2,047

2,015
2,041

1,750
1,898

2,133
2,047

787
614

787
614

6,765
5,184

6,427
5,075

3,023
2,479

2,981
2,461

12,912
7,901

4,251
3,928

1,364
4,431

493
2,129

384
1,966

1,364
4,383

313
1,084

311
1,075

3,861
13,840

3,711
13,307

1,211
6,376

1,198
6,355

2,173
5,659

20,682

21,300

19,876

20,567

4,124

3,948

72,242

61,958

40,211

40,116

9,212
19,259
120,69
5

59,808

%
shift

Trust

RJN

East Cheshire NHS Trust

RXA

CWP
University Hospital Of South
Manchester NHS FT

RM2
RWJ
RW3

Stockport NHS FT
Central Manchester University
Hospitals NHS FT
Other Contracts (less than £5m)

Total
s

Ordinar
y
Elective
Spells ‐
G&A
E.C.1

All First
Outpatien
t
Attendan
ces ‐ all
specialtie
s E.C.24

All First
Outpatien
t
Attendan
ces ‐ G&A
E.C.5

First
Outpatien
t
Attendan
ces
following
GP
Referrals
‐ all
specialtie
s E.C.25

‐5.54%

‐5.51%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

1.88%
1.86%

‐5.46%
‐5.54%

‐5.46%
‐5.54%

0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%

‐3.13%
‐3.20%

1.83%
1.87%

‐5.43%
‐5.54%

‐5.47%
‐5.49%

0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%

‐3.20%

1.86%

‐5.50%

‐5.50%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Daycase
Elective
Spells ‐ all
specialtie
s E.C.32

Non‐
elective
spells ‐
all
specialti
es
E.C.23

Non‐
elective
spells ‐
G&A
E.C.4

Daycase
Elective
Spells ‐
G&A
E.C.2

Ordinar
y
Elective
Spells ‐
all
specialti
es
E.C.21

1.87%

‐3.20%

‐3.20%

1.86%

1.87%
1.86%

‐3.18%
‐3.18%

‐3.20%
‐3.21%

1.83%
1.87%

‐3.25%
‐3.19%

1.87%

‐3.20%

First
outpatie
nt
attendan
ce
followin
g a GP
referral ‐
G&A
E.C.12

All
subseque
nt
outpatien
t
attendan
ces ‐ all
specialiti
es E.C.6

A&E
attedanc
es all
types
E.C.8
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Agend
da items and disc
cussions
s at Gove
erning Bo
ody meettings
held in
n camera and in p
public
1.

E
Executiv
ve Summ
mary

1.1

T
The follow
wing paperr is aimed at enhan
ncing the ttransparen
ncy of how
w NHS Ea
astern
C
Cheshire C
Clinical Com
mmissionin
ng Group ((CCG) disccharges its duties in tthe running
g and
d
decision m
making of th
he organissation. The
e following
g principless are aime
ed at suppo
orting
tthe Govern
ning Body, CCG emp
ployees and
d the publicc in undersstanding wh
hat items would
w
b
be discusssed in a Go
overning Body meetin
ng held in camera ass opposed to a Gove
erning
m
meeting he
eld in publicc, recognissing that the latter is tthe norm.

1.2

T
The CCG Constitutiion1 outlines its ressponsibilitie
es and the
e roles th
hat key bo
odies,
ccommitteess and ind
dividuals m
must take in order to comp
ply with th
he Constittution
sstatementss. In relation to tthe conve
ening of p
public mee
etings, section 4.5.1 on
A
Accountability states that:
““The group
p will demo
onstrate its accountab
bility to its m
members, local people, stakeho
olders
a
and NHS E
England in a number of ways, in
ncluding byy:
a
a) publish
hing its Con
nstitution
b
b) appoin
nting indep
pendent la
ay members/person
ns and no
on GP cclinicians tto its
Govern
ning Body
cc) holding
g meetingss of its Go
overning B
Body and Joint Com
mmissioning
g Committtee in
public (except wh
here the grroup consid
ders that it would not be in the public
p
interrest in
relation
n to all or p
part of a me
eeting).

1.3

IIt is recog
gnised und
der the CC
CG’s Consstitution tha
at it can h
hold meetiings in ca
amera
((‘closed meetings’) but
b as an organisatio
o
on we are ccommitted to conduccting Gove
erning
B
Body meettings and reporting a
all CCG bu
usiness de
ecisions in public, un
nless there
e is a
sspecific reason as to why thiss should not
n happen
n. The fo
ollowing prrinciples aim to
p
provide so
ome guidan
nce for the
e CCG in establishin
ng where sspecific isssues should be
d
discussed.

1.4

IIt is underrstood thatt this will not alwayss be a perfect fit an
nd thereforre the follo
owing
p
principles m
may need to
t be revised as expe
erience inccreases.

2.

R
Recomm
mendation
n(s)

2.1

T Goverrning Body is asked to
The
o approve::
 the guiding princip
ples in dete
ermining wh
hat issues would be discussed
d
and reportted in
ed to a mee
eting held in public.
camera as oppose

3.

R
Reasons
s for reco
ommenda
ation(s)

3.1

T
To provide
e guidance for the Go
overning Bo
ody Members, CCG employeess and the public
p
a
as to why certain
c
issu
ues may be discusse
ed within in
n camera m
meetings off the Gove
erning
B
Body.

1

https://www..easterncheshireccg.nhs.uk/Downloads/Publications/Constitutiion/NHS%20ECCCG
G%20Constitution%20
0Master%20Copy%20v1.3%20%20March
h%202015.pdf
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3.2

T
To provide clarity and
d transpare
ency for the
e CCG in the discharrge of its du
uties in line
e with
iits constitution.

3.3

S
So that th
he CCG ad
dopts good governa
ance practice and ensures tra
ansparencyy and
o
openness in
i managin
ng the orga
anisation and the deccisions mad
de.

4.

P
Peer Gro
oup Area / Town A
Area Affe
ected

4.1

R
Relates to all peer g
group area
as within th
he NHS Eastern Che
eshire CCG geograp
phical
a
area.

5.

P
Populatio
on affectted

5.1

R
Relates to all of the p
population living within or registtered with a practice within the NHS
E
Eastern Ch
heshire CC
CG area.

6.

C
Context

6.1

T
This paperr further su
upports the
e CCGs commitment to strength
hening tran
nsparency in its
d
decision m
making, as outlined w
within its Co
onstitution, and in line with the values and the
p
principles o
of the NHS
S Constitution,2 primarily:
 Princip
ple Seven:: The NHS is accoun
ntable to th
he public, communiities and
patientts that it serves. The
e NHS is a national service fund
ded throug
gh national
taxation
n. The govvernment se
ets the fram
mework forr the NHS, and it is accountable
e to
Parliam
ment for its operation. However, most decissions in the
e NHS, esp
pecially tho
ose
about th
he treatme
ent of indiviiduals and the detaile
ed organisa
ation of serrvices, are
rightly ttaken by th
he local NH
HS and by p
patients wiith their clin
nicians. Th
he system o
of
responssibility and
d accountab
bility for takking decisio
ons in the NHS shou
uld be
transpa
arent and cclear to the public, patients and staff. The g
governmen
nt will ensu
ure
that the
ere is alwayys a clear a
and up-to-d
date statem
ment of NH
HS accounttability for tthis
purpose
e

7.

F
Finance

7.1

N
Not applica
able.

8.

Q
Quality a
and Patie
ent Experrience

8.1

N
Not applica
able.

9.

C
Consulta
ation an
nd Enga
agement

(previouslly

considered

by

orr

needs tto be

P
Public/Patie
ent/Carer/Clinical/Staff)

9.1

A
An initial d
draft of this paper was
w
presented and discussed at the 29
9 April 2015 in
ccamera Go
overning Bo
ody meetin
ng.

10.

E
Equality

10.1

N
Not applica
able.

2

http://www
w.nhs.uk/choice
eintheNHS/Rightsandpledges/N
NHSConstitution//Pages/Overview
w.aspx
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11.

L
Legal

11.1

N
Not applica
able.

12.

C
Commun
nication

12.1

D
Decisions resulting ffrom this paper
p
will b
be reported
d via the m
minutes off the Gove
erning
B
Body and m
made availlable via th
he CCG’s w
website.

13.

B
Background and Options
s

13.1

M
Meetings of the Go
overning B
Body held
d in public
c. All issue
es in line with the C
CCGs
C
Constitution will be discussed in
n meetingss held in pu
ublic, unlesss there arre clear rea
asons
w
why it would not be in
n the publicc interest. The key principles are:
 anything that is d
defined witthin the CC
CG’s Consstitution or Schemes of Reservvation
3
elegation (SORD) that require public disclosurre (e.g. changes to
o the
and De
Constitu
ution, signiificant orga
anisational change, m
membership
p of the CC
CG)
 anything that requ
uires a deccision of the Governin
ng Body in
n line with the
t Constittution
RD
or SOR
 change
es to the C
CCGs stattutory accountabilitie
es, responsibilities a
and duties,, e.g.
co-com
mmissioning
g, safeguarrding, finan
ncial perforrmance, qu
uality)
 reports and assu
urances frrom sub-ccommitteess and advvisory com
mmittees to
o the
Govern
ning Body
 anything that is in the publicc interest
 all annu
ual reports and plans.

13.2

IInformal Q
Question a
and Answ
wer Sessio
on within G
Governing
g body me
eetings he
eld in
p
public.
Ass part of tthe CCGs commitment to the
e public we
e routinelyy hold a public
p
“
“Informal
Q
Question a
and Answer (Q&A) Se
ession” following eve
ery other G
Governing Body
m
meeting
th
hat is held
d in publicc. It is a
acknowledg
ged that th
hese sesssions proviide a
v
valuable
in
nsight for tthe CCG tto hear dirrectly from the publicc on a num
mber of isssues.
G
Given
that this is a pu
ublic Q&A session there are some similar principles that need to be
a
adopted.
This will ensure tha
at Q&A se
essions ca
an discuss freely the
e issues ra
aised
w
where
posssible and ffully engage with mem
mbers of th
he public:
 the mee
eting will be
e chaired a
and will run to time
 each me
ember of the
t
public present w
will be give
en equal opportunity to speak (time
permittin
ng)
 memberrs of the pu
ublic will re
espect othe
er attendee
es and allow
w them to a
ask questio
ons
 question
ns do not have
h
to be ssubmitted in advance
e
 memberrs of the pu
ublic who w
wish to raisse individual cases should do sso in a sensitive
manner,, recognising that the
e CCG will not be ab
ble to discu
uss or resp
pond in an open
forum. Such resp
ponses willl be provid
ded to the individual directly at an approp
priate
future da
ate.

13.3

Meetings of the Go
M
overning Body
B
held in camerra. It is inte
ended thatt the majorrity of
i
issues
and
d reports th
hat are disccussed with
hin a meetiing held in camera will appear w
within

3

https://www..easterncheshireccg.nhs.uk/Downloads/Publications/Constitutiion/ECCCG%20Sche
eme%20of%20Reserrvation%20and%20Delegation%20-%20C
Constitution%201.2.pd
df
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a future m
meeting held
d in publicc, albeit po
otentially att a more ssummarised level. To
opics,
a
areas
of discussion
d
and reporrts presented and disscussed w
within in ca
amera mee
etings
c
could
cove
er:
 anythin
ng related to Governin
ng Body de
evelopment.
 anythin
ng related to an individual memb
ber of stafff, team, me
ember pracctice or me
ember
of the p
public
 public p
papers tha
at are workk in progre
ess and re
equire Govverning Bod
dy debate//input
prior to going to th
he meeting
g held in pu
ublic, e.g., Plan on a Page.
praised offf in full whicch are sensitive
 items w
which the G
Governing B
Body need
ds to be app
in natu
ure, i.e.
Care Qu
uality Com
mmission inspection, legal ch
hallenges, and
comme
ercial confid
dentiality.

14.

A
Access to
t furtherr informa
ation

14.1 F
For further informatio
on relating to
t this repo
ort contact::
Name
e
Alex Mitchell
Desig
gnation
Chief Fina
ance Office
er
Date
18 May 2015
Telephone
01625 66
63456
Email
alex.mitch
hell@nhs.n
net
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Goverrnance
Priorr Committtee Approval / Liink to oth
her Committees
Discusssed at the
e 29 April 2
2015 in cam
mera Gove
erning Bodyy meeting.

CCG 5 Year Strategic
S
Plan pro
ogramme
e of work
k this rep
port is lin
nked to 
Caring
g Togetherr

Q
Quality Imp
provement

Menta
al Health & Alcohol

O
Other



CCG 5 Year Strategic
S
Plan am
mbitions a
addresse
ed by this report 
Increa
ase the num
mber of ou
ur citizens
having
g a positive
e experiencce of care
Reducce the ine
equalities in health
and ssocial carre acrosss Eastern
Chesh
hire
Ensure our citizzens accesss care to
the highest
and are
h
s
standard
proteccted from a
avoidable h
harm



IIncrease th
he proportion of olde
er people
living independently at home and who
ffeel supporrted to man
nage their condition
IImprove th
he health-re
elated qua
ality of life
o
of our citizzens with one or m
more long
tterm conditions, inclu
uding mental health
cconditions
S
Secure ad
dditional ye
ears of life
e for the
ccitizens o
of Easterrn Chesh
hire with
ttreatable m
mental an
nd physica
al health
cconditions

Ensure that a
all those living in
Easterrn
Chesshire
sho
ould
be
suppo
orted by ne
ew, better integrated
comm
munity services

Key IImplications of th
his reporrt – pleas
se indicate 
Strategic
Financce
Qualityy & Patientt Experiencce
Staff / Workforce
e



C
Consultatio
on & Engag
gement
E
Equality
L
Legal





CCG Values s
supporte
ed by this
s report – please indicate
e
Valuin
ng People
Workin
ng Togethe
er
Investting Responsibly



IInnovation
Q
Quality





NHS Constitu
ution Values supp
ported by
y this rep
port – ple
ease indicate 
Workin
ng togethe
er for patien
nts
Respe
ect and dignity
Comm
mitment to q
quality of ccare



Compassio
on
Improving lives
Everyone counts
c



